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Addendum

page 47,Table 2.1 - the following entries should be included.

Genotype ReferenceStrain

SA2O X
SA2O

SA21 X
SA21

SA25 X
SA25

yAI, riboBL, adE20, suAladEZo, creA220

yAI, riboBL, adE2O, suAladE2), areAZl7,

creA22O

yAl, riboBL, adE2O, suAladE\O, creA22l

yAl, riboB2, adE2O, suAladEÀO, areALl'|,
creA22l

yAl, riboB2, adE2O, suAladÛ2O, creA225

yAl, riboBL, adE2O, suAladE2o, areA2l7,

Shroff et al. (1996)

Shroff et aI. (1996)

Shroff et aI. (1996)

Shroff et aI. (1996)

Shroff et al. (1996)

Shroff et al. (1996)

creA225

page 160, Figure 7.5 - the following should be added to the figure legend.

Note - on plate (a) the colony on the bottom row, position two is creA* and on plate (b) the

colony on the bottom row, position two is creAL4'



ABSTRACT

Carbon catabolite repression is a wide domain regulatory system that in the presence

of glucose acts to prevent the expression of numerous enzymes that are involved in

the utilisation of more complex carbon sources. In Aspergillus nidulans the process of
carbon catabolite repression is mediated by CreA. creAhas been cloned (Dowzer and

Kelly 1989) and theoretical translation indicated the presence of potentially functional

domains within the protein. The most notable of these was a classical Cys2-His2 zinc

finger DNA binding domain.

This thesis presents a study undertaken with the aim of defining functionally important

regions within the CreA protein. The approach used to achieve this aim has been to

characterise a bank of creA mutant alleles. This characterisation involved the

phenotypic analysis of strains containing each creA allele and determining the basis of
the mutation at the DNA level. Functional regions of the protein are determined from
the comparison of the site and nature of each mutation with the resulting phenotype.

Using this approach the creA mutant alleles analysed can be broadly grouped into two

categories. Seven creA mutant alleles are the result of missense mutations within the

DNA binding domain, providing clear evidence that the zinc finger DNA binding
domain is functional in vivo. The remaining mutant alleles consist of
mutations that are predicted to result in truncated CreA mutant polypeptides. The

smallest truncation is predicted to occur inCreA322. Strains containing this mutation

have significant levels of derepression of carbon catabolite regulated systems.

Therefore the final 80 amino acids must contain a region that mediates repression.

CreA303 is predicted to be the most severely truncated polypeptide, terminating after

the first 69 residues. Strains containing creA3Ù3 have extreme pleiotropic phenotypes.

However these strains are viable, which conflicts with previous data from a strain with
a deletion of a region of the genome including creA (Dowzer and Kelly 1991). This

resulted in a reassessment of the phenotype of a creA null allele, which was shown to

reflect the phenotype of the most extreme alleles in this study, creA3o3 and creA304.

Strains transformed with a construct that has an in frame internal deletion of amino

acids 2Ol -365 were made. Transformants with 3-5 copies of this construct were able

to fully complement a creA\, strain in repressing conditions, suggesting that the C-

terminal region required for repression was contained in the last 51 amino acids. The

same transformants had an impaired ability to grow on sole carbon sources that are

non-repressing. This suggests that the deleted region is required for the expression of
some carbon catabolite repressed genes in non-repressing conditions.

The most phenotypically extreme allele in this study is creA3O6. Surprisingly creA3O6

is the result of a missense mutation within the DNA binding domain. This resulted in

the hypothesis that CreA306 is a full length polypeptide with little or no ability to bind
DNA and that the extreme phenotype is the result of the titration of potential CreA
interacting proteins. Based on this hypothesis, creA306 was the ideal candidate for
use in a screen for suppression of creA- mutations with the goal of identifying genes

that encode CreA interacting proteins. Suppressor mutants were selected on the basis

of improved growth rate and conidiation resulting in the identification of mutants that

grew at very strong and at intermediate levels by comparison to a creA306 strain.

Mutations that restore creA3Ù6 growth to,or near, wild type levels were all shown to
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be the result of reversions or allelic mutations that changed the residue substituted in
the original creA306 mutation. The mutations analysed that had intermediate growth

rates compared to creA306 were all the result of extragenic mutations. One of these

mutations was shown to be very closely linked and probably allelic to creBlí. This is

the first evidence of a direct functional link between CreA and CreB. The remaining

mutants analysed from this group all had phenotype similar to creA\, strains. Six of
them were tested by meiotic analysis and shown to be very tightly linked to each

other. They are excellent candidates for a gene that encodes a CreA interacting
protein.
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Chapter 1

Introduction



As is the case for most organisms, the chief source of energy fot Aspergillus n

is the oxidation of glucose.'When glucose is available to the organism it will be used

preferentially over other carbon sources. In the absence of glucose A. nidulans is able

to utilise a wide range of alternative carbon sources. Numerous proteins are required

to catabolise these alternative carbon sources. However, it is energetically inefficient

to produce all of these proteins unless the fungus is growing in an environment that

lacks glucose, the preferred carbon source, and a specific alternative carbon source is

present. To prevent this potential waste of energy, the expression of the genes that

encode the proteins required to utilise alternative carbon sources is tightly regulated.

The transcriptional regulation of these genes can often be divided into two

mechanisms. The first is a pathway specific regulatory mechanism that acts in

response to a specific inducer. The second form of regulation is by wide domain

systems which act in response to the general growth environment.

Carbon catabolite repression, or glucose repression, is an example of a wide domain

regulatory system. In the presence of glucose carbon catabolite repression acts to

prevent the expression of a range of enzymes and permeases that are required for the

utilisation of alternative carbon sources. By repressing expression of these genes in

the presence of glucose the organism does not waste energy producing proteins that

are not required.

Carbon catabolite repression has been identified in numerous fungi and bacteria.

Amongst the simple eukaryotes carbon catabolite repression has been most

extensively studied in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the ascomycete fungus
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A. nidulans. In A. nidulans carbon catabolite repression is mediated by the product of

the creA gene. This study aims to characterise CreA and determine its role in the

process of carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans'

A. nidulans is an ideal organism for the study of gene regulation and, in particular,

carbon catabolite repression. The organism grows on simple defined liquid and solid

media and is able to utilise a wide range of compounds as carbon sources. Many

aspects of the A. nidulans life cycle make it suitable for genetic analysis (figure 1.1).

A. nidulans has both an asexual and a sexual cycle. Hyphae readily form

heterokaryons from which diploid strains can be isolated. Numerous genes have been

identified and mapped resulting in a comprehensive linkage map being produced for

A. nidulans (Clutterbuck 1997).

1.1 - Carbon catabolite repression in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae

The most extensive analysis of a eukaryotic carbon catabolite repression regulatory

system has been carried out in the yeast, S. cerevisiae. S. cerevisiaehas evolved to

utilise glucose quite differently to most other organisms. In repressing conditions,

such as high levels of glucose or fructose, yeast metabolises fermentable carbon

sources through the glycolytic pathway. In other organisms pyruvate formed from

glycolysis is further metabolised by the Krebs cycle. This does not occur in yeast since

many mitochondrial functions are repressed by glucose. Glucose repression of

mitochondrial functions is a specialised development and is a reflection of the purely

fermentative metabolism of glucose by yeast. In yeast, pyruvate is decarboxylated and

3
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the resulting acetaldehyde is reduced to ethanol to regenerate the NAD that is used in

glycolysis. Therefore, the glucose is not fully metabolised, producing significantly less

ATP than during oxidative growth. The carbon is not permanently lost to the cell.

When glucose is depleted mitochondrial enzymes are derepressed and ethanol is

metabolised. S. cerevisiae can also utilise many di- and trisaccharides such as lactose,

sucrose, maltose and raffinose. These sugars are broken down into their component

monosaccharides and enter the glycolytic pathway as hexose phosphates and çan then

be metabolised in the same way as glucose.

Yeast can also utilise numerous non-fermentable carbon sources, such as ethanol and

acetate which are converted to acetyl-CoA. To obtain energy acetyl-CoA feeds into

the Krebs cycle with ATP being obtained via respiration. The cell also requires hexose

phosphates for biosynthetic reactions. In the absence of glucose they are produced via

gluconeogenesis.

Depending on the carbon source available to the organism it will continually switch

between fermentative and gluconeogenic growth. The genes encoding many of the

enzymes required for these processes are transcriptionally repressed in the presence of

glucose. In yeast glucose repressible genes can be divided into three distinct groups

(Ronne 1995).

a) Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase and PEP carboxylase are unique to gluconeogenesis.

These two enzymes are repressed by glucose, thus preventing glycolysis and

gluconeogenesis functioning simultaneously and depleting cellular ATP levels.
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b) Glucose repressible mitochondrial enzymes involved in the Krebs cycle and

respiration.

c) Enzymes that are involved in the uptake and metabolism of more complex carbon

sources eg. galactose and sucrose. Some of these systems are regulated at two

levels where carbon catabolite repression has to interact with other regulatory

mechanisms. The galactose and maltose utilisation systems have specific induction

pathways as well as being glucose repressed. Alternatively, the sucrose utilisation

system is only regulated by glucose repression.

L.1.1- The galactose utilisation genes, GAZ

The GAL genes are a set of enzyme encoding and regulatory genes that enable yeast

cells to utilise galactose as a carbon source. The GAL genes are strongly regulated at

the level of transcription.

The GAL structural genes are GALI, -2, -7 and-10 andMELl. These genes code for

products which transport galactose into the cell and catabolise galactose to the

glycolytic substrate glucose-1-phosphate. The GAL genes have three major regulated

states. They are repressed by the presence of glucose, derepressed in the absence of

glucose and induced in the absence of glucose and the presence of galactose. The

activation system is very powerful with transcription induced 100-1000 fold when

galactose is the sole carbon source. Conversely, these structural genes are not

expressed at a detectable level in the presence of glucose.
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There are three regulatory genes that control the induction pathway of the GAL

structural genes. Gal4p is required for the galactose induction of expression of the

structural GAZ genes. Gal80p binds to and masks the Gal4p transcriptional activation

function in media lacking galactose. Gal3p mediates galactose induced release of

Gal80p inhibition of Ga14p.

The presence of glucose triggers the glucose repression system. Glucose repression

acts in a number of ways to repress the galactose utilisation system. GAIA is

moderately repressed in the presence of glucose. The absence of Gal4p results in no

transcription of the G,AZ structural genes. This transcriptional repression is mediated

by the globally acting glucose repression mechanism (Griggs and Johnston 1991) and

is effected by Miglp (Nehlin et aI. l99l). GAL80 is not repressed in the presence of

glucose (Shimada and Fukasawa 1985). GAL3 is completely glucose repressed

(Bajwa et al.1984).

The GALI and GAL2 structural genes are also strongly glucose repressed in a Miglp

dependent fashion (Johnston L987). GALT and GALI} are also strongly glucose

repressed but in a Miglp independent fashion (Flick and Johnston 1992).

I.I.2 - The sucrose utilisation genes, SUC

The utilisation of sucrose and raffinose is mediated by the SUC gene family. Each

SUC gene codes for an intracellular and extracellular form of invertase (Carlson and

Botstein 1933). Invertase acts to hydrolyse sucrose. Invertase activity is not induced
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by sucrose but is reduced over 100 fold by the presence of glucose (Perlman and

Halvorson 1981). Glucose regulation of SUC2 occurs at the transcriptional level. An

upstream regulatory region, subsequently shown to contain Miglp binding sites, is

sufficient for glucose regulated gene expression (Sarokin and Carlson 1985).

Numerous mutants affecting the regulation of genes required for the utilisation of a

number of carbon sources have been selected. Mutants selected for their effects on

SUC2 have been particularly useful for the study of glucose repression. As there is no

induction mechanism required for SUC2 expression the majority of mutants that

increase or decrease SUC2 expression disrupt some aspect of glucose repression.

1.1.3 - Genes required for glucose repression

1.1.3.1 - HXK2

HXK2 (HEXI, GLRI) mutants were isolated by their growth on media containing

sucrose and the glucose analogue 2-deoxyglucose (Zimmerrnann and Scheel 1971).

The mutation results in derepression of invertase, malate dehydrogenase, maltase,

succinate dehydrogenase and NADH-dehydrogenase. They result in reduced hexose

phosphorylating activity but the activity of all other glycolytic enzymes appears to be

normal (Entian andZimmennann 1980). HXK2 encodes hexokinase PII (Lobo and

Maitra l9l7). The mechanism by which Hxk2p affects glucose repression is unknown.

Residual phosphorylation activity of Hxk2p is conelated with the level of glucose

repression and is dependent on the presence of Hxk2p. The level of phosphorylation

activity modulated by Hxklp or Glklp does not correlate with glucose repression
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(Ma et al. I989a,b; Rose et al.l99I). This indicates that glucose repression is not

only associated with the phosphorylation activity of hexokinase PII, the presence of

hexokinase PII protein is necessary to give the signal for glucose repression.

Hexokinase PII may act as the initial sensor for glucose repression, possibly by

phosphorylating aregulatory protein or small molecule. Hexokinase PII is

phosphoryl ated in vivo and the extent of labelling varies with the amount of glucose in

the growth medium (Vojtek and Fraenkel 1990). Hxt2p also affects hexose transport

(Bisson and Fraenkel l9S4). The signal may in fact be a combination of glucose

transport coupled to its phosphorylation by Hxt2p.

t.1.3.2 - REGL

regl (HEX1) mutants were selected by resistance to 2-deoxyglucose in the presence

of sucrose (Niederacher and Entian 1987). Mutations in REGL result in higher

invertase, galactokinase, maltose uptake and hexokinase PII activity than in wild type

cells. Even though regl mltants have a higher level of maltose uptake they are unable

to grow on maltose as a sole carbon source. Deletion of REGI resulted in over

accumulation of glycogen, slow growth and enlarged cell size suggesting that REGI

has a role in carbohydrate storage. REGI has been cloned and encodes a 113 kDa

protein containing a putative nuclear localisation signal. Tu and Carlson (1995)

showed that Reglp interacts physically with Glc7p (see Section 1.1.3.4), a type 1

protein phosphatase catalytic subunit. The two proteins act together to negatively

regulate glucose repression. Reglp may act as a phosphatase regulatory subunit that

targets GlcTp to proteins involved in the glucose repression pathway.
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1.L.3.3 - GRR¿

Mutations in GRRI (CAT80) allow expression of invertase, maltase, galactokinase

and cytochrome C in the presence of glucose (Bailey and Woodward 1984). SUC2

expression is glucose inducible in grrl mutants. grrl mttants also have morphological

effects. They have a reduced rate of growth compared to wild type, they produce

elongated cells and fail to sporulate when homozygous (Flick and Johnston 1991).

GRRI is predicted to encode a protein of 1151 amino acids and is asparagine and

glutamine rich. It also contains twelve leucine rich repeats that may mediate protein-

protein interactions. Transcription of GRRI is not glucose regulated. The mode of

action is unknown but it is suggested that its function is required for the generation or

transduction of the intracellular signal that causes glucose repression. The altered

regulatory responses to glucose seen in grrl mutants may be the result of glucose

transport defects (Ozcan et al.1994; Vallier et al. 1994).

t.t.3.4 - GLCT

Mutations in GLCT (CIDI) were selected for growth on sucrose in the presence of 2-

deoxyglucose. gIcT mutants cause glucose insensitive expression of invertase and

maltase. Homozygous diploid strains have sporulation defects. GLCT has been cloned

and codes for a protein phosphatase type I and is an essential gene (Tu and Carlson

1995). Genetic analysis suggests that this protein acts, in conjunction with Reglp,
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antagonistically to the Snflp protein kinase in glucose repression (Tu and Carlson

1e9s).

1.L.3.5 - MrGl

MIGL was isolated by screening a yeast library for genes that, when present in

multiple copies, repressed the GALI promoter in inducing conditions. Multiple copies

of MIGI also repress SUC2 expression (Nehlin and Ronne 1990). migl mutations

partially relieve repression of SUC2, GALI and GAIA. A role for MIGI as an

activator of transcription has been shown in a ssn6 mutant strain (Treitel and Carlson

1995). MIGl is epistatic to SNF/ (Vallier and Carlson 1994). MIGI has been cloned

and encodes a protein of 504 amino acids that has two Cys2-His2 zinc fingers in the

amino terminal region. In vitro DNase I footprinting has defined the Miglp DNA

binding site in the promoters of SUC2 (Nehlin and Ronne 1990) and GALI and GAIA

(Nehlin et al. l99l) as WW-WWSYGGGG.

MIGI homologues have been cloned from two Kluyveromyces sp. (Cassart et al.

1997). Comparison of the homologous proteins has identified a number of conserved

regions. Deletion mapping analysis of MIGL has identified functional roles for some of

these conserved domains. In addition to the previously identified DNA binding

domain, an effector domain required for transcriptional repression and two regions

designated Rl and R2 which mediate inhibition of Miglp activity in the absence of

glucose, have been identified. A potential nuclear localisation domain has also been

identificd (Ostling et aL 1996). Nuclear localisation of Miglp is dependent on the
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presence of glucose (Devit et al. 1997). A spatial representation of these domains is

shown in figure 1.2.

Cysr-His,
zinc fingers B R1

Repression
DomainR2

Figure 1.2 - Schematic of the functional domains in Miglp.
This schematic is adapted from Ostling et al. (1996). The B domain represents a

potential nuclear localisation domain. The Rl and R2 domains are required for the

inhibition of Miglp function in derepressing conditions.

1.1.3.5 - The Tuplp/Ssn6p repression complex

tupl (aarl, aerl, amml, cyc9, sfl2, umrT) mutants have been selected by numerous

quite different screens. This is consistent with the vast aruay of pleiotropic phenotypes

which result from tupl mutations. tupl múations result in the constitutive expression

of numerous glucose repressible enzymes including invertase and maltase (Trumbly

1986). tupl sl;iains result in flocculence (Stark et aI.1980), elevated levels of

cytochrome C (Rothstein and Sherman 1980); and mating and sporulation defects

(Lemontt et al. 1980). None of these phenotypes have any obvious relationship to the

glucose repression system. TUPl has been cloned (Mackay 1983; Fujita et a\.1990).

It encodes a713 amino acid protein. The C-terminal third of the protein contains six

U/D-40 repeats, which may be involved in protein-protein interactions (Neer et al.

1994; Komachi and Johnston 1997).
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Mutations within ssn6 (cyc9) exhibit the same range of phenotypes as tupl strains

(Schultz and Carlson 1987). SSNó encodes a protein of 107 kDa in mass (Schultz and

Carlson 1987; Trumbly 1988). Near its amino terminus Ssn6p has ten repeats of the

tetratricopeptide repeat (Hirano et aI.l99O; Sikorsky et al.1990). Large deletions of

this region abolish Ssn6p function, while smaller deletions result in a subset of

phenotypes (Schulz et aI.1990)

These two genes appear to be functionally related. They result in the same pleiotropic

array of phenotypes and have been isolated in the same mutant screens (Rothstein and

Sherman 1980; Trumbly 1986). Ssn6p and Tuplp associate in a high molecular

weight complex (Williams et aL l99l). The complex is composed of one Ssn6p

subunit and four Tuplp subunits (Varnasi et aL 1996). Overexpression of SSNó and

TUPI reduces SUC2 transcription in the absence of glucose confirming the genetic

evidence that these proteins act to repress transcription (Schultz and Carlson 1987;

Williams and Trumbly 1990). However neither protein is able to directly bind DNA

and they must therefore act by interacting with a DNA binding protein, Miglp in the

case of glucose repression (Keleher et al.1992; Trietel and Carlson 1995). By

utilising different DNA binding proteins this complex also acts to repress transcription

of genes regulated by cell type (Mukai et aI. 1987), oxygen (Zitomer and Lowrey

1992) and DNA damage (Elledge et aL 1993).

A functional dissection of these two proteins suggests that Tuplp functions to repress

transcription and that Ssn6p links the repressor complex to pathway specific DNA

binding proteins (Tzamarias and Struhl 1994). Distinct combinations of TPR motifs
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are required for Ssn6p to interact with specific DNA binding proteins (Tzamarias and

Struhl 1995)

1.1.3.6 - RGR¿

The rgrl mutation was selected as causing overexpression of a reporter gene placed

under the control of the SUC2 promoter (Sakai et al. 1988). The mutation is

pleiotropic affecting SUC2 transcription levels, reduced amounts of reserved

carbohydrates, temperature sensitive growth, defects in sporulation and cell

morphology. RGRI has been cloned and encodes a 1082 amino acid hydrophobic

protein that is essential for growth (Sakai et aI.1988; Sakai et al. 1990). Rgrlp has

subsequently been shown to have a more regulatory role (Stillman et al. 1994; Covitz

et aI. 1994) acting as part of the mediator/holoenzyme complex acting directly upon

RNA polymerase to control transcription (Li et aL 1995).

1.L.4 - Genes required for glucose derepression

1.1.4.1, - sN¡'1

snfl (catL, ccrl) mutants were selected by their inability to ferment sucrose and

raffinose (Carlson et aL l98I). Mutations in snfl result in strains that are unable to

utilise fermentable and non-fermentable carbon sources other than glucose (Celezna

and Carlson 1986). Snflp acts at the level of transcription, failing to derepress SUC2

mRNA production (Carlson and Botstein 1982). This is not a general effect since

Snflp has no effect on a number of non glucose repressed genes (Carlson et aI. I98l).

SNFI is also involved in sporulation, glycogen storage, thermotolerance and

peroxisome biosynthesis (Thompson-Jaeger et aI.I99l; Schuller andBntian et al.
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1992). SNF/ is constitutively expressed and encodes a protein of 633 amino acids that

is a serine/threonine protein kinase (Celezna and Carlson et al.1986). The protein

kinase domain is required for Snflp function (Celezna and Carlson 1989)

t.t.4.2 - sNF4

snf4 mutants were selected in a screen similar to that used to isolate snfl.They have

the same pleiotropic phenotypes as snfl and lack Snflp catalytic activity in vitro

(Niegerborn and Carlson 1984). SNF4 is expressed constitutively and encodes a322

amino acid protein with no obvious functional domains.

The Snflp kinase complexes with Snf4p. Genetic and biochemical evidence suggests

that Snf4p activates the Snflp kinase (Celezna and Carlson 1989; Celezna et al.

1991). During glucose starvation Snflp kinase activity increases, and this increase

requires Snf4p (V/oods et al.1994). Two hybrid analysis suggests that the

Snflp/Snf4p interaction is regulated by glucose, where high glucose inhibits

interaction and limiting glucose promotes interaction.'When glucose is limiting, Snf4p

binds to the Snflp regulatory domain, counteracting an autoinhibitory interaction

between the Snflp kinase domain and the regulatory domain (Jiang and Carlson

1996). Co-immunoprecipitation data suggests that Snflp and Snf4p are always

complexed. Therefore glucose may regulate conformation of the complex (Jiang and

Carlson 1997). The Snflp/Snf4p interaction is also regulated via Reglp and Glc7p

(Jiang and Carson 1996).
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1.1.5 - A model for Miglp dependent glucose repression in S. cerevisine

Glucose is transported into the cell by hexose transport systems, encoded by HXT

genes, which are regulated by GRRI. The actual signal that the cell is in a high

glucose environment is unknown, however it is most likely that the signalling

molecule is an early intermediate of glycolysis. The glucose is phosphorylated by one

of the three glucose-phosphorylating enzymes Hxklp, Hxk2p and Glklp. Hxk2p

appears to have an additional role in the signalling process, via Reglp and Glc7p, to

inactivate the Snflp/Snf4p complex (figure 1.3a)

The Snflp/Snf4p complex regulates Miglp function. In the presence of glucose

MiglpÆuplp/Ssn6p form a complex that binds to the promoters of glucose

repressible genes to inhibit transcription. The mechanism of repression is unknown,

possible mechanisms include general effects on chromatin structure and specific

interactions with the basal transcriptional machinery. In glucose limiting conditions

the Snflp/Snf4p complex is active and phosphorylates the Rl and R2 regions of

Miglp. Phosphorylation of Miglp results in the Miglp protein being transported from

the nucleus to the cytoplasm, resulting in derepression of glucose repressible genes

(figure 1.3b).

1.1.6 - Other glucose regulatory mechanisms

Other regulatory mechanisms have been identified which respond to the presence of

glucose. While all of the glucose regulatory systems are different, they are all likely to

respond to the same glucose monitoring and signalling pathways.
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Figure L.3a - Regulatory pathway which results in glucose repression.

Ht et aL (1995) identified a Miglp independent glucose repression system. It is not

known how this system functions but it may act by inhibiting a general transcriptional

activation complex.

Upon addition of glucose to a culture grown in glucose limiting conditions certain

enzymes are rapidly inactivated. This inactivation occurs via a proteolytic mechanism.

This process is called glucose inactivation and has been reviewed by Holzer 1989.

Glucose can also trigger induction of transcription. Several glycolytic enzymes and

some ribosomal proteins are induced when a growing culture is shifted from a non-
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Figure 1.3b - Model for glucose repression in S. cerevisìae
(i) In the presence of a repressing carbon source, such as glucose, Miglp binds to the

Tuplp/Ssn6p repressor complex and recruits this complex to the promoters of
glucose repressible genes. The mechanism used by the Tuplp/Ssn6p complex is

unknown but it may act by affecting the chromatin structure of the promoter and

preventing the transcription machinery from functioning.
(ii) In derepressing conditions the Snflp/Snf4p protein kinase complex is activated by

Reglp/Glc7p. The activated complex phosphorylates Miglp. The phosphorylated

Miglp proteins are actively transported out of the nucleus releasing the promoter

from glucose repression.
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fermentable carbon source to glucose (Entian et aL 1984; Donovan and Pearson

1986; Herruer et aI.1989)

1.2 - Carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans

Unlike S. cerevisiae, A. nidulans metabolises glucose via the mitochondrial pathways

used by most eukaryotic organisms. A. nidulans is able to utilise a wide range of

compounds as carbon sources. However, the expression of the genes required for the

use of many of these carbon sources is dependent on the absence of glucose. The

expression of these genes is regulated by carbon catabolite repression. Of eukaryotic

organisms that obtain energy via the oxidation of glucose, A. nidulans has the most

extensively studied carbon catabolite repression gene regulatory system. Mutational

analyses in A. nidulans has resulted in the identification of four loci which result in the

disruption of the carbon catabolite repression process.

1.2.1- Mutations affecting carbon catabolite repression

A number of different approaches have been used to select mutations that affect the

carbon catabolite repression system. The most commonly utilised selection protocol

has been to select mutants that suppress an areA loss of function allele. However a

number of other selections have also been used to isolate mutants.

Compounds such as acetamide and proline can supply both a carbon and a nitrogen

source to the cell. Aside from pathway specific regulation, the genes required to break

down these compounds are under the control of the global regulatory systems carbon

catabolite repression and nitrogen metabolite repression. Lifting either repression

mechanism will allow transcription to occur. Nitrogen metabolite repression is
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analogous to carbon catabolite repression. Nitrogen metabolite repression acts to

repress the genes which code for the proteins required to break down compounds that

supply a nitrogen source. Nitrogen metabolite repression is mediated by the positively

acting regulatory protein AreA. areAloss of function mutants are unable to activate

transcription of nitrogen metabolite repression regulated genes. As a result areAloss

of function strains are only able to grow on media that contain ammonium or

glutamine as a nitrogen source when glucose is the carbon source. However when

grown on media that contains acetamide or proline as the sole carbon and nitrogen

sources areAlossof function strains can grow. This is because carbon catabolite

repression is lifted in the absence of glucose, resulting in the expression of the genes

required to break down these compounds.lThis feature can be used to select mutants

which result in the derepression of carbon catabolite repression regulated genes. In

carbon repressing conditions (glucose or sucrose) with acetamide or proline as the

nitrogen Soufce areAloss of function mutants are unable to grow. However a

mutation that results in derepression of carbon catabolite repression regulated genes

will allow growth. The majority of carbon catabolite repression mutations have been

selected using this method of selection. These mutations occur in three different loci,

designated creA, creB and creC.The creA mutations constitute the majority of

mutants selected by this method (Arst and Cove 1973;Bailey and Arst 197S;Bailey

1976 Arst and Bailey 1977;Hynes and Kelly 1977 Kelly and Hynes 1977).

Pyruvate dehydrogenase, PdhA, is required to convert pyruvate to acetyl-CoA

(Romano and Kornberg 1968). Acetyl-CoA can be supplied from other sources. Any

compound that can be broken down to acetate can supply a source of acetyl-CoA.

Ethanol and acetamide are compounds that can be broken down to acetate. The
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expression of the proteins required to breakdown these compounds are glucose

repressible. Therefore pdhA- strains are able to grow on medium that has ethanol as

the sole carbon source. They cannot grow on medium that contains ethanol and

glucose due to carbon catabolite repression of the ethanol utilisation genes. Carbon

catabolite repression mutations can be selected as pdhA'strains that are able to grow

on medium that contains ethanol and glucose. A number of mutants, all allelic to creA,

have been selected using this screen (Bailey and Arst 197S;Balley 1976).

creA mttants have also been selected by suppressing the requirement for acetate

created by a pyruvate carboxylase, pycA, mutation on complete media (Shroff et aI

lggT). A creA allele has also been selected by resistance to the toxicity caused by

growth of afrAl strain onl%o D-mannitol (Arst et aI.1990).

The fourth locus identified which disrupts the normal carbon catabolite repression

regulatory process is creD. creD34 was isolated as a suppressor of the creC21 allele.

creC2| is sensitive to fluoroacetamide in the presence of a repressing carbon source.

creD34 was a spontaneous mutation selected for resistance of a creC21 strain to

fluoroacetamide in carbon repressing conditions (Kelly and Hynes 1977).

No carbon catabolite repression mutants that lead to a permanently repressed

phenotype (or a failure to derepress) have been isolated (Bailey and Arst 1975; Arst

and Bailey 1977;Kelly and Hynes 1977;Balley 1976).

1.2.2 - creA

creA is on chromosome I and is tightly linked to gaID (Arst and Cove 1973; Hynes

and Kelly 1977). Strains containing creA alleles result in the partial derepression of
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genes that are regulated by carbon catabolite repression. All creA alleles tested are

recessive in heterozygous diploids. Since the most common class of creA mutants are

recessive, and result in derepression, it is likely that creA is a negatively acting

repressor of carbon catabolite repression (Arst and Bailey 1977). Repression of aIcA

via creAhas been shown to occur at the level of transcription (Lockington et aI.

1e87).

creAhasbeen cloned by complementation of function (Dowzer and Kelly 1989).

Alcohol dehydrogenase I is required for the breakdown of ethanol. Allyl alcohol can

act as a substrate for alcohol dehydrogenase L In this reaction allyl alcohol is

converted to the toxic compound acrolein. Expression of alcohol dehydrogenase I is

regulated by carbon catabolite repression. Therefore unlike wild type sttains, creA-

strains result in sensitivity to allyl alcohol on media containing glucose. creA* was

cloned by transforming a genomic library made from a creA* strain into a creA204

strain and selecting on medium containing 2.5mM allyl alcohol and a repressing

carbon source. Strains containing multiple copies of the creA* gene grew better than

wild type on media containing sucrose and allyl alcohol, indicating tighter repression

(Dowzer and Kelly 1989).

Sequencing of the rescued clone, two genomic clones and two cDNA clones was

carried out (Dowzer and Kelly 19s9). A single open reading frame of 416 amino

acids was identified. This open reading frame has a number of features consistent with

CreA acting as a regulatory protein. The most obvious functional domain consisted of

two Cys2-Hisz zinc fingers that have been found to function as DNA binding domains

in othcr proteins. The open reading frame also had an alanine rich region, and acidic
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region and frequent S(T)PXX motifs (Dowzer and Kelly 1991). A spatial

representation of these regions is shown in figure 1.4.

Clsr-His,
zinc fingers

Rgrlp Similar
Region

Alanine
Residues

Acidic
Residues

Figure L.4 - Schematic representing potential domains in creA.
Schematic adapted from Dowzer and Kelly (1991)'

The Cys2-Hiszzinc finger has a very high degree of similarity to a domain in the yeast

protein Miglp, the protein that mediates glucose repression in S. cerevislae. There is

also a high degree of similarity to the DNA binding domains of numerous other

proteins (figure 1.5). Included in this group of proteins is the mouse early growth

response protein Zin68. X-ray crystallographic studies have been carried out on the

DNA binding prop"r,i", of Zif268(Pavletich and Pabo 1991; Elrod -Erickson et aI'

1996). In vitro DNA binding studies have been performed on the 5' regions of a

number of CreA regulated genes, and by CASTing (cyclic amplification and selection

of targets) experiments (Kulmberg et a\.1993; Cubero and Scazzocchio 1994; Espeso

and Peñalv a 1994; Chamalaun-Hussey 1996). The resulting CreA binding site

consensus sequence is SYGGRG (figure 1.6). Considering the similarities between the

binding domains of the two proteins it is not surprising that the binding sites between

CreA and Miglp are very similar. However the CreA binding site does not have the

A/T rich sequence that is immediately five prime of the Miglp binding site. It has been
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Figure 1.6 - Consensus CreA binding site based on publishedin vitro

DNA footprinting data
Nucleotides that have been shaded do not fit the consensus sequence.

The data has been collected from the following references: aIcA, alcR -

Kulmberg et al. (1993), prnB - Cubero and Scazzocchio (1994),

amdS, facB - Chamalaun-Hussey (1996), Miglp - Nehlin et al. (1991).
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suggested that it is not the Cys2-Hiszzinc fingers that bind the A/T sequence (Lundin

et at.1994). CreA has nine consecutive alanine residues directly after the DNA

binding domain. Alanine rich regions have been commonly found in transcriptional

repressor proteins (Hanna-Rose and Hansen 1996). A deletion of the alanine rich

region of Kruppel results in a decreased ability of the protein to act as a repressor

(Licht et al. I99O). Further analysis shows that the alanine rich region of Kruppel has

a structural role in the protein by stabilising the repression domain (Licht et aI. 1994).

Regions rich in acidic residues are commonly found in transcriptional activator

proteins (Ma and Ptashne l9S7). If this domain is functional in A. nidulans it suggests

a positive role for CreA. This would be consistent with a transcriptional activation

role suggested for the yeast protein Miglp (Trietel and carlson 1995).

Northern analysis indicated that creA is autoregulated. cr¿A mRNA levels are higher

in cultures grown in non-repressing carbon sources than in glucose grown cultures.

This differential expression is lost in strains that contain creA mutant alleles. creA

mutant strains have high levels of creA message in glucose grown cultures as well as

cultures grown in non-repressing conditions (Shroff et aI.1996).

The creAhomologue has been cloned fromA. niger (Drysdale et al' 1993). A45

amino acid sequence in the C-terminal half of CreA is identical between the two

species. Database searches with this sequence identified a degree of similarity (\l%o)

with a region of the S. cerevisiae protein Rgrlp (figure 1.7). Rgrlp was originally

identified as having a role in glucose repression, but has recently been shown to have
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a more general role in transcriptional regulation (Sakai et aI. 1988; St\llman et aI.

1994; Covitz et aL I994;Li et aL 1995).

CreA (A. nidulans)
CreA (A. niger)
Rgrlp

;:iHi räiìHriHiHiirH

CreA (A. nidulans)
CreA (A. niger)
Rgrlp iHi ;iHliHi iffi; î T iHi i ;å;

Figure L.7 - Comparison of similar region between CreA and Rgrlp
A region of 45 amino acids is invariant between CreA in A. nidulans (Dowzer and

Kelly 1991) andA. niger (Drysdale et al.1993). This region has a high degree of
similarity to a region of the Rgrlp protein from S. cerevisiae. Residues shaded black

are identical and residues with similar properties are shaded grey.

1.2.3 - creB and. creC

The creB and creC loci both map to chromosome II, however the two genes are not

linked. creB is closely linked to acoB and acrB near the end of chromosomell. creB

was shown to be allelic to amoIB mutant that confers resistance to molybdate (Arst

1981). creC is tightly linked to glnA and creD within close proximity to the

centromere on chromosome II (Hynes and Kelly 1977)'

Strains containing creB or creC mutations are derepressed for the expression of a

number of carbon catabolite repression regulated genes, such as alcohol

dehydrogenase I and acetamidase. However these strains grow poorly on media that

contains L-proline, D-quinate or D-glucuronate as sole carbon sources. This may
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reflect a failure to derepress the genes involved in the utilisation of these substrates

(Hynes and Kelly I97l;Kelly and Hynes 1977).

All tested alleles of creB and creC are recessive to wild type in diploid strains.

Generally, creB mutations lead to more extreme phenotypes than creC. creB and creC

double mutations are not additive. In most growth conditions creA204 is epistatic to

either creB or creC, except on media that contains L-proline as the carbon source

where creB and creC are epistatic to creA204 (Hynes and Kelly 1977; Kelly and

Hynes Ig77).It is unlikely that either creB or creC encodes a DNA binding protein. It

is more likely that CreB and CreC affect gene regulation by indirect mechanisms, or

possibly by interacting with CreA. No direct link between CreA and either CreB or

CreC has been established.

1.2.4 - creD

creD34 maps to chromosome II, three map units fuom creC on the centromeric side.

Strains containing creD34 are affected in acetamide utilisation in the presence, but not

the absence, of a repressing carbon source. creD34 strains are more resistant than

wild type to fluoroacetate and fluooacetamide in carbon repressing conditions. The

presence of creD34 reversed the high sensitivity of creA, creB and cr¿C strains to

allyl alcohol in the presence of glucose. creD34 is recessive to wild type. The

mechanism by which creD affects carbon catabolite repression is unknown. creD may

encode a protein that interacts with CreA (Kelly and Hynes 1977).
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1.3 - Systems inAspørgillus nidulans which are regulated by carbon source

The regulation of genes which encode the proteins used for the catabolism of various

carbon sources is complex. Most of these systems are regulated by pathway specific

induction mechanisms and the global regulatory mechanism carbon catabolite

repression. The best studied example of a system regulated in this fashion is the

ethanol utilisation system. Other compounds, such as acetamide and proline, are able

to supply both carbon and nitrogen sources. The regulation of the systems required

for the use of these compounds is regulated by pathway specific induction pathways

and carbon catabolite repression. They are also regulated by a second global

regulatory system nitrogen metabolite repression.

1.3.L - Regulation of amdS

The amds gene encodes acetamidase. Acetamidase is required by the organism for the

utilisation of acetamide as a carbon or a nitrogen source. Acetamidase hydrolyses

acetamide to acetate, which can be used as a carbon source, and ammonium, which

can be used as a nitrogen source. The regulation of amdsis controlled by at least

seven trans acting factors. Five of them are pathway specific and two are part of

global regulatory mechanisms. Specific sites have been identified within the amdS

promoter region that critically affect the response of pathway specific inducers (figure

1.8).

A CCAAT sequence in the promoter of amds is important in setting the level of amdS

gene expression. A protein is present in nuclear extracts, AnCF (A. nidulans CCAAT

binding factor), that binds this sequence. Specific mutations within the CCAAT
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sequence, in vitro generated deletions, and the promoter mutation amdl93 which

deletes the CCAAT sequence, greatly reduces the basal levels of expression of

amds:JacZ fusion reporter systems (Hynes 1980; Littlejohn and Hynes 1992;

Richardson et al.1992; Hynes 1994). AnCF may be related to the S. cerevisiae HAP

complex (Bonnefoy et al.1995).

AnCF

Figure 1.8 - Control of the ømdS gene.

Genes involved in pathway specific control are shown in red and global regulatory
pathways are shown in blue. Pointed arrows represent rrduËllcw control circuits and

closed ¿ìffows indicate ce¡resìon-ssntrol circuits. Adapted from Davis et al. (1993).

amdR is a positive activator of transcription which responds to r¡-amino acids such as

B-alanine and y-amino butyric acid. In the presence of r¡-amino acids AmdR activates

transcription of genes that encode enzymes for r¡-amino acid metabolism, some

lactams and amds (Arst 1976; Arst et al. 1979). A deletion of 30bp approximately

160 bp upstream of the amds transcription start point, amdl93, eliminates amdS

induction by crl-amino acids (Hynes l97S). amdR has been cloned. The protein

creA urcA

./hclt

uttttlS
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contains a Cys6 zinc finger and has been shown to bind within the 30 bp region

deleted in amdl93 (Andrianopoulos and Hynes 1990).

facB is necessary for acetate induction of amds and several other proteins required

for the utilisation of acetate as a sole carbon source. A single base change in amdl9

approximately 200 bp upstream of the amds transcription start point causes an

enhancement of amds expression. This enhanced expression is lost infacB'

backgrounds (Hynes 1975; Hynes 1977). Titration analysis is consistent with FacB

binding to this region of the amdspromoter (Kelly and Hynes 1987). facB has been

cloned and sequenced (Katz and Hynes 1989; Todd ¿f aI. 1996). In vitro binding and

footprinting studies have confirmed that FacB binds the region of the amdS promoter

mutated in the amdlg mutation (Todd 1995).

AmdA and AmdX appear to encode transcriptional activators of amdS. AmdA may

induce amds in response to acetate, independent of FacB. The amdI66 mutation has a

17 bp insertion 100 bp upstream of the amds start point. This mutation causes a great

increase ín amds expression which is eliminatedin amdA'mutants (Hynes 1982). The

amdA gene has been cloned. The polypeptide contains two Cys2-Hisz zinc fingers of a

similar type to CreA. The AmdA binding site lies between -15 and -100 bp upstream

of the amds start point of transcription (Lints et aI. 1995). AmdX is a weak positive

activator of amdS. AmdX acts via an unknown inducer. AmdX also has two Cys2-His2

zinc fingers and binds the same site as AmdA (Murphy et al. 1997).

areA acts positively to activate transcription of amdS, but only on growth media low

in ammonium. AreA binds a GATAA sequence (Peters and Caddick 1994). Mutation

of a potential GATAA like sequence in the amds promoter significantly reduced
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amds expression in nitrogen limiting conditions. A degree of repression is still

observed in these mutations, and in a strain with a deletion of the five prime sequence

upstream from base pair -117, suggesting that other sequences are also involved in

nitrogen repression (Hynes et aL l988;Davis et al. 1993). The requirement fot areA

mediated gene expression is bypassed in carbon derepressing conditions.

creAhas a dual role in the regulation of amdS. Carbon catabolite repression directly

acts on the amds promoter, but in addition one of the regulatory genes,facB, is also

carbon catabolite repressed. This combination of direct and indirect regulation is not

uncommon in global regulatory systems. It is also seen in the regulation of aIcA in A.

nidulans (Lockington et aI. lg87) and GAIA in S. cerevisiae (Giniget et al. 1985).

CreA has a Cys2-His2 zinc finger DNA binding domain very similar to AmdA and

AmdX. All three of these proteins compete for binding sites which overlap. Therefore

there may be numerous mechanisms by which CreA controls amdS expression. CreA

regulates amds expression by controlling expression of the pathway specific

regulatory proteinfacB. CreA has the potential to directly regulate amdS by two quite

different mechanisms. The overlap of binding sites between CreA, AmdA and AmdX

may suggest competition for binding site occupancy by these factors. In addition,

CreA can repress transcription induced by acetate via FacB and by c+amino acids via

AmdR. This suggest that CreA must form part of an active repression mechanism that

can affect transcription induced by regulatory proteins that bind the amdS promoter at

quite different sites. In nitrogen and carbon repressing conditions both global

regulatory systems act to prevent transcription, regardless of the presence of inducers.

Lifting either one of these global regulatory systems results in amdS transcription.
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1.3.2 - Regulation of the prn cluster

Proline is catabolised to glutamate and can supply both nitrogen and carbon to the

cell. All five genes required for this process are clustered together in the genome

(Arst and MacDonald 1975). These genes consist of three structural genes prnB,

proline permease, p rnC, L- L-pynoline- 5 -carboxylase dehydro gn ase and prnD,

proline oxidase.prnA encodes a pathway specific transcriptional activator which

induces the structural genes in the presence of proline (Jones et al.l98l)' A fifth

gene, prnX, is also present in the cluster. Its expression is proline regulated but its

function is unknown (Gavrias 1993). The spatial arrangement of this cluster is shown

in figure 1.9

* glucose + ammontum

Figure 1.9 - Genetic organisation and control of the proline utilisation system.

Genes involved in pathway specific control are shown in red and global regulatory

pathways are shown in blue. Pointed arrows represent ruÀ".{'iopsntrol circuits and

closed affo\ils indicate r<pessioncontrol circuits. Adapted fromScazzocchio et al.

(lees).

+
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Aside from pathway specific regulation, the prn structural genes are also regulated by

nitrogen metabolite repression and carbon catabolite repression. The prime target of

these global regulatory systems is prnB since the permease is the limiting step (Arst

and Cove 1973; Arst et aI.l98O). A number of prn derepressed mutants occur in the

intergenic region between prnB and pnD (Sophianopoulou et al. 1993} These

mutations have been shown to occur in CreA binding sites. In addition to global

regulatory mechanisms it has recently been proposed that a second positively acting

element, ADA, also regulates prnB. prnB transcription can be activated either by

AreA or by the ADA element. The ADA element's activity or binding would be

prevented by CreA in carbon repressing conditions (Gonzalez et al.1997). This

system may be analogous to the competition for binding sites model proposed

between CreA, AmdA and AmdX in amdS regulation.

1.3.3 - Regulation of alcA

Alcohol dehydrogenasel, aIcA, is required for the utilisation of ethanol. aIcA

expression is regulated by the pathway specific positively acting inducer, AlcR, and

carbon catabolite repression, figure 1.10 (Pateman et a|.1983; Sealy-Lewis and

Lockington 1984; Lockington et aI.1987). Carbon catabolite repression acts in two

ways to repress alcAftanscription. The presence of glucose completely represses the

expression of aIcR (Lockington et a\.1987). Secondly, CreA acts to directly repress

alcA (Mathieu and Felenbok 1994). CreA binding sites and AlcR binding sites have

been characterised in both the alcA and alcRpromoters. Some CreA binding sites are

very near to or overlapping AlcR binding sites (Kulmberg et al.l992;Kulmberg et aI

1993). This has resulted in a double lock competition model being proposed for the
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control of alcA regulation. The double lock mechanism refers to carbon catabolite

repression acting on both the regulatory and structural genes. It is proposed that CreA

acts by competing with AlcR for binding sites (Scazzocchio et al.1995).

* glucose

* ethanol

Figure 1.10 - Genetic organisation and control of the ethanol utilisation system.

Genes involved in pathway specific control are shown in red and global regulatory
pathways are shown in blue. Pointed affows represent positive control circuits and

closed affows indicate negative control circuits. Adapted from Fillinger and Felenbok

(lee6).

1.3.4 - Regulation of ipnA

ln A. nidulans the process of penicillin biosynthesis is regulated by carbon source, the

level produced is low in the presence of glucose. IpnA, isopenicillin-N-synthase, is

regulated at the level of transcription and is regulated in response to the carbon source

present (Espeso and Penalva 1992). Although ipnA is regulated by carbon source,

none of the creA mutants tested result in full derepression in glucose media (Espeso

and Penalva7992).Invitro CreA binding sites have been mappedinthe ipnA

creA

ulcAulcR
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promoter. A precise deletion of this CreA binding site has no affect on the

transcription levels of an ipnA reporter gene, suggesting that these sites are not

functional in vivo. Loss of function mutants in creB or creC elevate the levels of ipnA

transcription. However it has been shown that this is due to the indirect affects on pH

and carbon source levels in the growth media rather than a direct effect on ipnA

transcription (Espeso et al. 1995). These results strongly suggest that the presence of

a second form of carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans which is independent of

the cre genes previously identified.

L.4 - Cysz-Hisz zinc fTnger DNA binding domain

The zinc finger motif was initially inferred from an analysis of the amino acid sequence

of the transcription factor TFl11A fromXenopus laevis. This factor was isolated

from the oocytes and acts to regulate transcription of ribosomal 55 RNA (Miller et al.

1985). The 344 amino acid polypeptide chain of TFl l lA contains nine repeated

sequences of approximately thirty residues each. These repeated sequences are not

identical. However, each contains two cysteine residues at the amino terminal end and

two histidine residues at the carboxyl end. The second of the two cysteine residues

and the first histidine residue of each repeat are separated by twelve residues. These

twelve residues contain two invariant hydrophobic side chains. The transcriptional

activity of the protein is dependent on the presence of zinc ions. The cysteine and

histidine residues coordinate azi¡c atom. The loop that forms between the second

cysteine and first histidine residues forms the DNA binding region. Each of the nine

repeats in TFl11A is therefore termed azinc finger.
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This class of Cys2-His z zinc fingers has been identified in over 200 proteins.

Comparisons of these proteins has resulted in Cys2-His2zinc fingers being defined by

the following consensus sequence X3-Cys-Xz-¿-Cys-Xrz-His-X¡-¿-His-X¿ where X is

any amino acid proteins (Blumber g et aI. 1987). The zinc finger is a motif that is

repeated in tandem to recognise DNA sequences of different lengths. Amongst the

proteins with Cys2-Hiszzinc fingers that have been identified the number of zinc

fingers varies from a single zinc finger up to 34. CreA has two zinc fingers.

Although eachzinc finger is different they are based on a similar framework and each

interacts with a small number of base pairs (2 or 3 bp). The strength of the interaction

can be varied by changes in the sequence of both the protein and the DNA recognition

sequence. These changes allow for a high level of specificity in recognition, and this

modular design offers a large number of combinatorial possibilities for specific

recognition of DNA. There is a large amount of variation in the DNA recognition

sequences bound by these proteins. Some protein such as hunchback, from D.

melanogaster,bindan A/T rich recognition sequence (Zuo et al.l99l). Alternatively,

zinc fingers that utilise arginine residues for base recognition tend to bind G/C rich

recognition sequences, CreA falls into this class (Pavletich and Pabo 1991). Other

proteins that have Cys2-His2 zinc fingers of the same type as CreA are Adrlp from S.

cerevisiae (Bemis and Denis 1983); Kruppel (Stanojevic et aI. 1989) from D.

melanogaster;the mammalian transcription factor Spl (Gidoni et a\.1984); the

'Wilm's tumour protein WTl (Call et al.1990) and the mouse early growth response

factor 21f268 (Christy et aL 1988).
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1.4.1- X-ray crystallographic analysis of Zif268

To understand how zinc finger domains achieve site specific DNA recognition, X-ray

crystallographic analysis has been used on three different proteins that contain Cytr-

Hisz zinc fingers. One of the proteins that has been studied by X-ray crystallography is

Zif268 (Pavletich and Pabo 1991; Elrod-Erickson et al.1996).2\f268 has three zinc

fingers. The first and third of these zinc fingers have a very high degree of similarity to

CreA. The three zinc fingers are arranged in a semicircular structure that fits into the

major groove of the DNA helix in an antiparallel fashion. Each finger consists of an

antiparallel B-sheet and an cr-helix, which are held together by a zinc ion and a number

of hydrophobic residues. The two cysteine residues are found within the p-sheet and

the two histidines are found within the g-helix (Pavletich and Pabo 1991). The cr-helix

of each finger sits directly within the DNA helix major groove. Residues from the N-

terminal portion of each finger make their primary contacts with three base pairs

within the DNA recognition sequence, accounting for the nine base pair recognition

sequence thatZif}1Sbinds. The B-sheet is on the back of the helix away from the

nucleotide pairs. The first p-strand does not make any contacts with the DNA, and

the second B-strand contacts the sugar phosphate backbone along one strand ofthe

DNA. Most of the contacts with the DNA are made with the G-rich strand.

1.4.2 - Mutations within the DNA binding domain of WT1

Wilm's tumour is a malignancy of the kidneys. A tumour suppressor gene, WTI ,has

been isolated and has been shown to be associated with this disease (Call et aI. 1990;

Gessler et al.l99O). V/Tl is expressed during early development within the kidneys,

gonads, spleen and lining of the intestine (Pritchard-Joîes et al. l99O). The WT1
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polypeptide has a number of features consistent with it acting as a transcriptional

regulator, including four Cys2-Hisz zinc fingers in the C-terminal region of the protein.

These zinc fingers of the same type as those found in CreA. Numerous mutations

within WTI havebeen characterised, including many point mutations within the DNA

binding domain (table 1.1).

Mutations inWTl have been associated with WAGR syndrome and Denys-Drash

syndrome (DDS). The zinc finger contains 927o of WTI mutations in DDS patients

indicating a strong bias between the zinc finger mutations and classical DDS. In all

cases of DDS the mutations result in reduced affinity for DNA binding and in most

cases are predicted to result in the total inactivation of DNA binding. Many DDS

mutations have an apparent dominant negative affect. This is thought to be due to the

involvement of the remaining N-terminal portion of the protein in WTl

homodimerisation, without being able to participate in transcriptional regulation. Thus

association between wild type and DDS mutant proteins may remove the wild type

protein from the DNA (Englert et aI.1995).

Table 1.1- Point mutations within the DNA binding domain of WTl. The number of
examples each mutation is in parentheses'

Mutation Number Recorded Region of ZincFinger Clinical Effect(r)

C33OY

C355Y

C36OG

1 zinc coordinating
residue

zinc coordinating
residue

zinc coordinating
residue

zinc coordinating
residue

DDS

DDS

DDS

1

1

1C36OY DDS
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R362stop

R366H
R366C
H373Q

}l313Y

H377R

C385Y

R39OX
R394W

R394P

D396N

D396G

L398P

5

3

1

I

B-sheet of second zinc
finger

DNA interacting residue
DNA interacting residue

zinc coordinating
residue

zinc coordinating
residue

zinc coordinating
residue

zinc coordinating
residue

DNA interacting residue

DNA interacting residue

DNA interacting residue

recognition helix,
structural role

recognition helix,
structural role

conserved hydrophobic
residue

zinc coordinating
residue

DDS (3);WT (1); other
tumour (1)

DDS
WT
DDS

DDS

other tumour

WT
DDS (19);WT (1);

other tumour (1)
DDS (1); V/Tl (1);

other tumour (1)
DDS

DDS

DDS

1

I

I

VTT

3

2l

3

5

1

1

IH4OlY DDS

Note - (1) DDS - Denys-Drash Syndrome;rù/T - Wilm's Tumour

(2)Datacollected from the following references. Akasaka et al. (1993);Baitd et al. (I992a);

Baird et øt. (1992b); Baird and Cowell (1993); Bruening et al. (1992); Call et al. (1990);

Clarkson et at. (1993);Coppes et al. (1992); Coppes et al. (1993); Devriendt et aL (1995);

Gessler et aI. (1994); Kikuchi et al. (1995); King-Underwood et al. (1996); Kostets et al'

(1995); Little et at. (1992);Little et aI. (1993); Nordenskjold et al. (1995); Pelletier et al.

(1991); Poulat et qL (1993); Pritchard-Jones et a\.099Ð; Quek et al. (1993); Sakai et al.

(1993); Tsuda et al.(1993); Varanasi et ql. (1994); Webb ¿r aI. (1995)'

1.5 - Aims and Objectives

creA encodes a protein which is a negative repressor of transcription. It is central to

the process of carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans. CreA acts to repress all.

carbon catabolite repression regulated genes in the presence of a repressing carbon

sources such as glucose. Cloning of creA from A. nidulans and A. niger resulted in

the identification of a number of potential functional regions within the protein. These

regions include a potential DNA binding domain and a region with a high degree of
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similarity to the Rgrlp protein from 
^S. 

cerevisiae. At the initiation of this study there

was no evidence to show that either of these regions, or any other regions within the

protein, were functional. Subsequent work has defined both in vitro and in vivo CreA

binding sites.

The objective of this study was to determine the role of CreA in the process of carbon

catabolite repression. The main approach used to meet this objective was the analyses

of creA- mutant alleles. This involved the phenotypic analysis of strains containing

each of these alleles and determining the nature of each mutation at the molecular

level. Functional regions within CreA were defined based on correlations between the

site and nature of each mutation within the gene and the resulting phenotype from that

mutation. The second approach was to initiate a screen for mutations which

suppressed creA- mutant alleles. The aim of this approach was to identify genes that

encode proteins that interact with CreA, or act in the same pathway as CreA.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods



2.1 - Materials

General Reagents: General chemicals and growth media were of laboratory grade.

Enzymes: Restriction enzymes were purchased from Boehringer-Mannheim, New

England Biolabs, Progen Industries and Promega Corporation. DNA ligase was

purchased from Boehringer-Mannheim. Taq polymerase and the Klenow fragment of

E. coliDNA polymerase I was purchased from Bresatec Pty. Ltd. Novozyme was

purchased from InterSpex. All enzymes were used following the manufacturers

instructions.

Molecular Weight Markers: All DNA molecular weight markers were purchased from

Bresatec Pty. Ltd. or Progen Industries.

Nucleotides: Nucleotide stocks were purchased from either Boehringer-Mannheim or

Pharmacia.

Isotopes: c[-32P-dATP was purchased from Amersham and Bresatec Pty. Ltd.

2.1.1- Buffers

lox1-oad Buffer for agarose gels: 0.25Vo bromophenol blue, 0.25Vo xylene cyanol FF,

25Vo ficoll (type 400)
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10 x oligolabelling buffer: 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 6.9, 0.1 M MgSOa, lmM DTT, and

0.6mM each of dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP.

10 x Stop Buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8'0, I mM EDTA, 27o SDS

2.1.2 - Solutions

1 x SSC: 0.15 M NaCI,0.015 M Na¡CoHsOt.2HzO,p}l7 '2

1 x SSPE: 0.18 M NaCl, 10 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM EDTA, p}I7 '4

I x TAE: 40 mM Tris base, 20 mM NaAc,2 mM EDTA, pH 7.8 with glacial acetic

acid

10 x TBE: 1 M Tris base, 0.9 M H3BO4 , O.2M EDTA, pH 8'3

1 x TE: 10 mM Tris-HCI PH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA

Aspergillus trace element solution: (per litre): 40 mg NazB¿O2,400 mg cuSoa, 1 g

Fepo¿, 600 mg MnSO¿.HzO, 800 mg Na2MoO+.2H2O,8 g ZnSOa.TH|O and 2ml

CHCI3 as a pfeservative.

!
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Aspergillus vitamin solution: (per litre): 40 mg p-aminobenzoic acid, 50 mg thiamine

HCl, 1 mg D-biotin,400 mg inositol, 100 mg nicotinic acid,20o mg calcium D-

pantothenate, 100 mg riboflavin, 50 mg pyridoxine and 2ml CHCI3 as a preservative.

Aspergillus salt solution: (per litre): 26 gKCl,26 g MgSO4'7H2O,76 gÍ(IlZPO4' 50

ñ Aspergillus trace element solution and 2ml as a preservative. The pH of this

solution should be 6.5.

2.1.3 - Growth Media

Bacterial and Phage Media,

L-Broth: 17o NaCl, O.5Vo yeastextfact, l%o tryptone, pH 7.Z.L-agar plates were

solidified with 1.57o class I agar. When required Ampicillin was added to 100pg/rnl.

TB Broth: l7o tryptone,O.5Vo NaCl. TB-agar plates were solidified with 1.5% class I

agar and top agar plates were solidified with 0.7Vo class I agar'

Asp e r gillus growth media,

Carbon free medium;ZVo Aspergillus salt solution, pH 6.5. Plates were solidified with

either IVo or 2.27o class I agar.
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Complete medium: lVo D-glucose, 0.27o peptone, O.l57o casein hydrolysate , 0.17o

yeast extract, 10 mM ammonium tartrate,2%o Aspergillus salt solution, lvo

Aspergillus vitamin solution, 25 ¡tglnlriboflavin, pH 6.5. Plates were solidified with

either lVo or 2.2Vo class I agar.

Protoplast medium: 1 M sucrose,l%o D-glucose, 2Vo Aspergillus salt solution, pH 7.0

and solidified with l%o classlagar.

Unless otherwise stated all media had a carbon source added to a final level of l7o or

50 mM and a nitrogen source was added to a final level of 10 mM.

Supplements: where required growth supplements were added to a final concentration

of,

D-biotin 0.01 pg/rnl

nicotinic acid 1.0 pglrnl

pyridoxine sulphate 0.5 pglrnl

p-aminobenzoic acid 50 pglml

riboflavin 2.5 ¡tglml

sodium thiosulphate 0.1vo
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2.I.4 - Aspergillus nidulnns Strains

The strains of A. niduløns used in this study are presented in table 2.1.

Table 2.1 - A. nidulans strains used in this study.

Strain Genotype Reference

M'}{z
Wild type

HI7 AT2

1070x

10704

SA4 X
SA4

SA18 X
SA18

30

304
Hl7CRI

H17CR2

H17CR3

HITCR3X
H17CR4

H17CR4X

H17CR5

H17CR6

H17CR6X

H17CR7

biAl,niiA4
yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladE2Ù

yAl, riboBZ, adE20, suAIadEZO, areA2lT

yAl, riboBZ, adE2O, suAladE2o, creAl

yAl, riboB2, adE2O, suAladU2Ù,

areATlT,creAl

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladU2Ù, creA204

yAl, riboBZ, adE20, suAladE2Ù,
areA2l'|,cre4204

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladE2J, creA2IS

yAI, riboB2, ad020, suAladE2Ù, areA2l7,
creA2lS

biAl, niA4, creA3j

biAl, riboB2, areA2l7, creA3o

yAl, riboB2, adU20, suAladE2Ù, areALl7,
ueA3Ol

yAI, riboB2, adE2O, suAIadE2O, areA2l7,
creA302

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladE2O, areA2l'|,
creA303

yAl, riboB2, adE2O, suAIadEZO, creA3Ù3

yAl, riboBZ, adE20, suAladE2Ù, areA2l7,
creA304

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladUÀl, creA304

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladE2Ù, areA2l7,
creA3O5

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladE2Ù, areA2l1,
creA3O6

yAl, riboB2, adE2O, suAladE2Ù, creA3O6

yAl, riboB2, adU20, suAladE2o, areAZl7,
creA3OT

Hynes (1975)

Shroff et al. (1996)

Hynes (1915)

Arst and Cove
(re73)

Shroff et aL (1996)

Shroff et aI. (1996)

Hynes and Kelly
(1e77)

Shroff et aI. (1996)

Shroff et aI. (1996)

Arst ¿r aI. (1990)

Shroff et aI. (1996)

Shroff et al. (1997)

Shroff et al. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et al. (1997)

Shroff et al. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et al. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1997)
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MJHl918

MJH1923

MJH1923X

MJH1926

MJH1928

creAL4

creAL2l

creAL99

creAL4X

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladE2Ù, areA2l1,
creA3ll
yAl, riboB2, adE2O, suAladE2o, areALl7,
creA322

yAl, riboB2, adÛ20, suAladE2}, creA322

yAI, riboB2, adE2O, suAladEÀO, areA2l7,
creA33I

yAl, riboB2, adE20, suAladEÀÙ, areA2l1,
creA334

yA2, pabaAl, areA2l7, creAL4

yA2, pabaAl, areA2l1, creAL2l

yA2, paba{l, areA2lJ, creAL99

yA2, pabaAl, riboB2, creAL4

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et aI. (1991)

Shroff et aI. (1997)

Shroff et aL (1997)

Shroff et al. (1997)

Shroff et al. (1997)

S. M. O'Connor
unpublished

Kelly and Hynes
(re77)

Kelly and Hynes
(re77)

FGSC

Kafer 1961

R. A. Lockington
unpublished

MJH532 biAl, ueBl5

I¡[JIJ747 biAl, creC27, nü44

A46l
MSF

biAl, proAl, phenA2, malAl, riboB2

yAl, adE20, suAladE2Ù, AcrAl, galEl,
pyroA4, facA303, sB3, nicB8, riboB2

biAl, AcrAI, galEl, pyroAL,facA303, sB3,MSF-RL
nicB8, niiA4

Note - (1) Gene symbols are described in Clutterbuck (1 9e3).

(2) FCSC - Fungal Genetics Stock Center

(3) all strains are veAl mutants

2.1.5 - Escherichia coli Strains

The strains of E. coliused in this study are presentedintable2.2.

Table 2.2 - Strains of E colj used in this study

Strain Genotvpe Reference

DH5a F-, O80d IacZLMlS, recAl, endAl, gyrA96, thï
l, hsdRlT, (rr, mx*), supE44, relAl, deoR,

L(IacZYA-argflU169
supE, thiL( tac -proAB), F' ltraD36, proAB*,

Hanahan (1983)

JM101
lacl9q,lacZMlíl

Messing (1919)
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2.1.6 - Oligonucleotides

The oligonucleotides used in this study are presented in table 2.3

Table 2.3 - Oligonucleotides used in this study'

Oligonucleotide Nucleotide Sequence

323
349
350
576
590
724
725
863
864
S2
S3

5

5

5

5

- ACAGACTGGCTCCTGAAG - 3'
- TTGCTGGGAGGGGGCATC - 3'

- GCAACCAGGATCGTCAGT - 3'
- TCCCCAAGCAGCAGGCGATCTGGAT - 3'

5' - CAAGACTTGTGTGTGAAGGCAAGG - 3'
5' - GCGTCATCAGGCATGGATAACGAGATGCA - 3'

5' - CTCAGGGCGAGACATGATTGCCTGGGT - 3'

5' - GCTCGAATCTGAGCCCCTAC - 3'

5' - TTCGCTGTGCACCCTCAG - 3'
5' - CCAACTCGACTGCTCCTT - 3'
5' - GGAGTCGTGGGAGAAGGT - 3'

2.1.7 - Plasmids

The plasmids used in this study are presented intable2.4

Table 2.4 - Plasmids used in this study'

Plasmid Insert Reference

pANC4

pPL3

pANC4RGRIa

2.3kb BamHI-XbaI genomic clone of creA* in
pUCl9.

riboB*

473bp EcoRV deletion in pANC4 and in
frame fusion of Rgrlp similar region from S.

cerevisiae

Dowzer and Kelly
(re89)

Oakley et aI.1987

this study

pANC4ARVI0 473bp in frame EcoRV deletion in pANC4 this study

2.2 - Methods

2.2.3 - Manipulation of /,. nídulans

Growth testing and meiotic analyses were performed using the methods described by

Cove (1966). Haploidisation of diploid strains was done by the method of Hastie

(1970) using 1 pl of O.O75Vo benlate per ml of media. Transformation experiments

were carried out using the method of Tilburn et aI. (1983).
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2.2.2- Nucleic Acid Analysis

General molecular biology protocols used are outlined in Sambrook et aI. (1993).

DNA probes were radioactively labelled using the random oligonucleotide primer

method described by Hodgson and Fisk (1987). DNA hybridisations were carried out

using the conditions described by Church and Gilben (1984).

2.2.3- DNA Sequencing

PCR products were purified using the Wizard PCR purification system (Promega)

before being directly sequenced. DNA sequencing was carried out using the/mol

sequencing kit (Promega) or by using the dye terminator kit (Applied Biosystems-

Perkin Elmer). Dye terminator reactions were electrophoresed on an ABI373 or ABI

377 attomated sequencing machine at the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science

sequencing facility.

2.2.4- Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

PCR amplification of 100ng of genomic DNA were performed in a final reaction

volume of 25 ¡tl. Annealing temperatures ranged between 55"C and 60"C. When the

samples were to be used for SSCP analysis the reaction mixture had I ¡rCi of cx,-

"PdATP added. Unless otherwise stated the standard cycling conditions used were, 1

min. @ 95"C; 0.5 min. @ 55"C; I min. @ 72'C.

2.2.5- Single stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP)

PCR products of 500 bp or less were analysed directly using the SSCP technique.

Larger PCR products were digested with appropriate restriction enzymes before being
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used in an SSCP analysis. The SSCP protocol used was a modified from Peletier et aI

(1991). Denatured products were separated on a 6Vo polyacrylamide-bis-acrylamide

(29:l) gel containing 5vo glycerol and electrophoresed at 3w for 18 h.

2.2.6- Alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH' EC 1.1.L.1) enzyme assays

Culture media (200m1) were inoculated with 2x108 conidia and incubated as described

below. Mycelia were harvested and washed, patted dry, and ground with sand in 1 ml

per 100 g of wet weight mycelia in a solution of 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8'3), 5 mM

MgCl2 and lmM EDTA. The sand and debris were pelleted by centrifugation and the

supernatant was assayed for ADH activity as in Creaser et aI. (1985). The growth

conditions used were;

Repressing conditions : 22 h at 25" C in media containing lflo D - g\tcose(w ( v ) .

Nonrepressing conditi ons: 22h at 25' C in media containing l%o D -fructose@ I 
u) .

Repressing, induced conditions : 21h at 25o C in media containing O'l7o D-

glucose and l%o ethanol(vlv).

Nonrepressing, induced conditions:27 h at25oC in media containing IVoD-

fructose and l%o ethanolfvlvl -
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Chapter 3

Phenotypic Analysis of

creA Mutants



A large bank of creA mttants has been selected using numerous screens. The majority

of alleles used in this study were selected by suppression of an areA loss of function

allele. AreA is a positively acting regulatory protein that activates genes under the

control of nitrogen metabolite repression. areAloss of function alleles, such as

areA2l'|, grow poorly on D-glucose media containing nitrogen sources other than

ammonium. However on media that only contains compounds that can be used as

both nitrogen and carbon sources, such as acetamide and proline, areA loss of

function strains are able to grow. These strains are able to grow because lifting carbon

repression allows expression of the genes which code for proteins required to utilise

these compounds. Mutations that mimic carbon catabolite derepressed conditions can

be selected as suppressors of an areA loss of function strain on media that contains D-

glucose and a nitrogen source that can also act as a carbon source. creAl was

selected as a suppressor of the areAl loss of function allele on media containing D-

glucose and proline (Arst and Cove, l9l3). Except for the two alleles outlined below,

all other alleles were selected as suppressors of the areATl7 loss of function allele on

media containing sucrose and acetamide (Hynes and Kelly 1977; Shroff et aL 1996;

Shroff et aI. 1997). The two exceptions to this are creA3Ù and creA4o[. CreA3ï was

selected as a suppressor of/rAl (Arst e/ aI. l99}).The creA\Ol allele was selected in

a screen for suppressors of the requirement for acetateby a pycA (pyruvate

carboxylase) mutation on complete medium. The mutation must allow deregulation of

endogenous acetate production (Shroff et aI.1997)'

Previous analyses of creA mutants have demonstrated that strains conta\ning creA

alleles have very heterogenous phenotypes (Bailey and Arst 1975; Arst and Bailey
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1977). Therefore the creA mutants used in this study were phenotype tested to

determine their range of phenotypes

3.L - Morphology and life cycle of strains containing creA mutant alleles

3.1.1 - Morphology on solid media

Morphology on solid media is defined by the rate of growth and the degree of

conidiation of a colony. Strains containing the creA alleles had a reduced growth rate

when compared to wild type strains. The decreased growth rate observed by a strain

that contained one of the creAmutant alleles is evident on all carbon repressing

media. For consistency and comparability the range of altered growth rates has always

been scored on complete medium (figure 3.1and table 3.1). Complete medium is a

nutrient rich complex growth medium that contains glucose, peptone, casein

hydrolysate, yeast extract, ammonium and a full range of salts, trace elements and

vitamins. Strains containing creA306 had the slowest growth rate of all of the creA

mutant alleles. creA306 containing strains form very small compact colonies,

considerably smaller than wild type colonies. Severe effects on growth rate were also

observed in strains containing the following alleles (in decreasing order of severity)

creA303, -304, -305, -225, -30, -302 and -218. V/hile these alleles lead to the greatest

decrease in growth rate, all alleles had some effect resulting in growth rates slower

than wild type.
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Figure 3.1 - Growth rate and conidiation of strains grolyn onl%o complete
medium
The strains were grown at37"C for 48 hours on t%o complete media. The genotype of
each strain is yA l, adE2O, su(adE2o)Al, riboB2, areA2lT . The genotype of each

strain with regard to the creAlocus is given in the key below the plate. The growth

rate and degree of conidiation was estimated for each colony and is summarised in
table 3.1.
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The fact that all alleles resulted in a decreased growth rates may indicate a link

between the carbon status of the cell and the cell cycle. There may be a direct

relationship between carbon catabolite repression and the regulation of the rate of the

cell cycle. However, a more likely explanation is that the decreased growth rate is a

more general effect caused by the derepression of some or all carbon repressible

systems. An energy deficit will result from this. More energy is used transcribing and

translating these derepressed genes than is gained from the catabolism of any carbon

source present in the growth medium. This idea is supported by the correlation

between alleles that result in the highest levels of expression of CreA regulated genes

in the presence of glucose and those that have the slowest rates of growth.

In addition to reducing growth rates, strains containing a number of the mutant alleles

also resulted in significantly reduced levels of conidiation on complete medium.

Strains containing the following alleles had the most reduced levels of conidiation (in

decreasing order of severity) creA303, -304, -305, -30, -306, -225, -218, -301, -302

and -307 (figure 3.1 and table 3.1). Strains containing alleles that had the most severe

effect on conidiation had a characteristic morphology. They produced a small region

of conidiation in the center of the growing colony (figure 3.1). The decreased

conidiation phenotype is only clearly observed on complete medium. The phenotype is

very difficult to score on minimal medium and is not observed on medium that

contains derepressing carbon sources. Strains containing creAl, -204, -31 1, -331 and

-334 formed colonies that have a reduced growth rate but very little, if any, effect on

the ability of the colony to conidiate. This physical effect is limited to the amount of
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conidia produced by a colony of a certain size and does not appear to have any effect

on the timing of conidiation.

Table 3.1 - Measurement of growth rate and degree of conidiation of strains

containing creA mutant alleles.

Strain 
(r) Size (2) Conidiation(2)

+++++

++++

+++

+++

+++

++++

++++

++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+

++++

+++

++++

+++

+++
Note: (1) all strains are in an areA2l1 background'

(2) denotes increasing rate of growth or degree of conidiation -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++.
(3) all strains grown on I7o complete medium.

Decreased conidiation is an allele specific phenotype for creA, indicating that a

specific defect within the protein is necessary to affect the regulation of the

conidiation process. It is therefore highly likely that creA is directly involved in the

regulation of conidiation in A. nidulans. The mechanism through which CreA may

regulate this pathway is unknown. In addition there have been few studies

creA*

creAl

creA30

creA2O4

creA2lS

creA22O

creA22l

creA225

creA30l

creA302

creA3O3

creA304

creA3O5

creA3O6

creA307

creA3ll
creA322

creA33I

creA334

+++++

+++++

++

+++++

+++

++

++

++++

++

++

++

++

++

+

++

++++

++

+++++

++++
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ol
investigating the relationship between CreA and the regulationlthe genes that control

the conidiation process. The effect of creA mutations on the regulation of these genes

has not been directly tested. Alternatively, the decreased conidiation may be an

indirect effect of creA mutations altering the internal carbon homeostatic controls that

may be involved in signalling to the conidiation regulatory system.

3.1.2 - Morphology in liquid media

Strains that contained particular creA mutant alleles had a very characteristic

morphology when grown in liquid media. To characterise this trait a selection of creA

alleles was studied. 
'When grown in a liquid medium rich in carbon sources, containing

l%oD-ghtcose and l7o ethanol. strains containing creA3o, -218, -220 and -221 grew

with the mycelial mass being much more diffuse and not forming tight clumps as seen

in wild type. When observed by high powered light microscopy, small dense bodies

were observed within the mycelia (figure 3.2). The number of dense bodies observed

was quite variable between the different alleles but directly correlated with the degree

of diffuse mycelial growth observed.

A strain containing creA2lS showed the most severe effect. This strain resulted in no

clumping of mycelia and had the highest observed occurrence of dense bodies within

the mycelia (figure 3.2 and figure 3.3). In decreasing order of severity, strains

containing creALTl, -303, -304, -30, -305 and -220 also demonstrated this phenotype

This growth characteristic was not seen in strains containing creAl, -204 and -225

which had a rnorphology similar to wild type in carbon rich liquid growth media.
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Figure 3.2 - Microscopic examination (400X) of mycelial samples grown in
carbon rich liquid medium
Strains containing the creA alleles \ryere grown for 2l hours at37oC on a shaking table

in liquid media containing l%oD-glucose and l%o ethanol as the carbon source and l0
mM ammonium tartrate as the nitrogen source. Samples were examined by light
microscopy at a magnification of 400X. Examples of three creA alleles are shown in

comparison to a wild type strain. There are no carbohydrate storage bodies visible in

the wild type or creA204 strains. Many carbohydrate storage bodies are visible in the

samples of creA2lS and creA221 strains. They appear as small dark bodies (examples

are marked with black arrows) within the mycelia.
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Figure 3.3 - Microscopic examination (100X) of mycelial samples grown in
carbon rich liquid medium
Strains containing the creA alleles were grown for 2l hours at37oC on a shaking table

in liquid media containing l%oD-glucose and lVo ethanol as the carbon source and 10

mM ammonium tartrate as the nitrogen source. Samples were examined by light
microscopy at a magnification of 100X. Examples of three creA alleles are shown in

comparison to a wild type strain. In wild type strain the mycelia clump tightly
together. This is also observed in the creA2o4 sample. Strains containing large

quantities of carbohydrate storage products do not clump tightly and have very diffuse

mycelia. Mycelia from the creA2lS strain does not clump together and grows as a

diffuse mycelial mass in these growth conditions.
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Since this phenotypic effect was seen in media rich in carbon source, 17o D-glucose

and l7o ethanol, the same strains were tested in liquid media with limiting supply of

carbon source, 0.17o D-fructose. 'When carbon source is limiting strains containing

creA2l8, -221, -303, -304, -30, -305 and -220 no longer demonstrate this gross

morphological change (figure 3.4). The mycelial mass forms tight clumps, although

often not to the same degree as wild type, and the small dense bodies previously

observed within the mycelia are no longer present.

This difference between growth media suggests that the presence of these small dense

bodies and associated gross morphological changes are linked to the storage of

carbohydrates within the cell. Consequently CreA may be directly involved in the

regulation of genes involved in the production of carbohydrates which the cell can

store, such as glycogen.

3.L.3 - Effect on the formation of cleistothecia

In the asexual growth cycle at 37"C conidia germinate to form hyphae which elongate

upon and just under the agar surface radiating out to form the growing colony.

Behind the growing hyphae conidiophores develop which carry chains of conidia.

Conidia are first detected at approximately 18 hours after germination and the process

of conidiation continues until approximately 40 hours after germination. It is after this

process that the sexual cycle can be observed. The first indication is the presence of

Hulle cells close to the center of the colony. The Hulle cells surround cleistothecial

initials which appear at approximately 50 hours after germination'

I
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Figure 3.4 - Microscopic examination of mycelial samples grown in carbon
limiting liquid medium
A strains containing the creA2lS allele and a wild type strain were grown for 2l hours
at37oC on a shaking table in liquid media containing O.l%oD-fructose as the carbon
source and 10 mM ammonium tartrate as the nitrogen source. Samples were
examined by light microscopy at a magnification of 100X (top panels) and 400X
(bottom panels). creA2lS is shown since it demonstrated the most extreme phenotype
in carbon rich medium. In carbon limiting media the mycelia from a creA2lS strain
have some degree of clumping, although not to the same degree as a wild type strain
(100X, top panel) and have no visible carbohydrate storage bodies (400X, bottom
panels). Similar results were observed from strains containing other creA alleles with
carbohydrate storage defects.
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The cleistothecia expand to contain mature, viable ascospores (Champe et al.1994).

However the laboratory strains used carry velvet, veAI, mutations which increase

conidia production 2O-fold and have a S-fold reduction in cleistothecia production.

Therefore the laboratory strains have a reduced sexual cycle. Laboratory strains are

grown on thick solid culture media under partially anaerobic conditions to favour

cleistothecium formation.

Strains containing creA3O3, - 304, -305, -30, 301, -218, -302, -307 , -221 and -220 (in

decreasing order of severity) all produced large numbers of abortive cleistothecial

initials when grown at37"C on solid l%o complete media in aerobic conditions (figure

3.5). The cleistothecial initials do not mature. None of the other creA mutant alleles

have this phenotype. This suggests that CreA may play a direct or indirect role in the

signalling pathway of the sexual cycle. Strains containing the alleles that produce the

highest numbers of cleistothecial initials have the lowest levels of conidiation when

grown on l%o comPlete media.

3.2 - Temperature sensitivity

Strains containing all of the creA mutant alleles were tested for their ability to grow at

temperatures above (42'C) and below (25"C) the optimal growth temperature (37"C).

All strains grew at a slower rate at25'C. However, this was solely due to the lower

temperature and no observable differences were seen between the creA alleles. At

42oC, all strains grew at a slower rate than the optimal temperature. In addition, there

were clear differences in growth rate between strains that contained creAl, -204, -

225, -31I, -331 and -334, and the remaining alleles (table 3.2). These alleles resulted
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Figure 3.5 - Formation of abortive cleistothecial initials
Strains containing a number of the creA mutant alleles formed abortive clestothecial

initials. Strains containing four alleles (creA304, creA305, creA2lS and creA220) are

shown microscopically at (a) low power, 10X and (b) higher power, 50X.
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in temperature sensitive growth, which could not be accounted for by the temperature

change alone as measured by comparing wild type at the two temperatures.

Table 3.2 - Measurement of growth rate of strains containing creA mtfiant alleles at

different temperatures

Strain (r) 25oç(z) 370CQ) 42"CQ\

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++
Note: (1) all strains are in an areA2IT background.

(2) denotes increasing rate of growth -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++. Strains were not scored to

take account of the different rates of growth between the different alleles. Optimal growth

was scored at37"C and growth at other temperature was scored relative to this.

(3) at all temperatures strains were grown on minimal medium containing 17o D-glucose with
10 mM ammonium tartrate as the nitrogen source.

Temperature sensitivity was only observed at higher temperatures. There are a

number of possible explanations that could account for this phenotype. It is possible

that some of the creA mutants may produce proteins that are less stable at the higher

temperature, resulting in poorer growth at higher temperature. The higher

t*creA

creAl
creA3O

creA2O4

creA2lS

creA22O

ueA22l
creA225

creA3OT

creA302

creA3O3

creA304

creA3O5

creA306

creA3OT

creA3ll
creA322

creA33l

creA334

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

++++

+++

+++

+

++++

++++

++++

+

++++

++++

++++

++++

++++

++++

++++

+++

++++

++

+++
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temperature may also may also destabilise intracellular interactions. If a mutation

resulted in a reduced affinity for a DNA/protein or protein/protein interaction this

effect may be amplified at higher temperatures leading to poorer growth.

3.3 - Growth in repressing conditions

The creA alleles are the result of screens that selected for the derepression of genes

regulated by carbon catabolite repression. The level of derepression of a number of

creA regulated systems can be estimated by simple growth testing of strains

containing the creA mutant alleles.

3.3.1 - Genes involved in the utilisation of acetamide, proline, GABA and p-

alanine

Acetamide, proline, y-amino butyric acid (GABA) and B-alanine are compounds that

can act as both carbon and nitrogen sources. Subsequently, the genes which code for

the proteins required for the utilisation of these compounds are regulated by both

carbon catabolite repression and nitrogen metabolite repression. The level of

expression of these genes can be estimated by the degree to which a strain containing

the areATlT loss of function allele is suppressed by a creA allele on media containing

a repressing level of D-gluco se (lVo) and any of these compounds as the nitrogen

source. There is a direct correlation between the rate of growth and conidiation with

the level of expression of the genes required to break down these compounds. Since

the strains contain an areA loss of function allele the level of expression is set by the
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degree to which the creA allele leads to derepression of transcription of these genes.

The results of these growth tests are presented in figure 3.6 and summarised in table

3.3. The data in table 3.3 was scored as an interaction of the effect on both mycelial

and conidial densities, related to colony size, conidiation and density on minimal

medium.

Table 3.3 - Measurement of growth rate of strains containing creA mutant alleles in an

areA2l7 background.

Strain 
(1)

l%o D- glucose lVo D-glucose
and 10mM + 10 mM
Ammonium Acetamide 

(2)

tarffateQ)

I Vo D - ghscose lVoD - glucose

+ t0 mM +10mMB-
alanine t"

Çtr34 {z)

l%oD-
glucose + 10

mM
L-proline (2)

¡+
CTEIT

creAl
creA30

creA204

creA2lS

creA22O

creA22I

creA225

creA30l

creA3O2

creA303

creA3O4

creA305

creA306

creA307

creA3ll
creA322

creA33l
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Note: (1) all strains are in an areA2lT background.

(2) denotes increasing growth -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++'
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Figure 3.6 - Suppression of areA2lT
Strains containing creA mutant alleles were grown for 48 hours at 37'C on l%o

minimal media containing: (a) l7o D-glucose and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

(synthetic complete)
(b) l%o D-glucose and 10 mM acetamide

(c) l%o D-glucose and l0 mM L-proline
(d) l7o D-glucose and 10mM y-amino butyric acid

The genotype of each colony is yA 1, adEZO, su(adEAÙ)Al, riboB2, areA2lT and

contains the creA allele shown in (e). The creA* areATlT strain is unable to use

compounds other than ammonium as a nitrogen source and therefore grow very

poorly on plates (b), (c) and (d). A mutation in the creA gene is able to suppress this

phenotype. The degree of suppression has been estimated and is presented in table

3.3. Suppression is estimated from the amount of growth with respect to the wild type

control and compared to the reduced growth rate of each creA mutant strain on

synthetic complete medium (a).
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All of the alleles suppress areA2lT on at least one of the compounds. In addition, all

alleles demonstrated some degree of suppression on D-glucose medium containing

either acetamide or proline as the nitrogen source. All alleles except for creAI, -30

and -301 suppressed the areATlT phenotype on media containing t%oD-glucose and

GABA. On media containing D-glucose and p-alanine the strains that suppressed

areA2IT to the highest levels contained creA303, -304, -218, -22O and -311 (in

decreasing order of severity).

Overall, strains containing creA3o6, -304, -303, -305, -220, -311, -334, -331 and -

218 result in the consistently highest levels of the enzymes required for the breakdown

of either acetamide, proline, GABA and B-alanine.

3.3.2 - Genes involved in the utilisation of Lactose and Starch

The level of expression of the genes whose products are required for the breakdown

of lactose (B-galactosidase) and starch (o-amylases) can be estimated by direct plate

testing.

To estimate the levels of B-galactosidase expression strains containing the creA

mutant alleles were grown on media which contained l%o D-ghscose, O.5Vo lactose

and 100pg/ml X-gal. The level of B-galactosidase was indicated by the intensity of

blue colouration produced by each colony. In the presence of D-glucose, strains

which contained creA3O3, -304, -204, -225, -306 and -301 (in decreasing order of
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severity) demonstrated significantly higher levels of p-galactosidase activity when

compared to wild type (figure3.7a and table 3.4)

Table 3.4 -Levels of expression of B-galactosidase and o-amylase from strains

containing creA mutant alleles.

Strain 
(r) l%oD-Glucose +

0.S%oLactose + X-
EAIQ¡

l%oD-Glucose +
o.S7o Starch 

(2)

creA'

creAl
creA3O

creA2O4

creA2lS

creA220

creA22l

creA225

creA3Ol

creA3O2

creA3O3

creA3O4

creA305

creA3O6

creA3Ol

creA3ll
creA322

creA33l

creA334

S

S

S

I

w
S

S

I
I
I
I
I
I
S

S

S

S

I
I
I
w
I

V/

Note: (1) all strains are in an areA2lT background.
(2) amount of blue colouration: -, no colouration; W, weak; I, intermediate; S, Strong
(3) size of clear halo: -, no halo; W, weak; I, intermediate; S, Strong

Levels of cr-amylase expression were determined by growing strains containing creA

mutant alleles on medium that contained l7o D-glucose andO.SVo starch. Colonies

which are able to utilise starch as a carbon source produce extracellular cr-amylases.
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Figure 3.7 - Expression levels of p-galactosidase and cr-amylases in repressing

conditions
Strains containing creA mutant alleles were gfown for 48 hours at37'C on lVo

minimal media containing:
(a) l7o D-glucose, 0.5Vo lactose, 10 mM ammonium tartrate and 100 pg/ml X-gal.

The level of B-galactosidase expression is estimated from the degree of blue

colouration in the medium which is the result of X-gal acting as a substrate for the

enzyme. The genotype of each colony with respect to the creAlocus is shown.

(b) lTo D-glucose, lVo starch and l0 mM ammonium tartrate. After the strains were

grown for 48 hours the plates were flooded with a dilute iodine solution which stains

the remaining strach blue. The level of cr-amylase expression is estimated from the

size of the cleared zone of starch compared to the size of the colony. The genotype of

each colony with respect to the cr¿A locus is shown.

The results of these test are summarised in table 3.4
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The amount of extracellular cr-amylase can be determined by flooding the plate with

an iodine solution, which stains any starch remaining in the plate blue. The level of a-

amylase expression is indicated by the size of the zone of cleared starch around the

colony. The larger the size of the zone of cleared starch the higher the level of cr-

amylase expressed by that particular strain. Strains containing creA306, -303, -304, -

305, -2O4 and -218 (in decreasing order of severity) resulted in the highest levels of

cr-amylase expression (figure 3.7b and table 3.4).

3.3.3 - Genes involved in the utilisation of ethanol

Ethanol is converted to acetaldehyde by the catabolic enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase

(ADHI). InA. nidulans AD}J'I is coded for by the gene alcA.The expression of this

gene has been shown to be tightly controlled by carbon catabolite repression

(Lockington et al.1935). Allyl alcohol can also act as a substrate for ADHl. In this

reaction allyl alcohol is converted to acrolein, which is a toxic compound. This

reaction enables a sensitive plate test to determine levels of ADHI activity in any

strain, Strains containing creA mutant alleles were grown on media containing l%o D-

glucose and varying levels of allyl alcohol. In repressing conditions the level of aIcA

expression resulting from the presence of a creA mutation will determine the level of

allyl alcohol that the strain will be sensitive to. A wild type strain is not sensitive to

allyl alcohol in the presence of l%o D-glucose because aIcA \s not transcribed due to

carbon catabolite repression.
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Strains containing creA22Ù and creA331 were able to grow well on media containing

25mM allyl alcohol, although they were not as resistant as wild type. The remaining

mutant alleles lead to significant levels of aIcA expression in the presence of D-

glucose. Strains containing the remaining creA alleles were extremely sensitive to allyl

alcohol concentration of 2.5mM or below (figure 3.8 and table 3.5).

Table 3.5 - Sensitivity of strains containing creA alleles to varying concentrations of
allyl alcohol.

Strain 
(1) lvoD-ghrcose +

0.1 mM Allyl
Alcohol(2)

17o D-glucose +
0.5 mM Allyl

Alcohol(2)

17o D-glucose +
2.5 mM Allyl

Alcohol(2)

l%oD-Glucose +
25.0 mM Allyl

Alcohol(2)

creA*

creAl

creA3O

creA204

creA2lS

creA22O

creA22l

creA225

creA30l

creA302

creA3O3

creA304

creA305

creA306

creA307

creA3tl
creA322

creA33l

creA334

+++++

+++

++

++

++++

++++

++++

+

+++

+++

+

++

++

+

+++

+++

+++

++++

+++

+++++

+++

++++

++++

+++++

+

+++

++++

++

++

+++++

Note: (1) all strains are in an areA2IT background.
(2) denotes increasing rate of growth -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++
(3) scores between plates are comparable.
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Figure 3.8 - Sensitivity of creA strains to allyl alcohol
Strains containing creA mutant alleles were grown for 48 hours at37oC on lVo

minimal media containing with l%o D-glucose as the carbon source and l0 mM

ammonium tartrate as the nitrogen source. Each plate contained different

concentrations of allyl alcohol:
(a) 0 mM allyl alcohol
(b) 0.1 mM allyl alcohol
(c) 0.5 mM allyl alcohol
(d)2.5 mM allyl alcohol
(e) 25.0 mM allyl alcohol
Allyl alcohol can act as a substrate for alcohol dehydrogenase I (ADHI) and is broken

down to the toxic compound acrolein. V/ild type strains are resistant to allyl alcohol

on glucose containing media because ADHI is carbon catabolite repressed. The

degree of sensitivity of strains containing creA mutant alleles is depends on the level

of ADHI expression. The genotype of each colony with respect to the cr¿A locus is

shown. The results of these tests are summarised in table 3.5.
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Variations in levels of sensitivity were observed at very low concentration of allyl
- 303

alcohol (0.lmM). Strains containing creA306,¡304 and -225 were very sensitive to

0.lmM allyl alcohol in the presence of l%o D-glucose, indicating that they result in the

highest levels of alcA expression.

To further investigate the ethanol utilisation system ADHI enzyme activity assays

were performed on strains containing selected creAmutant alleles (table 3.6). All of

the strains tested had elevated levels of enzyme activity in all growth conditions

tested, regardless of the presence of exogenously added inducer. The allyl alcohol

plate tests reflect the levels of ADH1 in the presence of D-glucose and the absence of

inducer, suggesting that allyl alcohol may only be a poor inducer of aIcA or unable to

induce expression at all. The general trends seen on allyl alcohol plate testing were

also observed in the ADHI assays. For example, strains containing creA220

consistently lead to much lower level of ADH1 than strains containing the other

áñd clelU'.s-
alleles. At the other end of the scale, creA2O\containing strains were very sensitive to

low concentrations of allyl alcohol and consistently produced the most ADHI activity.

Aside from resulting in clear derepression the creA mutant alleles also resulted in

significantly elevated levels of expression, which has also been reported by Mathieu

and Felenbok (1994).

Both areA2lT and areA* strains containing the creA2o4 and creA22o mutant alleles

were assayed for ADH activity. Similar results were obtained in both genetic

backgrounds, indicating that the results were not influenced by the presence of the

areA2l7 allele.
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Table 3.6 - ADHI activity (nM product/(mg soluble protein/minute)) from strains

containing selected creA alleles.

Strains 
(1) lvoD-glucose 

(') 0.l7oD-
fructose(3)

17o D-glucose
+ lVo ethanol(a)

0.1% D-fructose
+ 17o ethanol 

(5)

creAt
creAl

creA2O4

creA225

creA2186)

creA22O

creA22l

creA30

10

75

190

260

125

30

80

180

30

t45
180

160

60

65

90

155

5

85

1800

2200

1005

785

1810

1020

190

640

1810

2680

1830

1140

2580

1690

Note: (1) All strains are in an areA2lT background.

(2) Repressing conditions: 22 hours at 25oC in media containing lVo (wlv) D-glucose.

(3) Derepressing conditions: 22 hours at25oC in media containing 0.17o (wlv) D-fructose.

(4) Repressing, induced conditions: 27 hours at 25oC in media containing l%o (wlv) D-

glucose and'l.Vo (v/v) ethanol.

(5) Derepressing, induced conditions: 27 hours at 25oC in media containing 0.lVo (wlv) D-

fructose and 77o (v/v) ethanol.

(6) Due to an extremely poor rate of growth strains containing the creA2lS allele were grorwn

for 25 hours in non-induced conditions and 31 hours in induced conditions to obtain a

mycelial mass comparable to other strains'

(7) Ammonium tartrate (10mM) was used as the nitrogen source'

3.4 - Growth in derepressing conditions

Strains containing the mutant creA alleles were tested on growth media containing a

wide variety of sole carbon sources at non-repressing levels. No significant differences

in growth were seen between strains containing a creA mutant allele when compared

to wild type. Since the selection protocols used to select these mutant alleles screens

for a derepressed phenotype it is unlikely that any obvious phenotype would be visible

when grown on derepressing carbon sources'
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3.5 - Summary

creA mutants are pleiotropic. creA containing strains have clear phenotypic effects on

morphology and rate of growth, initiation of the sexual cycle, carbohydrate storage

mechanisms and the regulation of genes that produce products involved in the

catabolism of carbon sources. Strains containing different creA alleles are extremely

heterogeneous. As is clearly seen in the results presented, each allele produces quite

specific phenotypes. These range from the most extreme allele, creA306 that results in

an extremely weak growth rate and, in the presence of glucose, very high levels of

expression of carbon repressible systems to alleles that have much less severe

phenotypes, such as creA33l and creA334. The alleles used in this study were all

selected as loss of CreA function. Clearly the heterogeneous phenotypes observed

indicates that not all alleles result in a complete loss of CreA function, with the degree

of function retained depending on the specific mutation in each allele. The

heterogeneous phenotypes observed also argues against the majority of mutations

resulting in the production of unstable polypeptides which result in the loss of

functional CreA protein.
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Chapter 4

Molecular Analysis of

creA Mutants



The phenotypic analysis of strains containing various creA alleles demonstrated very

heterogeneous phenotypes amongst them. In an attempt to define functional domains

within the CreA protein the mutant alleles were characterised at the molecular level.

This analysis included comparing homologues of the creA gene from other fungal

species for highly conserved regions within the protein, and the determination of the

nature of the mutation for each allele. The aim of this approach was to define

functional domains by correlating the position of individual mutations within the

protein with the phenotypic analysis carried out on strains containing that allele.

4.1 - Analysis of creA homologues

creA was cloned by complementation of the creA204 allele on a medium containing

IVo D-gbtcose and 2.5mM allyl alcohol. Sequencing of the gene and translation of the

putative open reading frame gave a predicted polypeptide sequence of 416 amino

acids (Dowzer and Kelly 1939). The sequence had a number of features consistent

with CreA having a role as a transcriptional repressor. The most prominent of these

was a classical Cys2-His2 zinc finger DNA binding domain. Comparison to genomic

databases showed a very high degree of similarity between the DNA binding domains

of CreA and Miglp, which is the regulatory protein that mediates carbon catabolite

repression in S. cerevisiae. Other features identified were a stretch of nine consecutive

alanine residues and frequent STPXX motifs (Dowzer and Kelly 1989, 1991). Alanine

rich regions have been identified in a number of proteins that are transcriptional

repressers such as Tuplp and Kruppel (Hanna-Rose et aI.1997). STPXX motifs have
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been found in disproportionately high numbers in transcriptional regulatory proterns

(Suzuki 1989)

In a further attempt to define functional domains in CreA, the functionally

homologous gene was cloned from the related fungus Aspergillus niger. Comparison

of the two polypeptide sequences identified a stretch of 45 invariant amino acids in

the C-terminal half of the gene. This region has a significant degree of similarity to the

S. cerevisiae protein Rgrlp, which has been shown to be involved with the regulation

of carbon catabolite repression (Sakai et aL 1988).

During the course of this study many homologues of the creA gene had been isolated

from a number of organisms including; Trichoderma reesei, Trichoderma harzianum,

Neurospora crassct, Metørhizium anisopilae, Sclerotinium sclerotinia and Gibberella

fujikkuroi (Drysdale et aL 1.993; Ilmen et al.1996;Reymond-Cotton et al' 1996;

Screen et aI. 1997; Strauss et al.1996; Takashima et a\.1996,8. Tudzynski

unpublished, B. Tyler unpublished). The analysis of a number of creA homologues

enabled a more detailed study of the polypeptide sequences in order to identify any

conserved domains. The polypeptide sequences of the CreA homologues were

compared using the computer alignment software ClustalW (Thompson, Higgins and

Gibson L994) and Match-Box (Depiereux and Feytmans 1992). These programs

compare the polypeptide sequences for regions of identity and similarity. ClustalW

creates a multiple sequence alignment from a group of sequences using progressive

pairwise alignments. The program does a series of progressive, pairwise alignments

between sequences and clusters of sequences to generate the final alignment. Match-
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Box performs a simultaneous alignment. Match-Box analyses sequences in two steps.

The first step analyses the global similarity between the whole set of sequences. The

second step matches the most similar nine residue segments in a scan of the whole set

of sequences. The similarity between segments is defined by a scoring matrix and is

limited by a statistical threshold. Only complete matches are retained. A complete

match is a set of segments, selected in all the sequences, in which each segment is

similar to all the other segments. Four steps of matching are petformed successively

with a decreasing statistical significance in order to fix reliable anchor points at the

beginning and to enlarge them in the next steps. The program aims to identify regions

within the protein that have highly conserved physiochemical profiles.

The highest regions of conservation were the previously identified Cys2-Hiszzinc

finger binding domain and the Rgrlp similar domain (figure 4.1). However, a number

of other regions are conserved between the homologues (figure 4.1 and figute 4.2).

There are eleven regions within the protein that show a high degree of conservation.

These regions will be referred to as conserved "boxes" ie. box I through to box 1 1.

Box 2 corresponds to the Cys2-His2 zinc finger DNA binding domain (box 2) and box

7 corresponds to the region with similarity to the Rgrlp protein of S. cerevisiae.

The remaining conserved regions correspond to previously undefined sections of the

protein. Of these regions the most highly conserved are box 1, box 4, box 9 and box

10. Other than the DNA binding domain and the Rgrlp similar region there is no
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Figure 4.1 - CLUSTAL\ry analysis of CreA homologues

CrãR homologues rwere analysed using the multiple sequence alignment software

CLUSTALW. Identical residues within the proteins are highlighted in blue. Similar

residues are highlighted in yellow. In positions where the most (approximately 75Vo or

greater) but not all residues are similar a pale shade of yellow has been used. The

CreA homologues compared are from the following strains; A. nidulans (Dowzer and

Kelly 1989), A. niger (Drysdale et aL 1993), S. Sclerotinia (Scteen et a\.1996)' N'

cras-sa(B. Tylerunpublished),7. reeser (Ilmen et aI. t996),T. harzianum(Ilmenet

aI.1996), M. anisopiløe (Reymond-Cotton et aI. 1997), G' fujikkuroi (8. Tudzynski

unpublished).
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Figure 4.2 -Match'Box analysis of CreA homologues

Cree homologues were analysed using the multiple sequence alignment software

Match-Box. The program identifies conserved regions between the proteins and

assigns a degree óf significance to each conserved region. The eleven boxes identified

Uy ttis analysis are highlighted in this figure and figure 4.3. The colours used to

highlight the conserved regions are in decreasing order of significance blue, red and

V"lfooi. The CreA homologues compared are from the following strains; A. nidulans

iDo*r",. and Kelly 1989), A. niger (Drysdale et al. 1993), S. Sclerotinia (Sueen et

at. 1996), N. crassa (B. Tyler unpublished), T. reesei (Ilmen et al. 1996), T'

harzianurn(Ilmen et aI.1996), M. anisopilae (Reymond-Cotton et al' 1997), G'

.fuj ikkuroi (8. Tudzynski unpublished).
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similarity between these conserved regions and any sequ€nces within the databases.

Box I contains a high proportion of hydrophobic residues and contains characteristic

serine/threonine phosphorylation and asparagine glycosylation sites. Box 4 is highly

conserved between the creA homologues and is characterised by a high proportion of

proline residues. Boxes 5, 6 and 8 all contain potential serine/threonine

phosphorylation sites. In addition box 6 contains the region previously identified as

having a region of acidic residues. Boxes 9 and 10 have a high proportion of

hydrophobic residues. Box 10 also contains a small region which has some similarity

to a region in Miglp which has been shown to required for Miglp mediated

transcriptional repression (Ostling et aI. 1996). A spatial representation of these

conserved regions is shown in figure 4.3.

Comparison of CreA homologues from the two Aspergillus species had identified a

region consisting of consecutive alanine residues located immediately after the DNA

binding domain. Alanine rich regions have been identified in a number of repressor

proteins. However alanine rich regions were not present in the CreA homologues

from other species. In place of the alanine rich regions the other CreA homologues

have stretches of either glutamine or histidine residues. It is not known if these

different residues will retain similar functional properties. This region is not identified

as a conserved region of the proteins by either CLUSALW or Match-Box analysis.
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X'igure 4.3 - Summary of conserved region identifred in the CreA protein
The eleven boxes identified by Match-Box analysis (figure 4.3) are shown. The

colours represent the significance ofthe aligned sequences. In decreasing order of
significance the colours used are blue, red and yellow. Below the protein schematic

are solid lines representing regions of the protein previously identified as potential

functional domains. With the exception of the region rich in acidic residues they

correspond to boxes which have been assigned the highest degree of significance.
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4.2 - PCR-SSCP analysis of creA mutants

Single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) is a rapid and sensitive method for

the detection of base changes in given sequences of genomic DNA (Orita et aI. 1989).

Sequences of interest are amplified and radioactively labelled by the polymerase chain

reaction (PCR). The amplified DNA fragments are then denatured and separated by

nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. In nondenaturing conditions, single

stranded DNA takes up a folded conformation that is stabilised by intrastrand

interactions. Therefore the conformation of a DNA fragment is sequence specific.

Fragments of different conformation migrate through the polyacrylamide matrix at

different rates. This enables sequence differences to be identified down to the

sensitivity of a single base change (Orita et al. L989). PCR-SSCP is a technique that

has been widely used to locate the position of mutations in numerous systems.

Two strategies were developed to divide the creA gene into fragments suitable for

SSCP analysis. The first strategy was to amplify the creA gene and promoter as two

overlapping fragments. These fragments were then restriction digested with Psrl and

EcoRV. Restriction digested fragments were 550bp or less and spanned all regions of

the gene including part of the promoter (figure 4.4). The second strategy was to

develop a bank of oligonucleotide primers that enabledthe creA coding sequence to

be amplified in a series of overlapping fragments, which could be directly analysed by

SSCP (figure 4.5). A combination of both strategies was used to cover the entire

length of the coding and promoter regions. With both strategies a number of steps

were taken to minimise the possibility of a false positive result due an incorporation
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Figure 4.4 - Strategy l for the production of DNA fragments used for SSCP

analysis
Two sets of oligonucleotides, 576-323 and 350-590, were used to PCR amplify

overlapping DNA fragments which spanned the creA gene including 5' and 3' flanking

sequences. The fragments were digested with restriction endonucleases to produce

fragments of the appropriate size for SSCP analysis. The size of each fragment in base

pairs is shown in brackets below each fragment. The position of each of these

fragments is shown with respect to the creA gene. The coding sequence shows the

positions of the most highly conserved boxes, I , 2, 4, 7 , 9 and 10 of CreA (see figure

4.3).
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tr'igure 4.5 - Strate1y 2for the production of DNA fragments used for SSCP

analysis
Sets of oligonucleotides were used to PCR amplify overlapping DNA fragments

which spanned the coding regions of the creA gene. The fragments generated were

directlyised for SSCP anaþsis. The size of each fragment in base pairs is shown in

brackets below each fragment. The position of each of these fragments is shown with

respect to the creA gene. The coding sequence shows the positions of the most highly

conserved boxes, l, 2, 4, 7 , 9 and 10 of CreA (see figure 4' 3) '
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P52
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Figure 4.6 - Example of typical SSCP analysis of fragment PS2
Fragment PS2 spans the DNA binding domain. Each track contains
1- wild fype non-denatured; 2- wild type;3-creA220; 4- øe4204;
5- creA225;6- creAl. Positive band shifts can be observed in tracks
4,5 and 6 where the fragments have migrated to different positions
in the gel compared to a wild type control (track2).
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Figure 4.7 - Summary of SSCP results
A summary of results of each mutant allele for the fragments most commonly used in
SSCP analysis. / denotes a positive result; I denotes a negative result; nd - not
determined.



error during PCR amplification. The major steps taken were to begin all amplification

reactions with a minimum of 100ng of genomic DNA and to never undergo more than

25 rounds of amplification. Different creA alleles gave positive SSCP results along the

entire length of the of the creA coding region. An example of SSCP results for the

PS2 fragment is shown in figure 4.6. The largest cluster of mutations was in

fragments that contained the Cys2-His2 zincfinger DNA binding domain (figure 4.7).

These alleles were creAl, - 204, -

225, -303, -304, -305, -306, -311, -331 and -334. The remaining alleles had mutations

dispersed along the entire length of the of the gene (figure 41). All DNA fragments

that had a positive SSCP result were directly sequenced. Corresponding mutations

were identified in all positive SSCP fragments. The DNA sequence changes for all of

the creA mutant alleles are summarised in table 4.1, and examples of sequencing

results for a selection of alleles are shown in figure 4.8.

In order to determine that the system developed to locate the mutation and determine

the altered DNA sequence was accurate three alleles, creA204, -218 and -221were

sequenced in their entirety. The only DNA sequence changes that differed from the

known wild type sequence were those identified by the PCR-SSCP analysis.

The creA mutant alleles can be divided into two broad groups. The first gfoup

consists of alleles that have either frameshift or nonsense mutations that are predicted

to truncate the CreA polypeptide. The remaining creA alleles all have missense

mutations within the DNA binding domain.

'a
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Table 4.1 - DNA sequence change and predicted CreA polypeptides

Allele Mutation Change to Amino Acid
Sequence

creAl

creA3O

creA2O4

creA2lS

creA220

creA22l

creA225

creA3Ol

creA3O3

creA3O4

creA306

creA307

creA3ll
creA322

creA33l

creA334

creA4OT

creA3o2 seven bp À bp 522 - 529

G+A atbp 264

pericentric inversion - breakpoint
at bp 391

G+T atbp 320

AG at bp73l

C+A at bp 813

7bp insertion'GCGTCAT'
between bp 808-809

G+A atbp 320

ÀG at bp 424

G+T at bp 208

four bp Lbp 337-340 'TCGC'

T+C atbp327

four bp Â at bp 723-126 'GCAG'

G+A atbp 243

(i) c+T ar bp 108

A+G atbp ll2
(iÐ 

^C 
at bp 1010 or 1011

C-+T atbp25l
G+A atbp 243

AC at bp 533

G+D at aa 88

w/ until aal30 +
RDGAALWTLGPLGLLGSIR*

D+Y at aa 107

wf until aa244+
DFLLFQPTPSPTAX

S+termination codon at aa 27 I

wf until aa27l +
CVTSRQAFKT*

D-+N at aa 107

wf until aa l4l
+MVARWRTTLDQ*
wtuntil aaI74+
PRTLSPTMPTTCARIX

E+termination codon at aa70

wf until aa ll2
+ESITTPTQDVETRLNTWRQ
PPQLQLRTKMVARV/RTTLD
Qx

w/ until aa I2l
+KTV/KQGSTPGGS RRS CS CE
PRWX

L+P at aa lO9

w/until aa240

+AGDFLLFQPTPSPTA*

R+K at aa 81

(i) A+V at aa36

S+S at aa 37

(ii) wt until aa 336

+RLS LQWS PRPRDPIIITRTNL
MLAQA*
R+C ataa84

R+K at aa 81

#until aalTl
+RTLSPTMPTTCARI*

creA3o5 'A' inserted between bp 364-365

Note: (1) Nucleotide and protein sequence numbering are based on the sequence

Dowzer and Kelly (1991).
(2) * denotes a termination codon.

published in
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Figure 4.8 - Sequence analysis of creAl, creA204 and, creA225

@l creAl, (b) cieA204 and (c) creA225 had positive SSCP results in a region of the

gene which contained the DNA binding domain (see figure 4.6). Fragment 3504 from

litO typ" and the mutant strains were PCR amplified and DNA sequenced. The results

of thesè sequencing reactions are presented including the predicted change in the

polypeptidé ."qu"n"". The coding sequence shows the positions of the most highly

õonsèrve¿ boxes, 1,2,4,7,9 and 10 of CreA(see figure 4'3)'
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4.3 - creA alleles predicted to produce truncated polypeptides

Twelve creA alleles had either frameshift or nonsense mutations which are predicted

to result in truncated forms of the CreA polypeptide. These alleles had positive SSCP

results which spanned the entire length of the gene. The range of truncations of the

CreA polypeptide is summarised in figure 4.9. The most extremely truncated

polypeptide is produced from the creA303 allele and it only retains the first 68 amino

acids. Conversely, creA322 has a mutation which alters the reading frame after amino

acid336,only losing the C-terminal 80 amino acids'

All frameshift mutations continue in their new reading frame, producing short, novel

polypeptide sequences which soon terminate. The longest predicted novel sequence is

39 amino acids and the shortest ten amino acids. None of these novel polypeptide

sequences had any similarity to known sequences within the protein databases.

creA3o has been genetically characterised and shown to be the result of a pericentric

inversion where one of the breakpoints occurs within the creA gene (Arst et al.l990).

This allele was sequenced to position the breaþoint within the gene and determine if

any other open reading frame had been fused to creA. The breakpoint occurred at

base pair 391. This positions the breakpoint after the DNA binding domain and just

before the beginning of the alanine repeat region. The reading frame of CreA3O only

continued past the breakpoint for a further 19 amino acids before terminating. These

19 amino acids had no similarity to any sequences in the protein database. It is
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Figure 4.9 - creA mutant alleles predicted to produce truncated polypeptides

Schematic showing the predicted length of the polypeptides from creA mutant alleles

which have frameshift or nonsense mutations. The point of truncation is shown

relative to the conserved regions of CreA. creA322 has point mutations in the N-

terminus of the protein. The position of these point mutations is shown by a black

cross. The coding sequence shows the positions of the most highly conserved boxes,

1,2,4,7,9 and 10 of CreA (see figure 4.3).
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therefore unlikely that the pericentric inversion has fused creA to any other gene in the

genome. This effectively places creA3l together with other mutations which lead to a

truncated polypeptide.

4.3.1 - creA303 and, ueA304

A nonsense mutation at base pair 208 results in the CreA303 polypeptide being

terminated at amino acid 68. creA304 has a four base pair deletion, removing

nucleotides 337-340. This deletion results in a frameshift after amino acid 112. The

predicted polypeptides from these two alleles are the most extremely truncated

proteins in this study. Both polypeptides are truncated within the DNA binding

domain. CreA303 truncates the polypeptide early within the first zinc finger,

effectively removing the entire DNA binding domain. CreA304 results in the loss of

both zinc coordinating histidine residues of the second zinc finger. Without these two

histidine residues the second zinc finger cannot coordinate azinc ion and will not

form. The only conserved domains retained by the two predicted proteins is the box

one region at the N-terminal region of the protein. In addition CreA304 retains the

first of the two zinc fingers. However since this class of DNA binding domain requires

at least two zinc fingers to bind DNA it is very unlikely that CreA304 retains any

ability to bind DNA and thus it is very doubtful that these two mutant alleles could

produce any functional CreA protein.

Strains containing creA303 and creA3O4 have an extreme phenotype. They have a

slow rate of growth and conidiate very poorly. They also result in high levels of
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expression of all carbon repressible genes tested. This extreme phenotype is consistent

with the suggestion that creA303 and creA304 fail to produce any functional protein.

A similar mutation has been identified in Crel, the T. reesei homologue of cr¿A. This

mutation truncated the polypeptide within the DNA binding domain resulting in a

predicted polypeptide of 95 amino acids, predicted to contain only the first of the two

zinc fingers. Strains containing this mutation result in very high levels of cellobiose

hydrolase I in the presence of glucose (Ilmen et al' 1996) .

4.3.2 - ueA305

creA3o5 has a single base inserted between bases 364 and 365. The predicted

CreA305 polypeptide shifts reading frame after amino acid I2l. This positions the

frameshift point directly after the DNA binding domain. The difference between the

polypeptides formed by CreA305 and CreA303/CreA304 is that CreA305 has the

potential to form an intact DNA binding domain.

Phenotypically strains containing creA305 are very similar to creA303 and creA3o4

containing strains. They are morphologically extreme and have high levels of

expression of alcA, amdS, prnD and Cr-amylases. However, unlike creA3o3 and

creA3}4,strains containing creA305 have no detectable levels of p-galactosidase

activity. This suggests that the creA3Ù5 allele produces a protein that retains some

function at the B-galactosidase promoter, and thus does not cause a total loss of CreA

function.
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4.3.3 - øeA322

creA32Thas two reþions within the gene which contain mutations. The N-terminal

region of the gene has two point mutations. One of these mutations is synonymous,

while the other is a missense mutation. The missense mutation is a C--+T transition at

base pair 108. This results in an alanine to valine substitution at amino acid 36. In

addition to the N-terminal mutations, creA322 has a single base deletion resulting in a

shifted reading frame after amino acid 336. These mutations represent the most N-

terminal and most C-terminal mutations amongst the creA alleles analysed in this

study.

Strains containing creA322 have weak to moderate phenotypes for most of the

systems tested. These strains have significant levels of expression of the genes

required for the breakdown of acetamide, proline, ethanol, starch and lactose, but the

level of expression is not as high as has been observed in strains containing many of

the other alleles. This phenotypic effect is likely to be the result of both mutations,

but it is unlikely that each mutation makes an equal contribution towards the

phenotype.

The alanine to valine substitution does not occur in any well conserved region within

the CreA protein. Additionally, an alanine to valine substitution is a relatively

conservative change. Both residues have hydrophobic properties and there is only a
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small difference in their sizes. As a result, this mutation is predicted to contribute a

very small proportion of the overall creA322 phenotype

The C+erminal mutation results in a frameshift after amino acid336, resulting in a

predicted polypeptide that does not contain the final 80 amino acids of the normal

CreA protein. If this mutation is the major contribution to the phenotype of strains

containing creA322 then the missing 80 amino acids must define a region of the

protein required by CreA to repress transcription. The frameshift occurs within the

conserved box nine region, and boxes ten and eleven are not present. The presence of

a region necessary for repression in this region of CreA is supported by the results of

Scazzocchi o et aI. (1995). They described another creA allele which resulted in clear

derepression of the proline utilisation genes and was shown to be the result of the loss

of the C-terminal portion of the protein from residue 361. This mutation would also

result in the loss of boxes ten and eleven. However, unlike the mutation characterised

by Scazzoc chio et aL (1995) strains containing the creA322 allele also lead to

derepression of genes involved in the metabolism of compounds which only supply a

carbon source to the cell. The repression domain must be either one or a combination

of these two conserved regions. Included in box ten is a small region which has

sequence similarity to Miglp which has been shown to be required for repression of

glucose repressible systems in S. cerevisiøe (Ostling et aI. 1996).
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4.3.4 - Other alleles that result in a truncated CreA polypeptide

The remaining alleles which are predicted to form truncated polypeptides cover a

large proportion of CreA (figure 4.9). creA3O and creA3Ùl are predicted to produce

polypeptides which retain box one and the DNA binding domain. CreA3O produces a

frameshift just before the alanine rich region and CreA301 terminates just after the

nine consecutive alanine residues. Strains containing creA3Ù have a more extreme

phenotype than strains containing creA3Ùl. This may be due to the loss of the alanine

repeats in CreA3O or may reflect a slightly less stable polypeptide.

CreA302 and CreA401 shift reading frame within the conserved box four region and

CreA307 andCreA2lS frameshift between box five and box six. The final two

mutations arc creA220 and creA22l. The CreA220 andCre{22l proteins are

predicted to produce polypeptides which terminate or frameshift at the first residue of

the Rgrlp similar region. These two polypeptides retain the first six conserved regions

of the protein and have lost the 145 C-terminal residues, which includes the Rgrlp

similar region and the potential repression domain present in the final 80 amino acids.

Strains containing these alleles have quite mixed phenotypes. There is no obvious

correlations between a given phenotype and loss of specific conserved domains.

However due to the lack of an effective antibody for CreA, this analysis is

complicated by not knowing the relative stability of each predicted polypeptide. It is

very unlikely that all truncated polypeptides are unstable, due to the large range of

phenotypes observed from strains containing these alleles. Determining the stability of
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these polypeptides will no doubt enable some function to be assigned to some of

CreA protein's central conserved regions.

4.4 - creA alleles with missense mutations in the DNA binding domain

Ten creA alleles produced positive SSCP results for fragments that spanned the Cys2-

Hisz DNA binding domain. One of these alleles, creA3o5, was due to a frameshift

mutation just past the DNA binding domain. creA3o3 and creA304 were due to a

nonsense mutation and a frameshift mutation within the DNA binding domain. These

three alleles are predicted to result in a truncated polypeptide and were discussed in

the previous section. The remaining alleles have missense mutations within the DNA

binding domain. The relative position of each mutation within the DNA binding

domain is shown in figure 4.10.

This class of zinc finger DNA binding domain has been extensively characterised by

both Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (Pârraga et aI. 1988) and X-ray crystallography

studies (Pavletich and Pabo 1991.; Elrod-Erickson ¿t aI.1996). Based on these studies

it is possible to make predictions about the roles played by certain amino acid residues

in the process of CreA binding its DNA target (figure 4.lt). Numerous residues

contact the DNA binding site. The majority of these interactions stabilise the structure

by interacting with the phosphodiester backbone of the DNA molecule. A small

number of these residues within the c-helix directly bind to specific nucleotides. It is

these interactions that determine the specificity of the protein-DNA
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Figure 4.10 - Missense mutations within the Cysz-Hisz zinc flrnger DNA binding

domain
Seven creAmutant allele had missense mutations within the DNA binding domain.

The position of each mutation is shown by a red residue. All seven mutations occur in

the o-helix of the first or second of the two zinc fingers.
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Figure 4.ll - critical residues in the creA cys2-His2 zinc finger DNA binding

domain
The critical residues within the CreA DNA binding domain have been predicted based

on X-ray crystallography data from the Zif268-DNA interaction (Pavletich and Pabo

1990). ùini coordinating residues are identified by a blue dot. Residue predicted to

form direct hydrogen bonds with a nucleotide in the DNA recognition sequence are

identified by a red dot. The residues with a purple dot are predicted to form stabilising

hydrogen bonds with the phosphodiester backbone of the DNA strand.
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interaction and define the sequence of the DNA binding site. Based on these

predictions the effect of each missense mutation on DNA binding can be estimated.

4.4.1 - creAsll and ueA334

The mutant alleles creA3ll and creA334 have the identical mutation, a G--+A

transition at base pak 243. This mutation results in an arginine to lysine substitution at

amino acid 81. An arginine residue at this position forms a pair of hydrogen bonds

with a guanine base in the DNA recognition sequence and also makes water mediated

contacts with a neighbouring base. Substitution of this residue with the amino acid

lysine is a relatively conservative change. Lysine is a slightly smaller residue than

arginine, but like arginine it is positively charged. It may still be able to form hydrogen

bonds with the DNA recognition sequence. Argininesl occurs at position six along the

recognition a-helix of the first zinc finger. Of the residues that specifically bind a

nucleotide in the recognition sequence, this position is situated the furthest from the

DNA strand (Suzuki 1994). The presence of a smaller residue at this position and

subsequent decreased ability to form hydrogen bonds with the DNA recognition

sequence is expected to lower the DNA binding affinity of the mutated zinc finger.

However, this change is not expected to lead to a total loss of DNA binding and the

mutated protein may still be able to function at many CreA regulated promoters.

Strains containing creA3ll and creA334 do not have extreme phenotypes. They have

an intermediate growth rate and conidiate normally. In carbon repressing conditions

strains containing these alleles lead to relatively low levels of expression for all of the

carbon regulated systems tested. The weak phenotype observed for these strains
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coffelates with the prediction that these zinc finger mutations will only have a minor

effect on the ability of the altered protein to bind DNA'

4.4.2 - ueA33l

A C--+T transition in the creA33l allele results in an arginine to cysteine substitution

at amino acid 84. This corresponds to the ninth residue of the cx,-helix of the first zinc

finger. This residue of the zinc finger has a structural role. An arginine residue in this

position forms a hydrogen bond with a glycine residue within the H-C link,

terminating the o¿-helix of the first zinc finger. This structure acts to stabilise the

second of the two zinc coordinating histidine residues. Argininesa also hydrogen

bonds to a region between the B-sheet and the o-helix of the adjacent zinc finger,

adding to the stability of the overall binding domain. Substituting a cysteine residue at

this position is predicted to disrupt the DNA recognition helix of the first zinc finger

and prevent the hydrogen bonding that occufs between the two zinc fingers.

While the mutationin creA331 is expected to reduce the stability of the DNA binding

domain, it is very difficult to predict the degree to which this change will affect DNA

binding affinrty. Interestingly, the creA33l mutation leads to very heterogeneous

phenotypes . An areA217 strain containing creA33l has quite strong growth on media

containing l7oD-glucose and either acetamide, proline or GABA, indicating high

levels of expression of the genes required to break down these compounds. However,

creA331 containing strains are resistant to allyl alcohol levels of 25mM and above.

This is the highest levels of allyl alcohol that any creA alleles are resistant to,

suggesting very low levels of alcohol dehydrogenase I are being produced from this
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strain. creA33l strains also produce low levels of u-amylase and no detectable levels

of B-galactosidase in repressing conditions.

It can be concluded that this mutation leads to a much greater reduction of DNA

binding affinity for the promoters of genes which code for proteins that breakdown

compounds that can act as both carbon and nitrogen sources. Conversely, the

CreA331 mutant protein functions almost as a wild type protein in systems which

breakdown compounds that only supply a carbon source. This effect may be

coincidental, and may not continue to be observed as more systems are tested.

Alternatively, it may reflect that CreA functions quite differently on different

promoters.

4.4.3 - ueAl

creAl has a missense mutation within the H-C link region between the two zinc

fingers. This region controls the orientation and spacing of the two adjacent fingers.

The H-C link is highly conserved with the consensus sequence TGEKPF/Y. A G-+A

transition in creAl results in the conserved glycine residue being substituted for an

aspartic acid residue at amino acid 88. Glycine in the H-C link forms a hydrogen bond

with an argininega at position nine of the c-helix, stabilising the second of the two zinc

coordinating histidine residues of the first zinc finger. Loss of glycine in this position

will disrupt the cr-helical conformation by preventing its termination at the normal

point, disrupting the normal orientation and spacing of the two zinc fingers'

Strains containing creAl are morphologically very similar to wild type, with normal

conidiation and only a slightly decreased growth rate. These strains have an
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intermediate level of derepression for most of the systems tested. The highest level of

expression was observed from the proline utilisation system. Since creAl was selected

by suppression of areAl on media containing glucose and proline, a reasonably high

level of proline oxidase expression is not unexpected . creAl containing strains

produce no detectable levels of B-galactosidase activity and quite low levels of c[-

amylase activity in repressing conditions. By correlating the phenotypic results and the

predicted effect of the creAl mutation it is concluded that the CreAl mutant

polypeptide has a general decrease of DNA binding affinity at most carbon repressible

promoters.

4.4.4 - creA204 anùueA225

creA2o4 and creA225 are both due to missense mutations in the same base pair within

the second of the two zinc fingers. creA204 has a G-+T transversion resulting in a

tyrosine residue being substituted for the wild type aspartic acid at amino acid 107.

creAL25 is the result of a G-+A transition that results in an aspartic acidroz to

asparagine substitution. The wild type aspartic acid residue in this position is highly

conserved in Cys2-His 2 zinc fingers of this type. Mutations of this residue have been

characterised on numerous occasions in the Wilm's tumour protein (Pelletiet et ø1.

lggÐ. The aspartic acid residue is located at position two of the recognition ü-helix

and forms a pair of hydrogen bonds with an arginine residue which directly precedes

the g-helix. This arginine bonds to a guanine nucleotide in the DNA recognition

sequence. The hydrogen bonds formed between the aspartic acid and arginine residues

help to orientate the arginine side chain and therefore increase the specificity of the

arginine-guanine interaction. In addition, the coupled arginine-aspartic acid residue
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pair makes water mediated contacts with the cytosine, which is the complernentary

base to the guanine nucleotide directly bound by argininel67. This interaction will most

likely act to ensure that the coupled arginine-aspartic acid residues bind very tightly

and specifically to the G/C base pair. A mutation of this aspartic acid is expected to

disrupt the cr-helix of the second zinc finger and prevent the arginine-guanine

interaction and reduce the overall DNA binding affinity of the protein.

Since both alleles are due to different missense mutations at the same position it is

possible to directly compare their effect on DNA binding affinity by comparison of

their phenotypic effects. In most tests the strains containing creA225 had a more

extreme phenotype than creA204 containing strains. The main exception to this is B-

galactosidase activity that is very high in strains containing creA204 but could not be

detected in creA225 containing strains. This suggests that the CteA225 mutation leads

to a more general decrease in DNA binding affinity, while the aspartic acid to tyrosine

substitution has more specific effects dependent on the specific system being

regulated.

4.4.5 - ueA306

The creA316 allele has a missense mutation within the recognition cr-helix of the

second zinc finger. A T--+C transition results in a leucine to proline substitution at

amino acid 109. The leucine residue is the fourth residue of the cr-helix and forms part

of the conserved hydrophobic core that acts to stabilise the zinc finger structure. A

proline substitution at this position is predicted to totally disrupt the c-helical

structure of the second zinc finger. The side chains of residues in an c¡c-helix project

out from the helix and do not interfere with the helical structure, except for proline
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where the last atom of the side chain is bonded to the main chain nitrogen atom

forming a ring structure. The ring structure prevents the nitrogen atom from

participating in hydrogen bonding and also provides some degree of steric hindrance

to the cr-helical conformation. Proline residues usually produce a significant bend in

the helix. Therefore, this mutation is expected to totally destroy the binding properties

of the second of the two zinc fingers.

Strains containing creA306 had the most extreme phenotype of all alleles tested in this

study. These strains have a greatly reduced growth rate and lead to very high levels of

expression from almost all carbon repressible systems tested. Surprisingly, the

creA306 mutation does not result in complete loss of the CreA protein as might have

beenexpectedconsideringtheresults fromcreA303 and creA304. Instead creA306

has a missense mutation in the recognition helix of the second zinc finger. There are

two potential explanations that could explain how a point mutation in the DNA

binding domain would lead to the most extreme phenotypic effects.

The mutation could result in a gain of function if the CreA306 polypeptide is able to

bind promoters not normally regulated by CreA and interfere with their normal

transcription pattern. If this occurs the extreme phenotype demonstrated by strains

containing creA306 would be the result of these inappropriately regulated genes.

Under this hypothesis the creA3o6 allele may be expected to be dominant. Diploids

were constructed that were heterozygous creA*lcreA3o6. These diploids have a wild

type morphology, suggesting that creA306 is not dominant with respect to the effects

on growth rate and conidiation observed for creA306 strains. Therefore this

explanation is less likely to account for the phenotype of creA306 containing strains.
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The nature of the mutation, a leucine to proline substitution, is most likely to destroy

the a-helix of the second zinc finger and prevent it binding DNA rather than altering

its DNA binding specificity

The more likely explanation is that creA3o6 produces a polypeptide that is full length

but with very little or no affinity for DNA binding. As a result this mutation produces

a mutated CreA protein that is unable to bind DNA, but can still undergo any normal

protein-protein interactions. creA is autoregulated. Since creA mttations lead to

higher expression levels of themselves, creA3o6 will produce more mutant protein and

titrate any CreA interacting proteins. Therefore, the extreme phenotype observed

from creA306 containing strains would be due to the titration of CreA interacting

proteins.

4.5 - Summary

All of tbe creA mutations could be categorised into two broad groups

The largest group consisted of alleles which have either frameshift or nonsense

mutations. The polypeptides predicted from these mutants are all truncated in

comparison to wild type. Strains containing this group of alleles have greatly reduced

conidiation on complete media. Defects in carbohydrate storage and the abnormal

formation of cleistothecia were specific to strains containing these alleles.

The most truncated polypeptides are CreA303 and CreA304. Strains containing these

two alleles have the most extreme phenotypes of all alleles in this group. The

predicted CreA303 and CreA304 polypeptides are unlikely to retain any ability to bind

DNA and are the most likely alleles to reflect a complete loss of CreA function. The
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least truncated polypeptide is formed from creA322. CreA322 retains all the wild type

sequence except the last 80 amino acids. In the presence of glucose strains containing

creA322 result in significant levels of expression of carbon repressible systems. This

provides strong evidence that the C-terminal 80 amino acids contain a region, most

likely the conserved box ten and eleven regions, required for CreA to repress

transcription.

The second category of creAmutants all had missense mutations within the Cysz-Hisz

DNA binding domain. With the possible exception of creA306, all of the mutants are

predicted to produce proteins which retain some degree of function. Based on studies

done on other proteins which contain the same class of zinc finger it was possible to

rationalise the phenotype of these alleles with the predicted effect on DNA binding

affinity. Mutations within the recognition o-helix lead to some decrease in DNA

binding affinity and in some cases may also alter DNA binding specificity. A direct

correlation exists between decreased binding affinity and severity of phenotype.

Surprisingly, the allele that had the most extreme phenotype was the result of a

missense mutation in the DNA binding domain. CreA306 has a leucine to proline

substitution within the recognition helix of the second zinc finger. This mutation is

predicted to result in little or no capability for DNA binding. Therefore, this allele is

the only mutation which produces a full length protein with no ability to bind the

normal CreA recognition sequence. However CreA306 would still be available to

participate in normal protein-protein interactions. The subsequent titration of

interacting proteins could be the basis of the extreme phenotype associated with

creA3o6.
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To define the phenotype of a creAnull allele a strain was constructed that had the

creA gene and surrounding sequences replaced by the riboB+ gene. Diploid strains

heterozygous for this deletion were phenotypically normal. In a haploidisation analysis

only creA* haploids were recovered from a diploid heterozygous for the deleted

region, indicating that this creA deletion results in either an extremely reduced

viability or lethality. The deletion allele could also be recovered as a heterokaryon. In

a heterokaryon it was possible to differentiate conidia containing either creA* or the

deletion of the creA region Microscopic observation of conidia containing a deletion

of the creAregion showed that a conidium germinates and a germ tube extends briefly

before growth is halted. This phenotype was referred to a leaky lethal phenotype

(Dowzer and Kelly 1991).

Two mutant alleles analysed in this study, creA3o3 and creA3o4, are predicted to

produce very little of the CreA protein. They result in truncated polypeptides, where

CreA303 only retains the first 68 amino acids and CreA304 has the first 112 amino

acids of the wild type polypeptide. These altered polypeptides are both truncated

within the DNA binding domain and are not expected to retain any ability for DNA

binding. The only conserved region of the protein retained by these two mutants is the

box one region.

There are clear phenotypic differences between the creA deletion strains constructed

by Dowzer and Kelly (1991) and strains containing either creA3Ù3 or creA304. There

are two alternative hypotheses that could account for the phenotypic differences

between these strains. These two hypotheses are;
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a) The N-terminus of the CreA protein is essential for function. This hypothesis

implies that in repressing conditions CreA can retain partial function without the

DNA binding domain. If this hypothesis is correct it may demonstrate a functional

role for the conserved region at the very N-terminal end of the protein, the box one

region.

b) The disruption of the creA region constructed by Dowzer and Kelly is not an

accurate reflection of the tnrc creA null allele phenotype'

To differentiate between these two hypotheses a reanalysis of the phenotype of a creA

null allele was undertaken.

5.L - Construction of strains containing crøA disruption alleles

The deletion of the creA region described in Dowzer and Kelly (1989) included the

coding region in addition to I kb 5'and I.2kb 3' of the coding sequence. Strains

containing two new creA disruption alleles were constructed by S. M. O'Connor.

Both new creA disruption alleles were created by more precise replacement of the

creA gene with the argB* gene. Two strategies were developed to create the new

creAreplacement strains. One strategy produces a completely null creA allele and the

second was designed to mimic the creA303 and creA304 mutant alleles.
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5.L.1 - A. creA null allele

The first gene replacement was designed to totally prevent any CreA production but

not disrupt any sequences 3' of the gene. The argB* gene was inserted at the same

position 5' of the gene as the Dowzer and Kelly 1991 deletion construct and

terminated in the middle of the creA coding region (figure 5.1). Strains containing this

construct were obtained with the argB+ gene inserted in either orientation; creAL4

and creAL2L

5.1.2 - A partiatly disrupted ueA allele

The second strategy was designed to mimic the creA303 and creA3o4 mutant alleles.

In this construct the region of the gene coding for the DNA binding domain was

deleted and relaced by the argB* gene (figure 5.1). Therefore this construct retains the

promoter and the initial coding sequence. It is predicted that this construct will

produce a wild type polypeptide sequence up to amino acid 45. After amino acid 45

the creA gene is disrupted by the argB* sequence. The strain creAL99 contains this

construct.

5.2 - Phenotypic analysis of creA disrupted strains

Since viable disrupted strains were obtained it is clear that disruption of the creA

region constructed by Dowzer and Kelly (1991) did not represent a true creAnull

allele phenotype. Phenotypic analysis of the new creA disrupted strains was caried
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Figure 5.1- creA disruption constructs
Schematic showing the changes in the genome between wild type andthe creA

disrupted strains.

(a) The disruption strain constructed by Dowzer and Kelly (1991). The creA gene and

flanking regions have been replaced by the riboB* gene. One kilobase of flanking

DNA 5l of the creA coding region, including the promoter, has been deleted and 1.2

kb of DNA 3' of the transcription termination point has been deleted.

(b) creAL4 and creAL2l strains constructed by S. M. O'Connor. These strains have

the argB* gene inserted into the creA locus. The 5' insertion point is the same as the

Dowzãr utta f"Uy (1991) disrupted strain. The 3' insertion point is in the middle of

the creAcoding region. This creates a creAnull allele. creAL| and creAL2l differ by

having the argB* gene in opposite orientations.

(c) creAggg strain constructed by S. M. O' Connor. This partial disruption of creA

was constructed to mimic the creA303 and creA3o4 alleles. The argB* gene has been

inserted into the creA coding region replacing the DNA binding domain. This allele

produces a wild type polypeptide up to amino acid 45.
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out to differentiate between the two hypotheses that were formulated to explain the

phenotypic differences observed between the Dowzer and Kelly (1991) deletion strain

and strains containing creA303 and creA304'

Strains containing creAL4, creAL2l and creALgg are viable, but like other creA

alleles have pleiotropic effects.

5.2.1- Morphology of creA disrupted strains

As expected, strains containing creALgg had the same morphology on l%o complete

medium as strains containing creA3o3 and creA304. Strains creAL4 and creAL2l,

containing a null allele of creA, also had a similar morphology to creA303 and

creA31|containing strains (figure 5.2andtable 5.1). OnIVo complete mediumcreA

disrupted strains have a significantly decreased growth rate and conidiate very poorly.

Their growth rate is slightly stronger than that of creA303 and creA3o4 containing

strains. This is probably due to differences in genetic background. This is supported

by the fact that a difference in growth rate is seen between creAL99 strains and

creA3o3 and creA304. V/hen the creA disrupted strains are allowed to grow fot 3-4

days they begin to conidiate in the center of the colony. This may reflect the changing

supply of carbon source within the growth media. As the colony grows it uses the

glucose available within the growth media. As the colony continues to grow

the media becomes depleted of glucose until it eventually switches to a derepressing

level. This suggests that on l%o complete medium the loss of creA* prevents the
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Figure 5.2 - Growth rate and conidiation of creA disrupted strains grown onI%o

complete medium
(a) The strains were grown at37'C for 48 hours on lVo complete media. The

genotype of each creA\, disruption strain is creAL,, yA2, pabaAl, areAZll.The
genotype of the remaining strains is creA,yAl, adÛ20, su(adE2Ù)Al, riboB2,

areA2l7. The growth rate and degree of conidiation was estimated for each colony

and is summarised in table 5.1. The genotype of each colony with respectto the creA

locus is shown.

(b) The strains were grownat3ToCfot'72 hours onIVo complete media. The

genotype of each creA\, disruption strain is creAL, yA2, pabaA|, areA2l1 .The
genotype of the remaining strains is creA,yAl, adE20, su(adE2O)AI, riboB2,

àreA2I7. The strains were allowed to grow for a longer period of time to develop the

full morphological phenotype of these strains. The growth rate and degree of

conidiation was estimated for each colony and is summarised in table 5.1. The

genotype of each colony with respect to the creAlocus is shown.
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conidiation process from initiating, but this may be overcome in derepressing

conditions

Table 5.1 - Measurement of growth rate and degree of conidiation of strains
containing creA mttant alleles.

Strain(r) Size(2) Conidiation(2)

creA*
creA3O3
creA304
creAL4
creALZl
creAL99

+++++
++
++

+++
+++
+++

+++++
++
++
++
++
++

Note: (1) strains containing creA303 andcreA304 are in a
yAl, ar eA2I7, rib o B I background and creA disrupted
strains are in a yA2, pabaAl, areA2 I 7 background.
(2) denotes increasing rate of growth or degree of
conidiation -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++.
(3) all strains grown on IVo complete media.

As with the mutants predicted to truncate the CreA polypeptide, the creA disrupted

strains produce abnormal cleistothecia when grown aerobically on complete medium.

Cleistothecia do not normally form in this growth condition. Mature cleistothecia do

not form and they do not contain viable ascospores. Therefore the loss of creA*

results in a signal that triggers some aspect of the sexual cycle. Again, this effect is

only observed after at least 3-4 days growth and may be associated with a change

from repressing to derepressing conditions.

creA disrupted strains have carbohydrate storage defects similar to those identified in

strains that have creA mutants predicted to produce truncated polypeptides. However

it is an intermediate phenotype. When grown in liquid media rich in carbon a moderate

degree of dense bodies are visible within the mycelial mass and the hyphae do not

clump as tightly as in wild type strains.
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5.2.2 - Effect of creA gene disruption on gene expression

Strains containing creAL4, creA\2l and creALgg were tested to determine the levels

of expression of a number of carbon repressible systems. The systems tested were the

genes coding for proteins required for the utilisation of acetamide, cellulose, ethanol,

lactose, proline and starch. The results are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4 and in table

5.2. When gfown on media containing glucose, strains containing creA gene

disruptions resulted in high levels of expression of all systems tested. There were no

significant differences between strains that contain the creA null alleles, creAL4 artd

creAL2l, and strains containing creAL99. However, there were some differences

between the creA disrupted strains and strains containing creA303 and creA3o4. The

level of ADHI expression was relatively high in the creA disrupted strains but was

lower than in creA3o3 and creA3}4 containing strains which were more sensitive to

0.1 mM allyl alcohol. The creA disrupted strains had a higher level of acetamidase

expression, than creA303 and creA3o4 containing strains. The differences observed

between these two strains is most likely due to differences in the genetic backgrounds

between the strains. This is supported by the fact that there is no differences observed

between the strains containing creAL4, creAL2l or creAL99.

Since most of the phenotypic tests show no significance differences it is highly likely

that the phenotypes of strains containing creA3Ù3 and creA304 reflect the phenotype

of a creA null allele.
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Table 5.2 - Grow th of creA1,strains on media containing l%o D-glucose and a range of different carbon sources

Strain(l) rvoD-
glucose(2)

l%oD-
glucose +

10mI\4

Acetamide(2)

l%oD-
glucose +

lOmM
Proline(2)

l%o D-
glucose +
10mM y-

amino
butyric
acid(2)

lVoD-
glucose +
10mM p-
alanine(2)

l%oD'
glucose +
0.1 mM

Allyl
Alcohol(2)

+++++
+

++
+l+
+++
+++

l%oD-
glucose +
2.5 mM

Allyl
Alcohol(2)

t%oD'
glucose +

0.57o lactose
+ 200 pglrnl

X-g¿1{3)

IVoD-
glucose +

17o Starch(3)

l%oD-
glucose +

lVo

Cellulose(3)

t*creA
creA303
ueA304
creAL4
creAL2l
creAL99

+++#
++
++

+++
+++
+++

+
+++
+++

++++
++++
++++

+
++
++
++
++
++

+
++
++
++
++
++

+
++
++
++
++
++

+++++

cre,A disrupted strains arcinayA2, pabaAl,

;
S

S

S

S

;
S

S

S

S

;
S

S

S

S

Note: (1) strains containing creA3o3 andcreA3o4 are in a y{l, areA2l7, riboBl background and

(2) denotes increasing rate of growth and degree of conidiation -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++'

(3) size of clear halo or blue colouration: -, none; Vy', weak; I, intermediate; S, Strong

areA2IT background.



Figure 5.3 - Suppression of areA2lT and level of ct-amylase expressionincreA\,
strains
Strains containing creA mutant alleles were grown for 48 hours at37'C on l%o

minimal media containing: (a) IVo D-glucose and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

(synthetic complete)
(b) IVo D-glucose and 10 mM acetamide
(c) l%o D-glucose and 10 mM L-proline
(d) l7o D-glucose and 10mM B-alanine

The genotype of each creAA, disruption strain is creAL, yA2, pabaAl, areA2lT .The
genotype of the remaining strains is is yA1, adE20, su(adE2o)Al, riboBZ, areA2ll
and contain s the creA allele shown in (f). The creA* areA2lT strain is unable to use

compounds other than ammonium as a nitrogen source and therefore grow very

poorly on plates (b), (c) and (d). A mutation in the creA gene is able to suppress this

phenotype. The degree of suppression has been estimated and is presented in table

5.2. Suppression is estimated from the amount of growth with respect to the wild type

control and compared to the reduced growth rate of each creA mutant strain on

synthetic complete medium (a).

(e) l%o D-glucose, lVo starch and 10 mM ammonium tartrate. After the strains were

grown for 48 hours the plates were flooded with a dilute iodine solution which stains

the remaining starch blue. The level of cr-amylase expression is estimated from the

size of the cleared zone of starch compared to the size of the colony. The genotype of

each colony with respect to the creAlocls is shown (f). The levels of cr-amylase

expression are summarised in table 5.2.
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Figure 5.4 - Sensitivity of creA\, strains to allyl alcohol
Strains containing creA mutant alleles were grown for 48 hours at3JoC on lVo

minimal media containing with lVo D-glucose as the carbon source and 10 mM
ammonium tartrate as the nitrogen source. Each plate contained different
concentrations of allyl alcohol:
(a) 0 mM allyl alcohol
(b) 0.1 mM allyl alcohol
(c) 0.5 mM allyl alcohol
(d)2.5 mM allyl alcohol
Allyl alcohol can act as a substrate for alcohol dehydrogenase I (ADHI) and is broken

down to the toxic compound acrolein. V/ild type strains are resistant to allyl alcohol

on glucose containing media because ADHI is carbon catabolite repressed. The

degree of sensitivity of strains containing creA mutant alleles is depends on the level
of ADHI expression. The genotype of each colony with respect to the cr¿A locus is

shown (e). The results of these tests are summarised in table 5.2.
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5.3 - What causes the leaky lethal phenotype?

As a creAnull allele is viable, it remains to be explained why the disruption strain

constructed by Dowzer and Kelly 1991 had a leaþ lethal phenotype. The creAL{,

creAL2l and the Dowzer and Kelly construct disrupt the creA locus at the same

position 5' of the gene. The difference between the constructs is at the 3' end of the

gene. In the creAL4 and creAL2l constructs the disrupted region of the locus ends in

the middle of the coding region of creA.In the Dowzer and Kelly construct the

disrupted region ends 1.2 kb downstream of the creAcoding region (figure 5.1). Of

this 1.2 kb the majority, approximately 1 kb, had been sequenced and showed no

significant features. Subsequent sequencing further 3' of the creA gene has identified a

large open reading frame. This open reading frame has no similarity to any sequences

in the databases (Olesnicky, O'Connor and Kelly pers. comm.). At this time it is not

known if the Dowzer and Kelly (1991) disruption construct affects this open reading

frame. The creA disruption end point is very close to this open reading frame, and

further analysis is required to precisely locate the 3' end of the putative gene. It is

probable that the deletion will disrupt the three prime untranslated region of any

transcript produced from this open reading frame. If this disrupted transcript results in

its decreased stability then it is likely that the loss of this gene generates the leaky

lethal phenotype observed. gaID encodes a galactose-l-P-uridyl transferase and is

very closely linked to the creAlocus. However sequence analysis of the open reading

frame shows no similarity to a galactose-1-P-uridyl transferase and therefore is an

unlikely candidate.
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It is possible that the leaky lethal phenotype is due to the compounded effect of losing

both creA and the unidentified open reading frame. Suppressors of the leaky lethal

phenotype appeaf quite commonly (Kelly pefs. comm.). Interestingly these

suppressors have a morphology on l7o complete media similar to wild type and not

like the creAnullphenotype that may have been expected. This may imply an

association between creA andthe unidentified gene. Further analysis is required to

determine if such an association exists.

5.4 - Summary

Previous experiments had defined the phenotype of a creA disrupted strain as leaky

lethal. The leaky lethal phenotype is extreme. Spores cease growth shortly after

germination (Dowzer and Kelly 1991). This observation conflicted with results from

the most severely truncated mutants, creA303 and creA3o4, which were viable. This

conflict suggested either the presence of an extremely important domain in the N-

terminal region of CreA or alternatively it indicated that the initial analysis of a creA

disrupted strain did not accurately reflect the true phenotype of a creA null allele. To

address this two more precise disruptions of creA were constructed by S. M.

O'Connor. Strains with these disruptions have a phenotype very similar to strains

containing creA303 and creA304. This strongly suggests that creA3O3 and creA3o4

are phenotypically the equivalent of a creA null allele. The leaky lethal phenotype

observed in the earlier work appears to be the result of disrupting a closely

neighbouring gene 3' of the creA gene. The close presence of a gene which is required

for survival may account for having very few creAnull alleles from the mutant

screens. Any large deletion of this region of the genome would not be viable'
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Therefore null alleles could only result from specific mutations, such as creA303 and

creA3}4,which prevent the production of a functional polypeptide.
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The analysis of creA mutants has clearly demonstrated that the DNA binding domain

is functional in vivo and indicated the presence of a repression domain in the C-

terminal end of the protein. However the series of creA mutants predicted to form

truncated polypeptides gave no clear information regarding the function of conserved

regions in the internal part of the protein.

Analysis of the polypeptide sequences of creA homologues showed that some regions

of the protein are very highly conserved. The most highly conserved regions are boxes

4,7 and9. In addition boxes 3,5,6 and 8 show some similarity between the CreA

homologues (see Chapter 4.1). Database searches have resulted in little information

regarding the function of these regions. However the high degree of conservation of

these regions between distantly related fungal species strongly suggests that they are

crucial to the function of the protein'

Previous analysis had indicated that a deletion of the creA region resulted in strains

that were not viable (Dowzer and Kelly 1991). More precise disruptions of the creA

locus have demonstrated that a creAnull allele is viable. Strains containing a creAnull

allele have an extreme phenotype. They have significantly reduced growth rates,

conidiate poorly and result in high levels of expression of carbon catabolite repression

regulated genes in the presence of glucose. Since a creAL, strain is viable, it is possible

to construct internal deletions of the creA gene and transform these constructs into a

creA\, strain and determine the affect on CreA function.
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6.1 - RGRI domain swap

Box 7 has similarity to a region of the Rgrlp protein of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

This region is very highly conserved between creAhomologues. There is 8l7o

similarity (33Vo identity) between the corresponding regions of Aspergillus nidulans

and S. cerevisiae (Drysdale et aL 1993} The region has a number of copies of the

S/TPXX motif which are conserved in their order and spacing (figure 1.7). There is

no similarity between any other regions of Rgrlp and CreA. Although there is a high

degree of similarity it is not known if these two regions are functionally homologous

To test if these regions are functionally equivalent a domain swap construct was made

(figure 6.1). An internal deletion of 473 bp was made in the creA gene, in pANC4.

Thisdeletionremovesboxes 5,6,'7,8 andgof thepolypeptide.Aregionof 302bp,

from base pafu 415 to base pair 7 lT,which spans the region of similarity with CreA

was PCR amplified from the S. cerevisia¿ genome and fused, in frame, into the

position deleted from creA. This construct is referred to as pANC4RGRIa'

pANC4RGRIa was transformed into the creA mutant strains SA4 and 5420.

creA204 has a missense mutation in the second zinc finger of the DNA binding

domain. It is predicted that this mutation reduces the affinity of DNA binding by the

CreA2O4 polypeptide. The hybrid protein has an intact DNA binding domain and is

expected to successfully compete for DNA binding against the mutant CreA2O4

mutant protein. If the domain swap construct encodes a complementing functional

hybrid protein then it would be expected to complement function of the mutant strain.
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Figure 6.1 - Construction of pANC4RGRIa
(a) Oligonucleotides 724 and725 were made to PCR amplify the region within RGRI

which has similarity to CreA. The 474bp EcoRV site was removed from pANC4 and

the RGRL PCR amplified fragment was liagated into these sites. The fusion was

sequenced to ensure that the reading frame was intact and that there were no PCR

induced error in the sequence.

(b) The resulting polypeptide produced from pANC4RGRIa showing the conserved

regions that have been deleted from CreA and the position of the Rgrlp in frame

fusion. The coding sequence shows the positions of the conserved boxes within CreA

(see figure 4.3).
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A deletion strain was not chosen for this experiment since a hybrid protein with an

intact zinc finger would be expected to improve the phenotype of a deletion strain

regardless of the functionality of the region swapped into the construct.

Transformants were obtained by cotransformation of pANC4RGRIa and pPL3, which

contains the riboB* gene. riboB* transformants were selected and southern analysis

was used to determine which transformants were cotransformed with the

pANC4RGRIa construct. Positive transformants were phenotype tested in both

repressing and derepressing conditions. In all conditions tested all pANC4RGRIa

transformants had the same phenotype as the SA4 or SA20 host strains. Since the

hybrid protein was unable to complement the creA2Ù4 or creA2AÙ mutant phenotype

it is likely that the similar domains in CreA and Rgrlp are not functionally

homologous. However the regions flanking the Rgrlp similar domain have also been

deleted in this construct, and it is possible that the flanking regions are required for

the Rgrlp similar domain to function'

6.2 - Linternal deletion of the creA gene spanning amino acids 207'365

The Rgrlp similar domain is not functionally homologous between theA. nidulans

CreA and ,S. cerevisiae Rgrlp proteins. However the high degree of conservation

between the creA homologues implies that it is important for the function of the CreA

protein.
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An in frame intemal deletion of the protein was constructed in order to determine if

the conserved internal regions of the protein are required for function. The internal

deletion consisted of a 473 bp ( 158 amino acids) EcoRV ftagment which was removed

from the creA containing plasmid to produce a construct referred to as

pANC4ARV1O. Included in the deleted region are five of the conserved regions

within the protein, boxes 5,6,7,8 and 9. The resultant polypeptide retains the first 207

amino acids and the final 51 C-terminal amino acids. Therefore the predicted

polypeptide retains the conserved regions boxes 1-4, that includes the DNA binding

domain, and boxes 10 and 11 that are likely to include the repression domain

identified by analysis of creA mutants (figure 6.2)'

The pANC4^RV1O construct was transformed into a strain containing a creA\, allele

(yAZ creAL4 pabaAl; riboB2). Transformants were obtained by cotransformation

with pANC4^RV10 and pPL3 (riboB*) and selecting for complementation of the

riboB2 mutation. riboB* transformants were screened for cotransformation by PCR

analysis. DNA amplification using oligonucleotides 350 and 590 spans the region that

includes the region deleted in pANC4ÂRV10. Amplification of creA* produces a

fragment of 1438 bp. All cotransformed strains have an amplified fragment of 965 bp

that has the 473 bp deleted from it. TMÂ4::ARV4, -10, -19, -20 and -23 were all

found to be cotransformed with the pANC4ARVIO plasmid sequence. TMÀ4::ARV21

was not cotransformed with pANC4ÀRV1O (figure 6.3).

The number of copies of the pANC4ARVIO transformed sequence present in each

strain was determined by southern analysis of genomic DNA samples digested with
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Figure 6.2 - Construction of pANC4^RV10
(a) pANC4 was digested with the restriction endonuclease EcoRV. The 474bp

EcoRV fuagment was removed and the remaining plasmid religated. The fusion was

sequenced to ensure that the reading frame was intact'

(b) The resulting polypeptide produced from pANC4^RV10 showing the conserved

regions that have been deleted from CreA. The reading frame is left intact by this

deletion. The coding sequence shows the positions of the conserved boxes within

CreA (see figure 4.3).
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Figure 6.3 - Identification of pANC4^RV1O cotransformed strains
(a) riboB+ transformed strains were anlysed by PCR to identify strains which were

cotransformed with pANC4ÂRV1O. Oligonucleotides 350 and 590 amplifies across

the coding region of creA* producing a 1438 bp fragment. Any transformant which

contains copies of pANCÀRV10 will result in the amplification of a fragment of 964
bp, due to the deletion of the 474bp EcoRVfragment.
(b) Gel electrophoresis of PCR products from riboB* transformants. Each track
contains a sample of PCR products amplfied using oligonucleotides 350 and 590 from
genomic DNA samples purified from; 2 - creA*,3 - creALL, 4 -TML4::ARV4, 5 -

TMA4::ÀRV6, 6 - TMA4::ÂRV10, 7 - TMÂ4::^RV19, 8 - TMÂ4::^RV20, 9 -

TMA4::ÂRV2l, 10 - TMA4::ARV23.
Track 1 contains a sample of À DNA restricted wíth HindIII and used as DNA size

markers. The size of these fragments in decreasing order arc;23.1kb,9.4 kb, 6.6 kb,

4.4kb,2.3kb,2.0 kb and 0.5 kb.

Strains cotransfromed with pANC4ARVIO amplify a964 bp product. creAL, strain

and strains not cotransformed with pANC4^RVl0 did not produce a PCR product.
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the restriction enzyme PstI. PstI was chosen because it restricts the creA gene

internally in a region that is removed in the creAL, allele but is not disrupted in the

pANC4ARVI0 sequence. A247 bp fragment spanning the DNA binding domain was

used as the target for estimating the number of copies of the gene present in each

strain. The copy number was estimated from the intensity of hybridisation and

standardised against a creA* strain using a Fuji 1000 phosphorimaging system. The

transformants analysed had up to five copies of the transforming sequence inserted in

the genome (figure 6.4).

6.2.1 - Analysis of pANC4^RV10 transformed strains in repressing growth

conditions

TMÂ4::ARV4, -10, -lg, -20, -21 and -23 were phenotype tested on media containing

l7o D-glucose, repressing conditions. The morphological phenotype was determined

by growth on lVo complete media andl%o synthetic complete media. All strains which

were transformed with pANC4ARVIO demonstrated some degree of

complementation. Transformants with 1-2 copies of pANC4ÂRV1O partially

complemented the morphology of the creAL4 host strain. Strains with 3-5 copies of

the transforming plasmid appeared to fully complement the morphological phenotype

of creA\, strains.

TMA4::ARV4, -lg and -23 grew and conidiated at similar rates to a creA* strain

(figure 6.5 and table 6.1). The level of derepression of enzymes involved in ethanol

and starch utilisation was determined for these transformants. TMÂ4::ÂRV10 and -20
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r>

Hybridisation Intensity(r) Copy Number
t*

cre,tr

TMÂ::ARV4

TMA::ÀRV10

TMÂ::ARV19

TMA::ÂRV20

TMA::ÂRV23

I

Note - (1) Hybridisation intensity is calculated in arbitrary units determined using a FUII 1000

phosphorimager. They refer to the amount of hybridisation intensity inthe 247 bp Psrl fragment

(marked by an arrow). Track 2 contains DNA from a creAL4 strain and was used as background for

the calculation of other samples.

Figure 6.4 - Estimation of the number of copies of pANC4ÀRV1O in
cotransformed strains.
Each track contains: | - creA*; 2 - creAL4; 3 - TMA4::ÂRV4; 4 - TMÂ4::ARVI0;
5 - TMA4::ARVI9; 6 - TMÂ4::ARV20; 7 - TMÂ4::^RV23
The southern was hybridised with a PCR fragment (oligonucleotides 349-350) which

spans the DNA binding domain. Hybridisation intensity for each track was calculated

from a 247 bp Pstl fragment (marked by an arrow) which spans the DNA binding

domain.
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Table 6.1 - Growth of pANC4^RV10 transformants in repressing conditions.

súains(1)

t*creA

creAL4

TMÀ4:: 
^RV4TMÂ4:: 
^RV10TMÀ4:: 
^RVl9TMÂ4:: 
^RV20TMA4:: 
^RV21TMÂ4:: ARV23

No. of copies
of

transforming
sequence

t4ìna''
na(o)

3-5

l-2
3-5

l-2
0

3-5

Growth
rate on l%o

Complete
Media(2)

Conidiation
on I7o

Complete
Media(2)

l%oD-
glucose(2)

IVoD-
glucose +
0.5 mM

Attyl
Alcohol(2)

++++

+++++

++

+++++

++

#+++

lVoD-
glucose +
2.5 mM

Allyl
Alcohol(2)

+++++

+++++

++

+++++

++

+++++

LVoD-
glucose +
25.0 mM

Allyl
Alcohol(2)

l++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

l%oD-
glucose +

lVo

Starch(3)

+++++

+

+++++

+++

+++++

+++

+

+++++

+++++

+

+++++

++++

+++++

++++

+

+++++

+++++

++

+++++

++++

+++++

++++

++

+++++

S

V/

V/

S

Note: (1) all strains arc inayA2, pabaAl, riboB2 background.
(2) denotes increasing rates of growth or conidiation -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++.

(3) size of cleared halo -, no colouration; W, weak; I, intermediate; S, strong.

(4) na - not applicable
(5) all growth conditions have 10 mM Ammonium tartrate as the nitrogen source.



Figure 6.5 - Growth rate and conidiation of pANC4^RV10 cotransformed
strains grown onl%o complete medium
The strains were grownat37oCfor43 hours onl%o complete media. Each strain is

identified in the key below the plate. The growth rate and degree of conidiation was

estimated for each colony and is summarised in table 6.1.
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showed partial complementation of the derepression phenotype exhibited by the

creAL4 strain. TMA4::ARVIO and -20 resulted in moderate levels of expression of

alcohol dehydrogenase I and ø-amylases. These levels of expression are significantly

lower than creA\,strains, but higher than creA* strains (figure 6.6 and table 6.1).

Therefore, in repressing conditions, l-2 copies of the transforming sequence resulted

in partial complementation of all creA\, phenotypes tested.

TMÀ::RV4, -19 and -23have no detectable levels of alcohol dehydrogenase I or cr-

amylase expression in the presence of glucose (figure 6.6 and table 6.1). These three

transformants all have 3-5 copies of the transforming sequence. It appears that, in

repressing conditions, 3-5 copies of the transforming sequence is sufficient to fully

complement a creAL4 strain.

pANC4ARVI0 has over a third of the internal region of CreA removed. Clearly this

deleted region is not required for CreA to act as a repressor of transcription. Analysis

of creA mutant alleles that truncate the CreA polypeptide isolated the repression

domain to the 80 Cterminal amino acids. The pANC4^RV10 encoded polypeptide

only has the final 5l amino acids. Therefore since this construct is able to complement

a creAL, strain in repressing conditions the repression domain of CreA must be located

within these 51 amino acids.

Multiple copies of pANC4ÂRV4 were required to achieve full complementation of a

creA\, strain. There are a number of possible reasons for this. The protein encoded by

pANC4ÀRV1O is not wild type. The structure taken up by the mutant protein may be
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Figure 6.6 - Growth of pANC4^RV1O cotransformed strains in repressing

conditions
pANC4ÂRV1O cotransformed strains were grown for 48 hours at37"C on lVo

minimal media containing:
(a) l%o D-glucose and 10 mM ammonium tartrate (synthetic complete)

(b) l%o D-glucose, lVo statch and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

(c) l%o D-glucose, 2.5 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

(d) IVo D-glucose, 25 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

Each strain is identified in the key (e).

The levels of a-amylase expression and resistance to allyl alcohol are summarised in

table 6.1.
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less stable than the wild type sequence and require higher levels of expression to have

the same effect. Also, differential expression can result from the transforming

sequences integrating at varying sites within the genome. This may result in extra

copies being required to achieve expression patterns similar to wild type.

6.2.2 - Analysis of pANC4^RV10 transformed strains in derepressing growth

conditions

The same group of transformants were tested in media that contain derepressing

carbon sources. TMÂ4::ARV10 and -20 partially complemented creAL4 in repressing

conditions. The transformants had a phenotype that corresponds to aweak creA

mutant allele. These strains often displayed the strongest levels of growth on media

with derepressing carbon sources (figure 6.7 andtable 6.2).In addition to

derepression of enzyme activity strains containing creA mutants often result in

elevated levels of enzyme activity (see Chapter 3.3.3 and Mathieu and Felenbok

I994).If these two transformants are acting as partial creA mutants the improved

growth on various carbon sources may be due to elevated levels of enzyme activity

often associated with creA mutant alleles. This hypothesis is not supported by the

phenotypic analysis of strains containing other creA mutants. No phenotype was

observed fçom these strains when grown under derepressing conditions. However the

creA mutant alleles previously analysed had more extreme morphological phenotypes.

Therefore it is possible that subtle phenotypic affects were not observed because they

were masked by the decreased growth rate associated with these alleles. Due to their
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Table 6.2 - Growth of pANC4^RV1O transformants in derepressing conditions

Strain

¡*creil

creAL4

TMA4:: 
^RV4TMÂ4:: 
^RV10TMÂ4:: 
^RVl9TMA4:: 
^RV20TMÂ4:: 
^RV21TMÂ4:: 
^RV23

50 mM L- l%oBthanol
proline

50 mM
Acetamide

++++

++++

++

++++

++

+++++

++#
++

#++
+#

+

+++++

#
+++++

+++

+

+++++

++

++

+++

+++++

+++

++

+++

+++++

++++

+++

+++++

++++

+++++

++++

++++

++++

+++

++++

+++

+++++

++++

+++

+++++

+++

++++

++++
+++++

+++++

+++

++++

+++++

+

++++

+

++++

+++++

+

++++

+

++++

+++++

+

++++

++++

1% Cellobiose IVo Starch 17o Quinate l%o Glycerol lVo Glycerol IVo Glycercl
+ 0.5mM + 1.0 mM + 2.5mM

Allyl Alcohol Allyl Alcohol Allyl Alcohol

++++ +

Note: (1) all strains arc in ayA2, pøbaAl, riboB2 background.
(2) denotes increasing rates of growth or conidiation -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++.
(3) all g¡owth conditions have 10 mM Ammonium orthophosphate as the nitrogen source.



Figure 6.7 - Growth of pANC4^RV10 cotransformed strains on media with
non-repressing carbon sources

pANC4ÂRV1O cotransformed strains were grown for 48 hours at37oC on media

containing:
(a) l%o starch and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

(b) l7o cellobiose and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

(c) 50 mM acetamide and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

(d) 50 mM L-proline and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

Each strain is identified in the key (e).

The level of growth of each strain is summarised in table 6.2.
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relatively higher growth rates TMÂ4::ÀRV10 and -20 may be the first examples

where a phenotype in derepressing growth conditions has been identified.

Transformants with 3-5 copies of pANC4ÂRV1O fully complemented creAL4 strains

in repressing conditions. However, on media containing derepressing carbon sources'

TMÂ4::ÀRV4, -!g and -23 were the poorest growing strains. TMA4::ÂRV4 was

generally the poorest growing strain of this group (figure 6.7 andtable 6.2).

pANC4ÀRV19 transformed strains were grown on media containing l7o glycetol and

varying concentrations of allyl alcohol (figure 6.8 and table 6.2). Media contain\ng lVo

glycerol are carbon derepressing and also lead to the induction of alcohol

dehydrogenase I expression. Expression of alcohol dehydrogenase I results in toxicity

due to the presence of allyl alcohol in the media. Therefore creA* strains are sensitive

to the allyl alcohol in the growth media and grow poorly. creAL4 strains are also

sensitive to the allyl alcohol in this media because they lead to derepression of aIcAin

all growth conditions. TMÂ4::ÀRV4, -19 and -23 were much more resistant to allyl

alcohol than creA+ strains in the presence of l7o glycerol. TMA4::ARV10 and -20

wefe very sensitive to allyl alcohol in these growth conditions, again having a

phenotype equivalent to a weak creAmtÍant allele.

pANC4ARVI0 has an internal deletion of 158 amino acids. Strains transformed with a

high number of copies of this plasmid grew poorly on media containing derepressing

carbon sources. Therefore it can be concluded that the 158 amino acids are required

for the expression of carbon catabolite repression regulated genes in derepressing

conditions. CreA may have to be inactivated to switch between the repressing and
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Figure 6.8 - Growth of pANC4ARVI0 cotransformed strains in derepressing

conditions
pANC4ÀRV1O cotransformed strains were grown for 48 hours at37oC on media

containing:
(a) lVo Glycerol and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

(b) lfto Glycerol,0.5 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

(c) l7o Glycerol, 1.0 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

(d) l%o Glycerol, 2.5 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium orthophosphate.

Each strain is identified in the key (e).

l%o glycerol is a non-repressing carbon source and induces ADHI expression.

Theieiore a creA* strain is sensitive to growth on allyl alcohol on media that contains

l7o glycercl as the sole carbon source. TMÀ4::ARV4, -ARV19 and 
^RV23 

grew at

increased rates compared to wild type indicating lower levels of ADHI expression.

TMA4::ARV10 and -^RV20 din not grow at any of the allyl alcohol concentrations

used suggesting that these strains are producing ADHI at much higher levels than wild

type.
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derepressing states. If this model is correct then a region within the deleted 158 amino

acids may be necessary for this change. Within the deleted region are a number of

potential serine/threonine protein kinase phosphorylation sites, which may indicate

that phosphorylation is required to switch between the two functional states.

6.3 Summary

Analysis of creAmutant alleles did not result in any information concerning the

function of the conserved regions within CreA. To try and identify the function of

these regions of the protein, constructs were made that disrupt these regions of creA*

These constructs were then transformed into a creAL' strain'

The box 7 region of CreA is very highly conserved between all creA homologues.

This region has similarity to a corresponding region of the yeast protein Rgrlp. This

region was swapped into the creA gene, pANC4RGRla. This construct was

transformed into strains containing either creA2}4 or creA2AO mutant alleles' This

construct did not complement either mutant allele suggesting that although the two

regions are similar they are not functionally homologous.

An internal deletion of creAwas constructed, pANC4ARV1O. This deletion construct

was transformed into a strain containing a deletion of the cr¿A locus. Two classes of

transformants were isolated. Transformants with 1-2 copies of the transforming

sequence partially complemented the creAL4 allele. These transformants had a

phenotype similar to a weak creA mtttant allele but demonstrated stronger growth
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than wild type strains on sole non-repressing carbon sources. A similar effect was not

observed from strains transformed with a construct that had the yeast Rgrlp similar

domain replacing the region in creA*, pANC4RGRla. This may indicate partial

function of the yeast domain which had been swapped into creA*. No other

phenotype could be identified from strains transformed with pANC4RGRIa. The

second class of pANC4ARVI0 transformants had three of more copies of the

transforming sequence.'When grown in repressing conditions these transformants fully

complemented every creAL4 phenotype tested. Therefore the repression domain

within CreA can be isolated to the final5l Cterminal amino acids. Also the internal

region of the protein does not appear to be required for CreA to act as a repressor of

transcription. However when grown in derepressing conditions these transformants

had low levels of expression of carbon catabolite repression regulated genes.

Therefore the internal region of the gene has a role in allowing an increase in the level

of expression of carbon catabolite repression regulated genes in derepressing

conditions. The deleted region of the protein may be required for CreA to switch

between repressing and derepressing states. When the region is deleted the resulting

protein remains a repressor that cannot switch into the derepressing state, allowing

transcription to occur.
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Chapter 7

Selection of Mutants that

Suppress creA Alleles



The process of carbon catabolite repression is complex and must consist of a number

of stages. The cell must have a glucose uptake system. The levels of glucose available

to the cell must be monitored. As the cell monitors the glucose levels available to it a

signal transduction process must exist to feed into the carbon catabolite repression

system and trigger carbon catabolite repression or derepression (figure 7.1).

glucose

glucose
sensor

mechanism

glucose
transport

signal
transduction

carbon catabolite
derepression

carbon catabolite
repression

Figure 7.1 - Basic model for the process of carbon catabolite repression.

It is possible to formulate a model where most of these aspects of carbon catabolite

repression are mediated by CreA. However the data are inconsistent with this idea.

Therefore it is most likely that the process of carbon catabolite repression in

Aspergillus nidulans involves a number of proteins. These proteins could act

upstream of CreA or in conjunction with CreA to effect repression of carbon

catabolite repression regulated genes. Three other loci, creB, creC and creD,have
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already been identified which are predicted to have a role in the process of carbon

catabolite repression (Hynes and Kelly 1977;Kelly and Hynes 1977). At this point the

function of these three genes is unknown. There is also no direct evidence of a direct

relationship between CreA and CreB, CreC or CreD. Suppressors of creA mutant

alleles were isolated in an attempt to identify genes that encode proteins that function

in the glucose signal transduction pathway or proteins that act directly with CreA to

effect carbon catabolite repression.

7.1 - Suppressors of the creA306 mutant allele

To date screens for suppressors of creA mtÍant alleles have been undertaken by

suppressing the creA- phenotype that leads to derepressed levels ofexpression of

carbon catabolite repression regulated systems in the presence of glucose. For

example creA- mutants result in derepression of alcA,resulting in sensitivity to allyl

alcohol in glucose containing media. Suppressors of creA- can be isolated by selecting

creA- strans that are resistant to allyl alcohol in the presence of glucose. However

previous efforts to select suppressors by this method have been unsuccessful (Bailey

Ig76). One of the problems with this approach is that the vast majority of mutants

selected are the result of loss of function mutations in the alcohol dehydrogenase

gene. Although these mutations are easily identified by their failure to grow on

ethanol and normal growth on other carbon sources it greatly increases the numbers

that need to be screened.
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Instead of using approaches that were previously unsuccessful it was decided to

screen for suppressors of creA' alleles based on changes in their morphological

phenotype. Strains containing the most extreme creA- alleles have very distinct

morphological phenotypes. On l7o complete media they have greatly reduced growth

rates and conidiate very poorly by comparison to creA* strains.

Strains containing creA306 have the most extreme morphology of all of the creA'

alleles. These strains also result in consistently high levels of elevation and

derepression of carbon catabolite repression regulated systems. The phenotype of

creA3\6 containing strains is even more extreme than strains that have the cr¿,4. locus

deleted. The creA306 mutant is predicted to encode a full length CreA polypeptide

with no DNA binding affinity. It is proposed that the extreme phenotype exhibited by

creA3\6 strains is due to the CreA306 polypeptide binding CreA interacting proteins

and titrating them, preventing their action on the regulation of non-carbon catabolite

repressed systems. If this hypothesis is correct it makes creA306 the ideal candidate to

use in a screen for suppressor mutants.

Suppressors of a creA306 strain (H17CR6) were screened by growth of both UV-

exposed and non UV-exposed spores on l%o complete media. Suppressors were

selected as sectors that either grew at a faster rate than creA306 strains and"/or sectors

that conidiate better than creA306 strains. Eighty mutants were selected that

suppressed the creA3Ù6 morphology. Fifty six of the eighty mutants were from spores

exposed to UVJight. The remaining suppressor mutations (24180) were
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spontaneously occurring mutations. Based on their altered morphology on l%o

complete medium the eighty suppressor mutations can be divided into four groups.

7.1.1- Suppressors with a greatly improved growth rate and conidiation

Seven suppressors of creA306 had growth rates and a degree of conidiation very

similar to creA+ strains on l%o complete media. The suppressors were designated

su(creA3O6)5, -6, -9701, -9702, -9703, -9704 and -9705. There was a subtle

difference in growth rate between these suppressors. Strains containing su(creA306)5,

-6 and -9702 grew at a slightly slower rate than the other four suppressors in this

group which grew at a rate very similar to wild type (figure7.2 andtableT.1). All

seven of these suppressors conidiated at similar levels to a creA* strain.

The levels of expression of acetamidase, ü-amylase, alcohol dehydrogenase I and

proline oxidase in the presence of glucose were estimated using plate tests. Strains

containing su(creA306)970l, -9703, -9104 and -9705 had similar levels of expression

of the tested enzymes as a creA* strain. When compared to a creA306 strain the

remaining three suppressors in this group had significantly reduced levels of

expression of all enzymes tested (figure 7.3 andtable 7.1). However this reduced

expression is not to the levels observed in a creA* strain. All seven suppressors in this

group have pleiotropic effects, reducing the severity of morphological phenotypes as

well as reducing or stopping the derepressed phenotype associated with the creA3o6

allele. This suggests that these seven suppressor mutations are ideal candidates for

mutations that affect the process of carbon catabolite repression.
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Table 7.1 - Phenotypic analysis of allelic suppressors of the creA3Ù6 mutation

Strain(1)

creA'

creA306

su(creA3O6)5

su(creA306)6

sa(creA306)9101

st(creA306)9702

st(creA306)9703

su(creA306)9704

su(ueA3O6)9705

Growth rate
on lvo

Complete
Media(2)

+++++

+

++++

++++

+++++

++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

Conidiation on

lVo Complete
Media(2)

l%oD-
glucose(2)

17o D-glucose
+ 10mM

acetamide(2)

l7o D-glucose
+10mM
proline(2)

1% D-glucose
+ 2.5 mM allyl

alcohol(2)

17o D-glucose
+ 25 mM atlyl

alcohol(2)

l%oD-
glucose +

l%o starch9)

+++++

+

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

++

++

+++++

++

++

+++++

+++

+++

+++++

+++

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

++

++

+++++

++

+++++

+++++

+++++

++++

S

V/

w

V/

Note: (1) strains are in an qreA2ITbaçkground

(2) denotes increasing rate of growth or degree of conidiation -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++

(3) size of clear halo or blue colouration: -, none; W, weak; I, intermediate; S, Strong



X'igure 7.2 - Growth rate and conidiation of allelic suppressors of creA306

(aifne strains were grownat3T"Cfor 48 hours onl7o complete medium. Each strain

is identified in the key below the plates. The growth rate and degree of conidiation

were estimated for each colony and is summarised in table 7.1.

(b)The strains were grown at3ToCfor 48 hours on minimal medium containing 17o

D-glucose and 10 mM ammonium tartrate. Each strain is identified in the key below

the plates.
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Figure 7.3 - Growth of allelic suppressors of creA306 in repressing conditions

Allelic suppressors of creA3o6 were grown for 48 hours at37oC on l%o minimal

media containing:
(a) LVo D-glucose and 10 mM ammonium tartrate (synthetic complete)

(b) l%o D-glucose, 2.5 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

(c) l7o D-glucose, 25 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

(d) l%o D-glucose, l7o starch and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

Each strain is identified in the key (e).

The levels of resistance to allyl alcohol and cr-amylase expression are summarised in

table7.t.
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The seven suppressor strains were outcrossed to a creA* strain (biAl; niiA4) to

determine if the new mutations were allelic to the creAlocus. For each cross in excess

of 500 progeny were screened. In all seven crosses there were no occufrences of the

cross segregating creA3\6 progeny. Therefore all seven mutations must be allelic or

very tightly linked to creA. To determine the site of the new mutation in each

suppressor mutation a PCR-SSCP approach was used. All seven suppressor mutations

were located within the Cys2-Hisz DNA binding domain of creA.

DNA sequence analysis showed that su(creA306)9701, -9103, -9704 and -9705 were

all reversion to the wild type sequence. This is consistent with the wild type

phenotype observed from strains containing these suppressors. The remaining three

suppressors all had a second site point mutation within the DNA binding domain. All

three suppressors have the same mutation, a C-+T transition at bp 362 immediately

preceding the site of the original creA3o6 mutation. This base change results in a

proline to serine substitution at amino acid 109 (figure 7.4).

The original leucine to proline substitution in CreA306 is predicted to totally disrupt

the second zinc finger and prevent the ability of CreA306 to bind DNA. A change to

serine in this position is much more conservative. Serine is a smaller residue than

proline and does not prevent formation of the cx,-helix as the proline residue of

CreA306 is expected to do. This is supported by the phenotypic data. The allelic

suppressors of creA306 all have the phenotype of a weak creA- allele. These strains

result in low to moderate levels of expression of most carbon catabolite repressed

genes in the presence of glucose. Of particular interest is the morphological phenotype
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Figure 7.4 - DNA sequence changes in allelic suppresor mutations of the creA306
mutant allele
Schematic showing the position and nature of each allelic mutation which suppresses

the phenotype of creA3\6. Four of the mutations are reversions to the wild type

sequence. The remaining three, su(creA306)5, -6 and -9702 had a second mutation

adjacent to the original creA306. The resulting amino acid changes are shown. The

coding sequence shows the positions of the most highly conserved boxes, 1,2, 4,7 ,9
and 10 of CreA (see figure 4.3).
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I 2 4 7 910

PRPYKCPLCERAFHRLEHQTRHIRTHTGEKPHACQFPGC SKRF SRSDELTRHSRIH

wild type

creA306
su(creA306)5
su(creA306)6
su(creA306)9701
su(creA306)9102
su(creA306)9703
su(creA306)9104
su(creA306)9705

gatgagcttacccgg L

gatgagcctacccgg
gatgagtctacccgg
gatgagtctacccgg
gatgagcttacccgg
gatgagtctacccgg
gatgagcttacccgg
gatgagcttacccgg
gatgagcttacccgg

L>P
P>S
P>S
P>L
P>S
P>L
P>L
P>L



of these suppressor strains. They have a slightly reduced growth rate compared to

wild type strains, but there appears to be no reduction in the level of conidiation in

these strains. No other creA- mtÍant allele has a similar morphological phenotype. All

other creA- alleles in this study resulted in a reduction in the degree of conidiation and

significantly reduced growth rates. creA- mutations could effect conidiation indirectly.

Derepression of all carbon catabolite repression regulated genes creates an energy

deficit within the cell and this wasted energy may, in turn disrupt the conidiation

process. Alternatively CreA may have a direct role in regulating the process of

conidiation. There is evidence that the conidiation process responds to a low nutrient

environmentinftuGmutant strains (Lee and Adams 1996). Strains carrying different

creA- mtÍant alleles that have missense mutations within the DNA binding domain

result in a wide range of effects on the ability of these strains to conidiate. These

effects range from minimal conidiationin creA306 and creA225 strains to no effect in

su(creA316)5, -6 and -91O2 strains. Therefore the normal conidiation is correlated

with higher predicted affinity of DNA binding by CreA. This strongly suggests a more

direct role for CreA in the control of the conidiation process.

7,1.2 -Suppressors with a partially improved growth rate and conidiation

The most common class of suppressors (4Sl80) were selected as sectors that had an

increased growth rate and a slightly improved level of conidiation. This group of

suppressors have a morphology very similar to that observed from strains containing

creAyalleles (figure 7.5 and tableT .2). The level of derepression of the carbon
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Table 7 .2 -Phenotypic analysis of extragenic suppressors of the creA306 mutation

Strain(1)

creA*

creA3O6

creAL4

su(creA306)9711

su(creA3o6)9712

su(creA3o6)9113

su(creA3o6)9716

su(creA306)9739

creA3Ù6\9730

Growth rate on
l7o Complete

Media(2)

17o D-glucose
+ 2.5 mM allyl

alcohol(2)

17o D-glucose lVoD-
+ 25 mM allyl glucose * l7o

alcohol(2) Starch(3)

Conidiation
on IVo

Complete
Media(2)

l%oD-
glucose(2)

17o D-glucose
+ 10mM

acetamide(2)

l%oD-
glucose + 10

mM proline(2)

+++++ +++++
S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

+++++

+

+++

++++

++++

+++

++++

++++

+++

+#++
+

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

+++++

++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++++

++++

++++

++++

++++

++++

++++

++++

+++++

++

++

++

++

++

++

Note: (1) strains a¡e in an areA2l7background
(2) denotes increasing rate of growth or degree of conidiation -; +; ++; +++; ++++; +++++

ig) ri"" of clear halo or blue colouration: -, none; W, weak; I, intermediate; S, Strong



Figure 7.5 - Growth rate and conidiation of extragenic suppressors of cr¿4306
grown onLTo complete medium
(a) The strains were grown at 37oC for 48 hours on l%o complete medium. Each strain
is identified in the key below the plates.
(b)The strains were grown at37oC for 96 hours on l%e complete medium. Each strain
is identified in the key below the plate. The growth rate and degree of conidiation
were estimated for each colony and is summarisedintableT.2.
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catabolite repression regulated systems tested was also very similar to creA\, strains

(figure 7 .6 andtable 7 .2). There are two explanations which could account for this

group of suppressors having a similar phenotype to creAL. strains. A mutation of the

creA genethat results in a total loss of function would be expected to give this result.

An alternative explanation is that this group of suppressors has mutations that disrupt

a protein that interacts with CreA. If the loss of a CreA interacting protein removes

the {i{.o*tn o eff'ecr of the creA3\6 mutation then the resulting strain would
J

be expected to have a creAL,phenotype. To differentiate between these two

possibilities ten suppressor strains from this group (su(creA3o6)2, -7 , -8, - 1 1 ' -13, -

g7ll, -9712, -9713, -9730 and -9739) were outcrossed to a wild type strain (biAl;

niiA4). The suppressor mutation could only be scored in the cross when it was

present in a creA306 background. In all crosses the progeny segregated creA*,

creA306 and su(creA306) phenotypes. Therefore all ten suppressor mutations were

extragenic to creA, indicating that a gene encoding a CreA interacting protein has

been mutated.

su(creA3O6)7 was crossed to five other suppressor strains from this group

(su(creA3O6)2, -8, -ll, -9711 and -97I2).In each cfoss over 300 progeny were

scored and only the suppressor phenotype segregated amongst the progeny. Therefore

all six of these mutants affect the same gene or very tightly linked genes.

Diploids were constructed between three of the suppressors, su(creA306)2, -7 and -8,

and a multi-marked strain (MSF-RL) to map the suppressor mutations by

haploidisation analysis. Due to technical reasons this analysis was unsuccessful.
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Figure 7.6 - Growth of extragenic suppressors of. creA306 in repressing
conditions
Extragenic suppressors of creA306 were grown for 48 hours at37oC onl%o minimal
media containing:
(a) lVo D-glucose and 10 mM acetamide
(b) l%o D-glucose and 10 mM L-proline
(c) lVo D-glucose, 0.1 mM allyl alcohol and 10 mM ammonium tartrate

Each strain is identified in the key (d).

The levels of suppression of areA2lT and resistance to allyl alcohol are suÍìmarised in
tabIe7.2.
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Haploid sectors with the suppressor phenotype could not be isolated. The phenotype

of the suppressor mutation could only be identified in a creA306 background. The

creA306 su(creA306) double mutant grows and conidiates very poorly by comparison

to creA* strains. In an haploidisation analysis haploid sectors containing the creA3Ù6

su(creA316) double mutant were over grown by creA* sectors and therefore could

not be isolated.

7 .1.3 - su(creA306)97 30

One suppressor, su(creA3}6)gl3},was selectedonl%o complete medium as having a

slightly increased growth rate, but it had little or no improvement of its ability to

conidiate (figure 7.5 and table7.2). There Ìwere no obvious changes in the level of

expression of carbon catabolite repression regulated systems compared to creA3Ù6

strains, except for growth on glucose and proline. su(creA306)9730 was unable to

utilise proline as a nitrogen source on media containing l%oD-glacose and 10mM L-

proline (figure i.6 andtabIeT.2). su(cre{306)9730 was also unable to utilise proline

as a carbon source on media containing 50mM L-proline and 10mM ammonium

tartrate. When this suppressor strain was outcrossed to a wild type strain (biAl;

niiA4) amongst the 300 progeny scored were equal numbers of creA306 and

su(creA316) colonies. The remaining colonies all had a creA* phenotype. From the

results of the cross clearly su(creA3\6)9730 is not linked to the creAlocus. Amongst

the progeny with a creA* morphology half were unable to utilise proline as either a

carbon or a nitrogen source. These colonies must correspond to the su(creA306)9730

mutation in a creA* background.
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A diploid was constructed between the suppressor su(creA306)9730 and MSF. The

su(creA316)9730 mutation was recessive in this heterozygous diploid since the

diploid strain was able to utilise proline as a carbon and a nitrogen source.

Haploidisation analysis resulted with the suppressor mutation cosegregating with

acrAl. acrA is located on chromosome II and therefore the suppressor mutation must

also be located on chromosome II. creB and creC mutant alleles are two loci

previously identified as having a role in the process of carbon catabolite repression.

Both creB and creC map to chromosome II. Strains containing either creB or creC

are unable to utilise proline as a carbon or a nitrogen source (Hynes and Kelly 7977;

Kelly and Hynes 1977).It was therefore quite likely that the su(creA3Ù6)9730

mutation is allelic to either creB or creC.To check this crosses were set between

su(creA316)g730 and strains containing mutations in creB and creC respectively. Half

of the progeny from the cross betw een su(creA3o6)9730 and a creC21 containing

strain were able to utilise proline and half were not able to utilise proline as either a

carbon or a nitrogen source. Therefore the suppressor mutation and creC assott

independently. When the suppressor mutation was crossed to a strain containing

creBl1,the vast majority of progeny were unable to utilise proline. Only three

progeny were recovered from over 1000 tested that were able to utilise proline

suggesting that su(creA3}6)9730 and creB are very tightly linked and probably allelic.

Selecting a creB allele in a screen for suppressors of a creA'allele establishes a direct

link between the two genes. It remains to be determined if the two proteins directly

interact with each other or if they act as part of the same pathway.
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7.1.4 - suppressors with a improved growth rate that are aconidial

The remaining suppressor mutations (24180) all have an increased growth rate

compared to the original creA306 strain. The degree to which the growth rate

increases varies amongst this group. The suppressors in this group form aerial hyphae

and form few if any conidia. They have a morphology similar to previously described

aconidial (aco') and fluffy (flu-) mutants. It is possible that these mutations directly

effect the conidiation process, establishing a link between CreA and the proteins

involved in the conidiation process. Alternatively these suppressors may be the result

of a general increase in growth rate that is unrelated to the process of carbon

catabolite repression.

7.2 - Suppressors of the creAL4 mutant allele

creAystrains have a very poor growth rate and on complete media only conidiate in

the center of the growing colony. In an initial screen 13 spontaneous suppressors of a

creAL4 (creAL4 yA2; pabaAl; riboB2) were selected by improved growth rates. The

13 suppressors selected could be divided into two groups based on their morphology

on IVo complete medium. Two suppressors, su(creAL4)\2 and -l4,had significantly

improved growth rates and conidiation. su(creAL4)|Z and-14 had similar levels of

expression of carbon catabolite repression regulated genes as the original creAL, strain

except for cr-amylase expression that was considerably lower. The second group,

su(creAL4)|, -2, -3, -5, -6, -J, -8, -9, -10, -11 and -13, consisted of suppressors that

conidiate poorly and have a slightly increased growth rate compared to a creA\,
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strain. There were no obvious differences between the level of expression of carbon

catabolite repressed systems in this second group of suppressors and creA\' strains.

Examples from both groups, su(creAL4)z, -7, -12 and -14, were outcrossed to a

creA* strain (biAl; niA|).In all four crosses the progeny segregate d creA*, creAL[

and su(creAÂ4) phenotypes suggesting that all four mutations are extragenic to creA.

The suppressor phenotypes could only be identified in creAL4 backgrounds. Diploid

strains were constructed between these four suppressor strains and MSF-RL. In an

haploidisation analysis sectors with the suppressor mutation could only be identified

from the diploid constructed with the su(creAL|)14 strain. In the haploidisation

experiment su(creAL4)14 cosegregated withnicB. Therefore the suppressor mutation

maps to chromosome VII. To position the mutation on chromosome VII crosses were

set between su(creAL|)14 and two genes on chromosome seven , alcA and nicB-The

su(creAL|)14 mutation was not linked to either alcA ot nicB.

During phenotype testing of su(creAL|)14 strains it was noticed that they were

unable to utilise maltose as a carbon source. A previously identified mutation, maIA,

is also unable to utilise maltose and maps to chromosome VII. No recombinants were

found amongst 143 progeny from a cross between a su(creAL4)14 strain and amalA

strain (4461). Therefore the suppressor is either allelic or very closely linked to maIA'

malA isthought to be a positive activator of maltase and maltose permease

expression. It is unclear why a mutation in malA would suppress a creAL' strain. One

possibility is that the phenotype of a creAL4 strain is the result an energy penalty

caused by derepression of all carbon catabolite repressed genes. By removing the

expression of the maltose utilisation genes this energy deficit may be lessened,
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resulting in the improved phenotype. It is also possible that although malA was

isolated as affecting expression of maltose utilisation genes, it may have a more

general regulatory role including an involvement in carbon catabolite repression.

Further analysis of malA is required to determine exactly what role it may play in the

regulation of gene exPression.

7.3 - SummarY

Suppressor mutations of creA alleles were selected to isolate genes which encode

proteins that act with CreA in the process of carbon catabolite repression' Strains

containing creA306 and creAL4have an extreme morphological phenotype. This

means they have a greatly reduced growth rate and conidiate very poorly' Their

growth on l7o complete media is so poor that it is possible to select suppressors of

the creAalleles by increased growth rate. The major disadvantage of this approach is

that it is difficult to separate mutations which result in an increased growth rate but

are unrelated to the process of carbon catabolite repression.

Four classes of mutations were isolated as suppressors of a creA306 strain' One group

(7/80) consisted of allelic mutations. There were examples of reversions to the wild

type sequence and also of a second site mutation within the DNA binding domain.

This missense mutation changes the same amino acid as the original creA306

mutation. Through the two rounds of mutation amino acid 109 has changed from

leucine to proline to serine. A serine in this position can only occur through two base

changes and therefore is very unlikely to have occurred in any of the original screens

for creAmutants. This creA allele is of particular interest because unlike any other
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creA' mutant alleles it does not result in a reduction of conidiation and has minimal

effects on the growth rate while still leading to some derepression.

The remaining three groups were all the result of extragenic mutations. The largest

group (4SlS0) resulted in a change from a creA306 phenotype to a creA[-like

phenotype. Ten of these mutations tested were all extragenic. No complete loss of

function creA- alleles were found although it is possible that some of the remaining

untested alleles in this group could be creA- null mutations. Six of the suppressors

were found to be tightly linked or allelic. At this stage it is not known if any other loci

are present in this group. A single mutation was isolated and found to be tightly linked

or allelic to creB. This establishes a link between the function of these two genes.

Based on the similarity between creB and creC mutants it is likely that creC mutants

can also suppress a creA3o6 strain. To determine the relationship between these three

genes an analysis of double mutants formed from different creA- alleles and either

creB or creC alleles should be undertaken. The final (24180) group consisted of

suppressors that were aconidial. It is unknown if they have any significance to the

process of carbon catabolite repression.

A preliminary screen isolated 13 suppressors of a creAL4 strain. One of these

mutations was studied in detail and found to be tightly linked or allelic to malA. maIA

is a positive regulator of the maltose utilisation genes. It is not known if the loss of

malAleadsto an increased growth rate by an indirect mechanism or by a direct role in

carbon catabolite rePression.
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Neither of the screens for suppressor mutants, especially the screen for suppressors of

creAL4,have been performed to a saturation point. Since mutants of interest have

been isolated using this approach a more intensive screen should now be carried out.
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Aspergillus nidulans is able to utilise a wide variety of carbon sources in addition to

glucose, its preferred carbon source. 
'When glucose is not present the organism is able

to break down many other compounds to supply a carbon soufce eg ethanol, starch

and cellulose. There are many genes required which produce enzymes that act to

transport these compounds into the cell and break them down into useable

components. The expression of these genes is controlled by a complex regulatory

mechanism, carbon catabolite repression. Carbon catabolite repression functions to

prevent the expression of the large range of enzymes required for the utilisation of less

favourable carbon sources when a more readily utilised carbon source is present. In A.

nidulans this process is controlled by the product of the creA gene. Genetic analysis

shows that CreA is a wide domain, negatively acting repressor of transcription. The

creA genehas been cloned from both A. nidulans and Aspergillus niger. Sequence

analysis highlighted a number of potential functional domains within the protein. The

protein has a Cys2-His2 zinc finger DNA binding domain with a high level of similarity

to the DNA binding domain of Miglp that mediates glucose repression in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. CreA also contains an alanine repeat and an acidic region,

all of which are characteristic of regulatory proteins. There is also a stretch of 45

amino acids that are identical in A. nidulans and A. niger that show significant

similarity to a region of Rgrlp, a protein involved in glucose repression in S.

cerevisiae, Using a number of different strategies many creAm:ttations have been

selected. All of these alleles have a phenotype of derepression of the CreA regulated

genes in repressing conditions. Conversely mutants with a phenotype of failure to

derepress have never been isolated despite numerous attempts.
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8.L - Functional regions within CreA

The major aim of this study was to phenotypically characterise a large bank of creA

mutant alleles and determine the nature of each mutation in order to further define

functional domains within the CreA polypeptide. Twenty creA alleles were used in

this study.

Strains containing the creA mutant alleles showed varying phenotypes. These

mutations result in increased levels of expression of carbon catabolite repressed genes

in the presence of glucose. They also cause decreased rates of growth and conidiation

and some alleles also have defects in carbohydrate storage and the formation of

cleistothecia. These phenotypes indicated a role for carbon catabolite repression,

either directly or indirectly, in the processes of conidiation carbohydrate storage as

well as the sexual and asexual cell cycles.

The allele that resulted in the most extreme phenotype was creA306. Other alleles,

such as creA303, -304, -305 and -30 also have extreme phenotypes, but

they are not as phenotypically extreme as creA3\6. The remaining alleles result in

varying phenotypes . creAl containing strains had the weakest morphological

phenotype of any of this group of alleles. Since mutations leading to derepression

were isolated at reasonably high frequencies, and mutations that fail to derepress were

never isolated, it is likely that the derepression is due to a loss of CreA function.

However the range of phenotypes amongst these alleles suggests that most of the

mutations do not lead to a total loss of CreA function'
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The creA alleles were analysed at the molecular level to determine the site and nature

of each mutation within the gene. The mutations could be divided into two broad

groups. The first group consists of missense mutations within the DNA binding

domain. Included in this group is creA306. creA306 has a leucine to proline

substitution in the recognition helix of the second zinc finger and is predicted to

completely abolish DNA binding affinity of the CreA306 polypeptide. It is expected

that CreA306 retains the ability to undergo any potential interactions with other

proteins. Since creA is autoregulated the mutation would also lead to a higher level of

expression of creA306. This higher expression and the ability to still bind other

interacting proteins may result in the titration of the interacting proteins and the

prevention of their normal function. The titration of these proteins is predicted to be

the cause of the extreme phenotype observed for creA306 strains. The other alleles

with missense mutations in the DNA binding domain are all expected to result in a

reduction of DNA binding affinity. It is unlikely that any of these mutations produces

a polypeptide that has totally lost all DNA binding function. Based on the analysis of

the Cys2-Hiszzinc fingers of other proteins, the severity of the phenotype of each of

these alleles correlates with the predicted reduction of the ability of the protein to bind

DNA.

All of the remaining creA mutant alleles analysed in this study have nonsense or

frameshift mutations and are predicted to produce truncated polypeptides. The sites of

each of the truncations span the length of the CreA protein. The creA322 allele results

in significant pleiotropic phenotypes . Cre{322has the last 80 C-terminal amino acids
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removed. Therefore the last 80 amino acids of CreA must contain a region that is

absolutely required for the protein to function as a transcriptional repressor' This was

also supported by the phenotype of the in vitro constructed internal deletion of creA,

as discussed below

The alleles predicted to produce the most truncated polypeptides are creA303 and

creA3}4.Both of these alleles are predicted to produce polypeptides that truncate

within the DNA binding domain. Therefore the CreA303 and CreA304 polypeptides

only constitute the N-terminal region of the protein up to the DNA binding domain'

Previous analysis of a strain that contained a deletion of a region of the genome that

included creA* resulted in the phenotype of the strain being described as leaky lethal'

Strains containing precise disruptions of the creA* locus have been constructed'

Analysis of these strains showed that they were phenotypically similar to creA3Ù3 and

creA3}4,suggesting that creA3}3 and creA304 are total loss of function alleles' The

leaky lethal phenotype described previously was presumably the result of disrupting

creA anda gene very closely linked to creA'

Strains containing creAL,alleles were used as transformation parent strains to test the

function of constructs that were constructed with deletions within creA' An internal'

in frame deletion of 474bp was constructed which removed amino acids 207-365 of

CreA. Strains that contained 3-5 copies of this construct were able to fully

complemen t a creAlstrain in repressing conditions' Therefore the region deleted

from CreA is not required for the protein to repress transcription' The protein

produced from this deletion only retains the final 51 amino acids of the C-terminal end
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of CreA. This final 51 amino acids is enough to allow the altered protein to act as a

repressor of transcrþion and therefore must contain the repression domain identified

by analysis of creAmutant alleles. These strains grew poorly by comparison to a wild

type strain when gfo\¡/n on some non-repressing sole carbon sources. This suggests

that the deleted region is required for the derepression of many carbon catabolite

repression regulated genes in non-repressing conditions'

The functional regions within CreA identified in this study are summarised in figure

g.1. A more refined, site directed mutational analysis is now required to further

define these functional regions within CreA.

7 910421

required for
DNA binding

required for expression required for

ofCreA regulated genes repression of
in derepressing conditions CreA regulated

genes

Figure 8.1 - Functional regions within CreA'
Scîematic showing the posritions of functional regions identified within CreA and the

corresponding positions of the most conserved regions of the protein'
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8.2 - Comparison with MiglP

In the process of glucose repression in s. cerevisiae Miglp plays the analogous role

to CreA in carbon catabolite repression in A. nidular¿s. At this stage the exact

relationship between these two systems is not known. It is likely that they have

evolved from the same ancestral system, however there are a number of significant

differences between the two systems in these organisms'

yeast is a highly specialised organism that preferentially utilises fermentative

metabolism of glucose and as part of this adaptation its mitochondrial functions are

gltrcose repressible. In the study of carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans, as\de

from strains containing pANC4ÂRV10, no mutations have been identified which

result in a failure to derepress transcription in non-repressing conditions. In 
'S'

cerevisiae mutations have been identified in a number of loci, such as snfl' which

have this phenotype. This suggests that there are differences in the mechanism for

lifting CreA/lvliglp repression in derepressing conditions or, alternatively that there is

some degree of redundancy in the A. nidulans system. Homologues of creA have been

identified in a number of fungal systems including Schizosøccharomyces pombe'

However despite the entire sequence of s. cerevisiaebeing determined there is no

obvious homologue of CreA other than Miglp'

However, outside the DNA binding domain, there is very little sequence similarity

between creA and Miglp. There are however, striking similarities in the spatial

arangement of the functional regions within the two proteins (figure 8'2)' This

conserved spatial afrangement and high level of sequence conservation between the
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DNA binding domains of the two proteins strongly suggests that creA and Miglp are

ancestrally related. The degree of functional conservation between the two proteins

and the processes of carbon catabolite repression in A. nidularzs and glucose

repression in S. cerevisiae remains to be determined. As most other fungi studied have

clear CreA homologues, it is likely that the process used by A. nidulans is more highly

conserved amongst fungal species and that the changes seen in s. cerevisiae reflectits

adaptation to its specialised growth conditions'

a) CreA

I 7 91042

required for
DNA binding

R1

required for exPression

of CreA regulated genes

in derepressing conditions

required for
repression of

CreA regulated
genes

b) Miglp
Cysr-His,

zinc f,tngers B

required for
DNA binding

required for expression

of Miglp regulated genes

in derepressing conditions

Repression
Domain

-required for
repression of

Miglp regulated
genes

R2

Figure 8.2 - Comparison of functional regions of creA fromÁ. niduløns anù

Miglp from S. cerevisiae.

a) ñunctional regions within CreA as defined by this study. b) Functional regions

within Miglp as defined by Ostling et al. 1996'
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8.3 - Identification of CreA interacting proteins

Screens for suppressors of creA alleles were carried out in an attempt to isolate

mutations in genes that encode proteins which function in the same pathway or

directly interact with CreA.

creA306 is a full length polypeptide that is unable to bind DNA but still undergo any

protein-protein interactions. As a result creA306 strains have the most extreme

phenotype of any creA mutant alleles, including null alleles. Therefore the strain was

an ideal candidate for a suppressor screen. Eighty mutants that partially or fully

suppressed the effects of creA3}6 were selected on the basis of improved growth rate

and conidiation.

Seven of these mutations restored growth and conidiation to levels similar to wild

type strains. These mutations were allelic. Four of them were revefsions back to the

wild type creA* sequence. The remaining three were second site allelic mutations' The

missense mutation is adjacent to the original creAmutation and changes the same

amino acid. This residue changes from a proline to serine. Clearly a serine in this

position is not as detrimental to CreA function as a proline residue. This strain has the

phenotype of a weak creA matant however unlike all other creA alleles this strains

with this mutation do not result in reduced conidiation. This further suggests a role

for CreA in the process of conidiation'
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The remaining suppressors of creA306 that were analysed were all extragenic' One of

these mutations, su(creA3}6)g73},was shown to be allelic or very tightly linked to

creB. creB is a locus previously identified as having a role in carbon catabolite

repression in A. niduløns. However this is the first direct functional link demonstrated

for these two genes.

The remaining extragenic suppressors analysed resulted in strains which have a

phenotype similar to creAL,strains. Six of these mutations were tested by sexual

analysis. All of the six mutations occur at one locus or afe very tightly linked' no

recombinants were identified from crosses between these strains. Therefore it is highly

likely that these suppressor mutations occur within the same gene' This altered

phenotype may be the result of a mutation within a gene that encodes a CreA

interacting protein therefore preventing the extreme phenotype of creA306 strains'

Identification and analysis of these potential interacting proteins will enable a more

complete understanding of the process of carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans'
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Two articles have been published from this work' They are,

Shroff RA, Lockington RA, Kelly JM (1996) Analysis of mutations in the creA gene

involved in carbon catabolite repression in Aspergillus nidulans. Canadian

J ournal of Microbiolo gy 42: 95O-959

Shroff RA, O'Connor SM, Hynes MJ, Lockington RA, Kelly JM (1997) Null alleles of

creA,theregulator of carbon catabolite repression in Aspergillus ni'dulans.
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